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Motivated by the basic properties of a differential operator the notion of deriva-
tion was introduced in rings. An additive mapping d : R —> R is said to be a deriva-
tion of a ring R if for all x,y E R the following holds: (i) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) 
and (a) d{xy) = xd{y) + d{x)y. The most natural example of a derivation of rings 
is the usual differentiation on F[x], the ring of polynomials over a field F. Although 
the notion of derivation has been existing in literature since the advent of twentieth 
century, yet it was during the past five decades that the study of derivation started 
attracting a wide circle of algebraists after E. C. Posner established two very striking 
results on derivations which state as follows: (i) in a 2-torsion free prime ring if 
iterate of two derivations is again a derivation, then atleast one of them must be 
zero and (ii) if a prime ring admits a nonzero centralizing derivation, then it must 
be commutative. In recent year many well known algebraists such as Beidar, Bell, 
Bergen, Hvala, Herstein, Bresar, Lanski, Luh, Kaya, Kharchenko etc. have made 
remarkable contribution in this area of study. The interest in this area was partially 
motivated by its useful applications to various branches of mathematics ( for refer-
ence see [25], [89] and [103]). 
The present dissertation entitled A study of derivations in rings has been 
completed under the able guidance of Dr. Asma Ali. R comprises five chapters. 
Each chapter is subdivided into various sections. The definitions, examples and re-
sults etc. in the text have been specified with double decimal numbering. The first 
figure denotes the chapter, second represents the section and third points out the 
number of the definition, example, remark, lemma, theorem as the case may be in a 
particular chapter. For examples. Theorem 3.2.1 refers to the first theorem appear-
ing in the second section of the third chapter. 
In the first chapter, the preliminary notions and basic definitions have been in-
troduced. Some key results and well known theorems related to the subject matter of 
the dissertation have also been presented. However, familiar notions in ring theory 
usually given in standard graduate text have been assumed and no attempt is made 
to provide the proofs of the results included in this chapter. 
Ill 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of centralizing derivations of a ring, a study 
initiated by E.G. Posner [88] in 1957 by proving a result stated already as part (iij. 
Some generalizations of Posner's theorem have been presented in Section 2.2. In 
Section 2.3 structure of additive mappings which are centralizing on a ring have 
been discussed. In Section 2.4 n-centralizing mappings which can be regarded as a 
more general concept than centralizing mappings are studied . 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of semiderivations of a ring, a generalized 
notion of a derivation introduced by Bergen [20]. An additive mapping f : R —> R 
is said to be a semiderivation of a ring R if there exists a map g : R —> R such that 
(i) f{xy) = f{x)g{y) + xf{y) = f{x)y-\-g{x)f{y) and (ii) f{g{x)) = g{f{x)), 
holds for all x,y G R. If g = I an identity mapping of R, then all semiderivations 
associated with g are merely ordinary derivations. Section 3.2 opens with a result 
of Chang [35] which states that if f is a nonzero centralizing semiderivation of a 
prime ring R whose associated endomorphism g is surjective, then R is commutative. 
Section 3.3 deals with the structure of semiderivations of R which are centralizing 
on a nonzero ideal of R. Finally, some results due to Ashraf et.al. [8] have been 
presented for semiderivations defined on Lie ideals of a prime ring. 
Chapter 4 deals with the study of Jordan derivations of a ring R i.e., an additive 
mapping d : R —>• R satisfying d{x^) = xd{x) + d{x)x, for all x E R. Herstein [45] 
proved that every Jordan derivation in a prime ring R with characteristic not two is 
a derivation of R. In Section 4-2 some generalizations of Herstein's theorem obtained 
by Bresar and Vukman [33] have been presented. Section 4-4 of this chapter contains 
some generalizations of the above mentioned results to generalized {0,(1))-derivation 
of rings obtained by Ashraf, Asma and Shakir [9]. Finally, motivated by a result 
of Nurcan ]3] we established the following theorem: If d and g are derivations of a 
semiprime ring R such that atleast one is nonzero and d{x)x = xg{x) for all x E R, 
then R has a nonzero central ideal. In fact the above result is a generalization of 
a well known result of Posner ( Lemma 2.2.2 ) and a partial extension of Bresar's 
result ( Theorem 2.3.4 )• 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the study of derivations on a ring with involution, that is, 
a ring equipped with a map '*' satisfying (xy)* = y*x* and (x*)* = x for all x,y e R. 





This chapter is devoted to review some basic notions, important terminology 
and known results in ring theory which we shall need for the development of the 
subject in the subsequent chapters of the present dissertation. Suitable examples and 
necessary remarks are given at proper places. The material for the present chapter 
has been collected mostly from the standard books like Herstein [46, 47], Jacobson 
[54], Lambek [64], McCoy [87], Burton [34], Beidar, Martindale and Mikhalev [15]. 
1.2 Some ring theoretic concepts 
Definition 1.2.1 ( Ring ) A Ring is an ordered triple {R,+, •) consisting of a 
non empty set R and two binary operations '+ ' and '•' defined on R such that 
(i) (/2, +) is a commutative group 
(ii) {R, •) is a semi group 
(iii) The operation • is distributed ( on both side ) over the operation +. 
Definition 1.2.2 ( Characteristic of a ring ) Let R be an arbitrary ring. If 
there exists a positive integer n such that na = 0 for all a G /?, then the smallest 
positive integer with this property is called the characteristic of the ring. If no such 
integer exists, then R is said to be of characteristic zero. 
Definition 1.2.3 ( Ideal ) Let 7 be a non empty subset of R. Then / is a two 
sided ideal of R if and only if 
(i) a,b E I imply a — b E I. 
(a) r £ R and a e / imply both products ra, ar e / . 
Example 1.2.1 Let i? = | f " , j \ a,b,c,d ezi. 
Then /i = <( „ | | a , 6 E Z > i s a right ideal but not a left ideal of R, 
and / 2 = < f , „ ) | a , 6 G Z > i s a left ideal but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.4 ( Nilpotent element ) An element a of a ring R is said to be 
nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that a" = 0, where o" stands for 
(a, a, ,a) 
n—times-
Definition 1.2.5 ( Nilpotent Ideal ) A right ( left, two sided ) ideal A of a 
ring R is said to be a nilpotent ideal if there exists a positive integer n > 1 such 
that A" = {0}. 
Example 1.2.2 Consider the ring Zpn, where p is a fixed prime and n > 1. Zpt. 
has exactly one ideal for each positive divisor of p^ and no other ideals; these are 
simply the principal ideals {p'^) = p'^Zpn {0 < k <n). For 0 < A; < n, we have 
{p'r = {p'n = (0). 
So that each proper ideal of Zpn is nilpotent. 
Definition 1.2.6 ( Nil ideal ) A right ( left, two sided ) ideal A of a ring R is 
said to be nil ideal if each element is nilpotent. 
Remark 1.2.1 Every nilpotent ideal is a nil ideal but converse need not be true. 
Example 1.2.3 Let p be a fixed prime and for each positive integer i let Ri be 
the ideals in / | (p'"^^), consisting of all nilpotent elements of I/{p^^^). That is, 
consisting of the residue classes modulo p'"*"^  which contains multiple of p. Then 
R^^^ = {0}, where as /?f 7^  {0} for A; < z + 1. Now consider the discrete direct sum 
T of the rings Ri [i = 1,2 ). Since each element of T differs from zero in only 
a finite number of components i.e., each element of T is nilpotent. Then T is a nil 
ideal in T but not a nilpotent ideal. 
Remark 1.2.2 The sum of any finite number of nil ( nilpotent ) ideals of the ring 
R is again nil ( nilpotent ). 
Rem2irk 1.2.3 If i? contains an ideal / such that / and R/I are both nil 
( nilpotent ), then R is nil ( nilpotent ) ring. 
Definition 1.2.7 ( Principal ideal ) An ideal in a ring R generated by one 
element of R is called a principal ideal. The ideal generated by the element a of i? 
is denoted by (a). 
Example 1.2.4 Let R[x] denote the ring of polynomials with real coefficients and 
let < a;^  + 1 > denote the principal ideal generated by 2;^  + 1. Then 
<x' + l>= {f{x){x' + 1) I fix) G R[x]}. 
Remark 1.2.4 Let / be an ideal generated by a then / can be written in the 
following form 
(a) = {na + ra + sa + V^^iasi \ r,s,TJ,Si ^ R;n ^ Z}. 
(z) If i? is a commutative ring , then 
{a) If i? is a commutative ring with unity, then 
(a) - {y~]nasj I ri.Si G R}. 
Definition 1.2.8 ( Maximal Ideal ) An ideal M in a ring R is said to be a max-
imal ideal provided that M ^ R and whenever J is an ideal of R with M C J C R, 
then J ~ R. 
Definition 1.2.9 ( Prime ideal ) An ideal F in a ring R is said to be a prime 
ideal if and only if it has the property that for any ideals A and B in R, whenever 
AB C P , then AC POT BC P. 
Remark 1.2.5 Equivalently an ideal P in a ring R is prime if and only if any one 
of the following holds: 
(i) Ua,be R such that aRb C P, then a G P or 6 G P . 
[ii) If (a) and (6) are principal ideals in R such that (a)(6) C P , then a G P or 
be P. 
(in) If U and V are left ( right ) ideals in R such that UV C P, then U C P ox 
VCP. 
Remark 1.2.6 If P is commutative ring, then an ideal P of P is a prime ideal if 
and only if for all elements a and b in R, ab E P implies that a e P or 6 e P. 
Remark 1.2.7 In a commutative ring with identity every maximal ideal is a prime 
ideal. 
Example 1.2.5 For an illustration of a ring possessing a non trivial prime ideal 
which is not maximal. Take P = Z x Z, where the operations are performed com-
ponent wise. One can easily verify that Z x {0} is a prime ideal of R. Since 
Z X {0} C Z X Ze C P, 
with Z X Ze an ideal of R and hence Z x {0} fails to be maximal. 
Definition 1.2.10 ( Direct sum and subdirect sum of rings ) Let Si 
i e U he a. family of rings indexed by the set U and S denote the set of all 
functions defined on the set U such that for each i E U. The value of func-
tion at i is an element of Si. If addition and multiplication in S is defined as: 
(a + b){i) = a{i) + 6(i); {ab){i) = a{i)b{i), for all a, 6 e 5, then 5 is a ring which is 
called the complete direct sum of rings Si, i E U. The set of all functions i E U is 
a subring of S which is called the discrete direct sum of rings Si, i EU. However, 
if t/ is a finite set, then the complete ( discrete ) direct sum of rings Si, i E U, as 
defined above is called a direct sum of rings Si, i E U. 
Let T be a subring of the direct sum S of rings Si and for each i e U let Oi E U 
be a homomorphism of S onto Si defined by a9i = a(i), for a e S. If T6i — Si for 
every i e U, then T is said to be a subdirect sum of the family of the rings Si,ieU. 
Definition 1.2.11 ( Jacobson Radical ) The Jacobson radical of a ring R, is 
the set 
rad R = n{M \ M i s a maximal ideal of R}. 
Definition 1.2.12 ( Prime Radical ) The prime radical of a ring R, denoted 
by P{R) is the set 
P{R) = n{P I P is a prime ideal of R}. 
Remark 1.2.8 If P{R) = 0, we say that the ring R is without prime radical or 
has zero prime ideal. 
Example 1.2.6 The ring F[x] of formal power series over a field F has zero prime 
radical. 
Remark 1.2.9 If Rad R = {0}, then R is said to be a ring without Jacobson 
radical. 
Definition 1.2.13 ( Module ) An additive abeUan group M is said to be an 
i?-module if there is a mapping fj, : M x R —> M such that 
(i) ij,(m,{a + b)) — fi{m,a) + n{m,b) 
{ii) /i((mi + m2),a) = /i(mi, a) + /x(m2, a) 
{ill) {fJ,{m, a),b) = //(m, ab), for all m G M and a,b & R. 
Definition 1.2.14 ( Torsion Free Element ) An element x G i? is said to be 
a n-torsion free if nx = 0 implies x = 0. If for every x E R nx = 0, implies x — 0, 
then R is called n-torsion free. 
Definition 1.2.15 ( Prime Ring ) A ring R is said to be prime if aRb = 0 
implies either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Remark 1.2.10 A ring R is said to be prime if and only if the zero ideal (0) is 
a prime ideal in R. 
Remark 1.2.11 Let Rhe a. prime ring. Then the following hold: 
(z) The nonzero elements of Z{R) are not zero divisors. 
{ii) If d is a nonzero derivation of R, then d does not vanish on a nonzero left 
ideal of R. 
(Hi) If R contains a commutative nonzero left ideal ( right ideal ), then R is 
commutative. 
(iv) Let c and ac be in the center of R. If c is not zero, then a is in the center of 
R. 
(v) In R, the centralizer of any nonzero one sided ideal is equal to the center of R. 
In particular, if R has a nonzero central ideal, then R must be commutative. 
Definition 1.2.16 ( Semiprime Ring ) A ring R is said to be semiprime if 
aRa = (0), imphes a = 0 for all a E R. 
Remark 1.2.12 A ring R is semiprime if and only if it has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals. 
Remark 1.2.13 Let /? be a semiprime ring. Then 
(i) The centre of R contains no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
(ii) The center of a nonzero one sided ideal in R is contained in the center of R. 
In particular, any commutative one sided ideal is contained in the center of R. 
Definition 1.2.17 ( Centre of a ring ) The centre of a ring R is the set of all 
those elements of R which commute with each element of R and is denoted by Z{R) 
i.e. 
Z{R) = {x e R I xr = rx for all r G R}. 
Definition 1.2.18 ( Centralizer of a ring ) If X is a non empty subset of a 
ring R, then the centralizer of X in i? denoted by CR{X), is defined as 
CR{X) = {a e R\ ax = xa, all x G X}. 
If a € Cji{X), we say that a centralizes X. 
Definition 1.2.19 ( Simple ring ) A ring R is called simple if R^ ^ (0) and it 
has no ideals other than (0) and R. 
Definition 1.2.20 ( Semisimple ring ) A ring R is said to be semisimple if its 
Jacobson radical is zero. 
Definition 1.2.21 ( Lie and Jordan structure ) Let R be an associative ring. 
We can induce on R two new operations as follows: 
(i) For all x,y E R, the Lie product [x, y] = xy — yx. 
(ii) For all x,y E R, the Jordan product xoy = xy + yx. 
The additive group (R, +) together with the Lie product ( resp. Jordan prod-
uct) is sometimes called Lie ( resp. Jordan ) ring. 
Remark 1.2.14 For any x,y,z ^ R, the following identities hold: 
{i) [x±y,z] = [x,z]±[y,z]. 
[a) [x,yz\ = y[x,z]^-[x,y\z. 
(in) [xz,y] = x[z,y] + [x,y]z. 
(iv) [[x, y],z] + [[y, z],x] + [[z, x],y] = 0. This identity is known as Jacobi identity. 
Definition 1.2.22 ( Lie ( Jordan ) Subring ) A nonvoid subset [/ of a ring R 
is a Lie ( resp. Jordan ) subring of il if C/ is an additive subgroup of R and a,b eU 
implies that [a, b] ( resp. (a o 6) ) is also in U. 
Definition 1.2.23 ( Lie ( Jordan ) Ideal ) An additive subgroup U C R is 
said to be a Lie ( resp. Jordan ) ideal of R if whenever u ^ U and r ^ R, then [u, r] 
( resp. (uor) ) is also in U. 
Example 1.2.7 Let E be the additive subgroup of R generated by the idem-
potents of R. If e^  = e is an idempotent in R, and ii x & R, then it is a simple 
calculation to verify that / = e + ex — exe and g — e + xe — exe are idempotents. 
Hence f — g = ex ~ xe ism E. This gives that £• is a Lie ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.8 Let i? = | ( ^ ^ , j I a, 6, c, d G Z2 > Then it can be easily seen that 
[/ = < ( j I a, 6, c G Z2 > is a Lie ideal of R and -^  = "^  ( L ) ] a, 6 G Zg >is 
a Jordan ideal of R. 
Remsirk 1.2.15 If f/ is a Jordan ideal of R then for all a,b E U and x e R, 
(ab + ba)x — x(ab + ba) G U. 
Proof Since a & U and x E R, so a{xh — bx) + (xb — bx)a G U. For any b eU, we 
have a{xb — bx) + (xb — bx)a = (ax — xa)b + b(ax — xa) + {x(ab + ba) — (ab + ba)x}. 
We can write above relation as 
a(xb — bx) + (xb — bx)a — {(ax — xa)b + b(ax — xa)} = x(ab + ba) — (ab + ba)x. 
Since left hand side of the above expression is in U, we find that x(ab + ba) — (ab + 
ba)x e U. This imphes that (ab + ba)x ~ x(ab + ba) G U. 
Theorem 1.2.1 Let i? be a simple ring of characteristic not 2. Then any Lie 
ideal of R which is also a subring of R must either be R itself or is contained in the 
center of R. 
Definition 1.2.24 ( Derivation ) A mapping d : R —> R is said to be a 
derivation of a ring R if for all x,y E R, the following hold: 
(i) d(x + y) = d(x) + d(y) 
(a) d(xy) = d(x)y + xd(y). 
Example 1.2.9 The most natural example of a nontrivial derivation is the usual 
diflFerentiation of the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
Example 1.2.10 Let i? be a ring and a be a fixed element of R. Define a mapping 
5 : R —> R by 5(x) = [x, a] ~ xa — ax, for all x G JR. Then <5 is a derivation of R 
which is called the inner derivation and is denoted by /„. 
Example 1.2.11 LetR=<l , j | a , 6, c, d e Z > be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over Z, the ring of integers. Define a mapping d: R-^ Ros follows: 
Then it can be easily verify that d is a derivation but not an inner derivation on R. 
Definition 1.2.25 ( Dense ideal ) A right ( resp. left ) ideal J of i? is said to 
be a dense right ( resp. dense left ) ideal if for any 0 ^ ri E R, r2 E R there exists 
r e R such that r i r 7^  0 and r2r e J ( resp. rri ^ 0;rr2 G J ). The collection 
of all dense right ideals ( resp. dense left ideals ) is denoted hy D{R) = Dr { resp. 
D{R) = Di). 
Definition 1.2.26 ( Essential ideal ) A right ideal J of J? is said to be essential 
if for every nonzero right ideal K of R, we have J n K 7^  0. 
Definition 1.2.27 ( Ring of quotients ) Let Rhea, prime ring and consider the 
set of all left-i?-module functions / : AR —> RR, where A ranges over all nonzero 
two sided ideals of R. Two such functions are said to be equivalent if they agree 
on their common domain which is a nonzero ideal, since R is prime. That is an 
equivalence relation. Let / denote the equivalence class of / and let Qi = Qi{R) be 
the set of all such equivalence classes. The arithmetic in Qi is defined as a fairly 
obvious manner. Suppose / : AR —> RR and g : BR —> RR are given. Then f x g 
is the class oi f x g : (AnB)R —>• RR and / ^ is the class of the composite function 
fg : {BA)R —> RR. The ring axioms are satisfied, so Qi is a ring and is called a 
left Martindale ring of quotients of R. 
One can of course define Qr = Qr{R), the right Martindale ring of quotients of 
i? in a similar manner. It is obtained from the set of all right-i?-module homomor-
phisms g : BR —> RR with nonzero ideal B of R. 
The subring Qi{R) = {q E Qi{R) \ qB C R, for some nonzero ideal B of R} 
is called left symmetric Martindale ring of quotients of R. Similarly the subring 
Qr{R) = {q E Qs{R) I Aq Q R, for some nonzero ideal A of R} is called right 
symmetric Martindale ring of quotients of R. 
Definition 1.2.28 ( Extended Centroid ) The center C of ring of quotients of 
a prime ring R is called the extended centroid of R. 
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Definition 1.2.29 ( Central closure ) Let C be the extended centroid of a 
prime ring R. Then RC the subring of ring of quotients of R containing R is called 
the central closure of R. 
1.3 Some Important Results 
In th present section, we shall arrange some well known results which are needed 
for developing the proofs of various theorems in the subsequent chapters. The proof 
of the theorems can be found in [15]. 
Theorem 1.3.1 Let i? be a prime ring and a, 6 G i? such that axh = bxa for all 
X E R. If a 7^  0, then b = Xa for some A in the extended centroid of R. 
Theorem 1.3.2 An ideal D in a commutative ring R is dense if for all r e R 
rD = {0} implies r = 0 
Theorem 1.3.3 If J is a dense right ideal of R, then J is essential right ideal of R. 
Theorem 1.3.4 Let / be an ideal of R. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(z) The annihilator of / is zero. 
(ii) / is a dense right ideal. 
(iii) I is an essential right ideal. 
(iv) I is essential as a two sided ideal ( i.e. for any ideal J =4 0, / n J 7^  {0} ). 
Theorem 1.3.5 Let I,J,S E D{R) and let / : / —> i? be a right i?-module 
homomorphism. Then 
(S) r\J) = {aeI\ f{a)EJ}eD{R). 
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(n) InJeD{R). 
{in) If iC is a right ideal of i? and / C K, then K G D{R). 
(iv) 1{I) = 0 = r ( / ) , where /(/) and r ( / ) are left and right annihilators of / 
respectively. 
(v) If L is a right ideal of R and g : L —> i? is a right L-module homomorphism, 
then ^ is a right i?-module homomorphism. 
(vi) IJ e DiR). 
Theorem 1.3.6 Qi{R), the left Martindale ring of quotients of a prime ring R 
satisfies the following : 
(i) R is a. subring of Qi{R). 
{a) For q e Qi{R) there exists a nonzero ideal I oi R such that Iq C R. 
{in) li q & Qi{R) and Iq = Q for some nonzero element I of R, then q = 0. 
{iv) If / is a nonzero ideal of R and (j) : / —> R is & left-i?-module map, then 
there exists q € Qi{R) such that ^{x) = xq for all x e I. 
One can of course characterize Qr{R), the right Martindale ring of quotients of 
i? in a similar manner. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Commuting and centralizing mappings 
in prime rings 
2.1 Introduction 
A mapping / : R —> R is said to be centralizing ( resp. commuting ) on a 
ring R if [f{x),x] G Z{R) ( resp. [fix),x] = 0 ) holds for all x e R. In 1957 
E.C.Posner [88] initiated the study of centralizing mappings establishing the result 
that a prime ring admitting a nonzero centralizing derivation must be commuta-
tive. Over the last fifty years a number of authors extended Posner's theorem in 
several ways to mention a few: [16], [25], [26], [66], [77], [83], [84], [85], [86], [95]. 
Section 2.2 contains a result of Vukman [98] which is also one of the generalizations 
of Posner's theorem. Vukman [99] further extended the result by proving that if 
i? is a non-commutative prime ring admitting a derivation d : R —> R such that 
x M- [[c?(x), x], x] is centralizing on R, then d = 0. 
Section 2.3 deals with the study of structure of additive centralizing mappings 
of prime rings. Herstein [50] determined the structure of a nonzero derivation d of 
a prime ring R with the property ad{x) = d{x)a, for all x E R and a ^ R. Later, 
Bresar [26] obtained description of derivations d, g and /i of a prime ring R satisfying 
d{x) = ag{x) + h{x)b, for all x e R, where a and b are fixed elements of R which in 
turn generalizes a result of Herstein ( Theorem 2.3.1 ). Further Bresar [26] proved 
that if an additive mapping F of a prime ring R is commuting on R, then there 
exists A e C, the extended centroid of R and an additive mapping ^ : R —)• C such 
that F{x) = X{x) + ^(x) for all x e R. 
Section 2.4 is devoted to the study of n-centralizing mappings introduced by 
Q. Deng [39] a concept more general than centralizing mappings. Let n be a fixed 
positive integer. A mapping / : R —> R is said to be n-centralizing ( resp. n-
commuting) if [/(x),x"] e Z{R) ( resp. [f{x),x^] = 0 ) holds for all x e R. Deng 
in the mentioned paper proved that if i? is a prime ring either of characteristic zero 
or of characteristic > n and / a nonzero left ideal of R and R admits a nonzero 
derivation d such that d is n-centralizing on / , then R is commutative. 
2.2 Centralizing mappings 
The study of centralizing mappings was initiated by E.G. Posner in the year 
1957. 
Definition 2.2.1 ( Centralizing and commuting mappings ) Let i? be a 
ring. A mapping / : R —> R is said to be centralizing ( resp. commuting ) if 
[f{x),x] e Z{R) ( resp. [f{x),x] = 0 ) holds for all x e R. 
The two basic and obvious examples of commuting maps are the identity map 
on a ring and every map having its range in Z{R), the centre of R. 
A non trivial example of a centralizing mapping may be cited as follows: 
Example 2.2.1 Let i? be a 3-dimensional algebra over a field of characteristic two 
with basis {^0,^1,^2} and multiplication defined by 
UiUj 
uo if {i,j) = (1,2) 
0 otherwise 
Let d be the hnear transformation on R defined by d{uo) = 0, d{ui) = ui, d{u2) = U2. 
It is verified that d is a centralizing mapping on R. 
Definition 2.2.2 ( Symmetric mappings ) A mapping B{-, •) : R x R —> R 
is said to be symmetric if B{x,y) = B{y,x), holds for all x,y E R. 
Definition 2.2.3 ( Trace of symmetric mappings ) A mapping / : R —> R 
defined by f(x) = B{x,x), where B{-, •) : R x R —> R is a symmetric mapping, is 
called the trace of B. 
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Remark 2.2.1 It is obvious that li B{-,-) : Rx R —> Ris a. symmetric mapping 
which is also biadditive (i.e. additive in both arguments), then the trace / of 5 
satisfies the relation 
f{x + y) = f{x) + fiy) + 2B{x,y), ioral\x,yeR. (2.2.1) 
Remark 2.2.2 The trace of a symmetric biadditive mapping is an even function. 
In 1980, Gy. Maksa [78] introduced the notion of symmetric biderivation in 
rings as follows : 
Definition 2.2.4 ( Symmetric biderivation ) A symmetric biadditive mapping 
D{-,-) : Rx R —> R is called a symmetric biderivation if 
D{xy, z) = D{x, z)y + xD{y, z), for all x,y,z e R. (2.2.2) 
obviously in this case also the relation D{x,yz) — D{x,y)z + yD{x,z), holds 
for all x, y, z e R. 
Example 2.2.2 For every A e Z{R), the centre of a ring R the mapping (x,y) H^ 
A[a;, y] is a biderivation on R. 
One of the earhest important result on centralizing mapping is due to E.G. 
Posner [88] which states as follows : 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let i? be a prime ring admitting a nonzero derivation d which is 
centralizing on R. Then R must be commutative. 
Remark 2.2.3 It is evident by the following example that Posner's theorem does 
not hold for arbitrary rings. 
Example 2.2.3 Gonsider a ring R = i ? i 0 i ? 2 , where Ri and R2 are nonzero 
rings. Ri is a commutative ring having a nonzero derivation d\ and R2 is a non-
commutative ring, i? is a non-commutative ring and d{xi,X2) = (di(a;i),0) is a 
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nonzero commuting derivation on R . 
Over the last fifty years a number of authors extended Posner's theorem in sev-
eral ways, to mention a few: [16], [25], [26], [66], [83], [84]. In 1990, Vukman [98] 
generalized Posner's theorem as follows: 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let i? be a non-commutative prime ring of characteristic not two. 
If there exists a derivation d : R -^ R such that the mapping x i-> [d{x), x] is com-
muting on R, then d = 0. 
For developing the proof of the above Theorem 2.2.2, the following lemmas are 
essential. 
Lemmma 2.2.1 ([88, Lemma Ij) Let Rhe a, prime ring admitting a derivation 
d. Suppose that ad{x) = 0 or d{x)a = 0 for all x E R. Then in both the cases either 
o = 0 or d = 0. 
Proof Suppose that ad(x) = 0 and 0 7^  a G i?. Replace x by xy to get ad(xy) = 0, 
for all x,y E R. Since ad{x)y + axd{y) — 0 and ad{x)y -\- axd{y) — 0, it follows 
that axd(y) = 0 for all x,y € R. Since a y^ 0 and R is prime, we have d{y) = 0, for 
all x,y G R. Hence d = 0. 
Lemma 2.2.2 ([88, Lemma 3]) Let Rhe a. prime ring with a nonzero derivation 
d. If [d(x), x] = 0 for all x e R, then R is commutative. 
Proof Since d is commuting on R and ad{a) — d{a)a = 0, for all a E R. Replacing 
a by (a -I- b) in above equation we obtain (a -I- b)d{a + b) — d{a + b){a + b) — 0 
and subtracting ad{a) - d{a)a + bd{b) - d{b)b — 0. We arrive at ad{b) + bd{a) -
d{a)b - d(b)a = 0, for all a,bE R. Write ad{b) - d(a)b = d{b)a - bd{a) = 0 and add 
ad{b) + d{a)b = d(ab) to find 
2ad{b) = d{b)a - bd{a) = d{ab), for all a,b E R. (2.2.3) 
In (2.2.2) replace b by ax to get 2ad{ax) =: d{ax)a - axd{a) + d{a'^x), or 2ad{a)x + 
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2a'^d{x) = d{a)xa + ad{x) — axd{a) + 2ad{a)x + a^d(x), since d(a^) = 2ad{a) or 
a?d{x) = d{a)xa + ad{x)a — axd(a). (2.2.4) 
In (2.2.3) replace b by xa and find similarly 
d{x)a^ = ad{x)a + axd{a) — d{a)xa. (2.2.5) 
Adding (2.2.4)and (2.2.5), we have 
aV(x) + d{x)a'^ = 2ad{x)a, for all a,x e R. (2.2.6) 
or 
a(d{x)a — ad{x)) = {d{x)a — ad{x))a, for all a,b E R. (2.2.7) 
In (2.2.7) substituting a+d(x) for a, we find that d{x) commutes with d{x)a — ad{x), 
for all a,x E R. This says that the square of the inner derivatoion by x is zero, for 
ail X E R. Let R not be of characteristic two. Then by Lemma 2.2.1 d{x) e Z{R) 
for all X e i?. Let a be an element of R and / denote the inner derivation by o. 
Then ad{x) = d{x)a , or Id{x) = 0 for all x e R. Lemma 2.2.1 again shows that 
d = 0 or if not, then 7 = 0. Then every a in J? is central. Hence R is commutative. 
But if R is of characteristic two, (2.2.6) says that for all x E R, d{x) commutes with 
all square elements of R. Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic two and let e G i? 
commutes with a^, for all a G i?.Then 
o^e = ea^ for all a e R. (2.2.8) 
Replace a by (a + b) and use ea^ = a^e, e6^ = b'^e, to get 
{ab + ba)e = e{ab + ba), for all a,be R. (2.2.9) 
In (2.2.9), replace b by ae and commute e and a^, we obtain a^e'^+aeae = ea^+eaea; 
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a e = ea e, i.e. 
aeae = eaea, for all a E R. (2.2.10) 
In (2.2.9), substituting e for b, we find that ae^ + eae — eae + e^a 
e^ e Z{R). (2.2.11) 
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Consider (ae + ea)^ — aeae + eaea + ae^a + ea^e. But aeae + eaea = 0 by (2.2.10) 
and ae'^a + ea^e = e^o? + o?e^ = 0 by (2.2.11) and (2.2.8). Now we have 
(ae + eaf = 0, for all a e R. (2.2.12) 
Let x,y be the elements of R with xy = 0. By (2.2.9) (xy + yx)e = e{xy + yx) and 
xy = 0 implies that yxe = eyx, for all x,y E R. (2.2.13) 
Now x^y = 0, so (2.2.13) yields that yx^e = eyx^; yx'^e — yex^, since e commutes 
with all squares. Thus 
xy = 0 implies that {ye + ey)x^ = 0, for all x,y E R. (2.2.14) 
But {ax)y = 0, for all a E R. Replace x by ax in (2.2.14), to obtain {ye + 
ey)axax = 0, for all x E R, whenever xy = 0. [88, Lemma 2] forces that x = 0 
or {ye + ey) = 0. Since x{yv) = 0 for all v E R,hy mentioned Lemma even says 
X = 0 or yve + {ey)v = 0, for all v E R. Since ye = ey ii x ^ 0, then x = 0 or 
yve + yev = 0, for all v E R, y{ve + ev) = 0 for all v E R. Lemma 2.2.1 applied 
to the inner derivation by e shows that either x = 0 or y = 0, or e is central. But 
by (2.2.23) (ae + ea){ae + ea) = 0, for all a E R. Replacing x by (ae + ea) and 
y = {ae + ea), we find that for all a G i?, ae + ea = 0 and e E Z{R). That is, for all 
a E R. ae + ea = 0, e E Z{R). If e commutes with all squares in R. 
For all X E R, d{x) commutes with all squares in R d{x) E Z{R) for all x E R. 
Let d{b) = 0, for all a E R. Then d{ah) = d{a)b + ad{b) = d{a)h d{ah) E Z{R). 
If d{h) = 0. Now if d is not zero so that d{a) ^ 0 for some a E R, v/e have 
d{a)bx = xd{a)b. Since d{a) E Z{R) so xd{a)b = d{a)xb, whence d{a){bx + x6) = 0 
for all X E R. If d{b) = 0. Since no nonzero element of the centroid of R has nonzero 
kernel and we are assuming d{a) / 0. Since d{a) E Z{R), we have prove that 
b E Z{R) whenever d{b) = 0. But for all c E R, dc^ = d{c)c + cd{c) = 2d{c)c = 0, 
so c^  commutes with all x E R, for all c E R, refering back to the conclusion of the 
previous paragraph with x for e shows x E Z{R) for all x G i?, if d is not the zero 
derivation. 
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Proof of the Theorem 2.2.2 We have 
[[d{x), x], x] = 0, for all x e R. (2.2.15) 
Let us introduce a mapping B{-, •) : RxR —> R by the relation B{x, y) = [d{x), y] + 
[d{y),x]. It is obvious that B{-,-) is symmetric and additive in both arguments. 
Moreover, a simple calculation shows that the relation 
B{xy, z) = B{x, z)y + xB{y, z) + d{x)[y, z] + [x, z]d{y) (2.2.16) 
is fulfilled for all x,y,z G R. We introduce also a mapping / : R —> R by 
f{x) = B{x,x). We have 
f{x) - 2[d{x),x], for all x e R. (2.2.17) 
Obviously the mapping / satisfies the relation 
fix + y) = fix) + f{y) + 2B{x,y), for all x,y G i?. (2.2.18) 
Throughout the proof we shall use the mapping 5(-, •) and the relations (2.2.16), 
(2.2.17) and (2.2.18) without specific reference. The relation (2.2.15) can now be 
written as 
[fix),x] = 0, for all x e R. (2.2.19) 
The Hnearization of (2.2.19) gives 
[fi^)M + [/(y), A + 2[B(x, y), x] + 2[B(x, y),y] = 0. (2.2.20) 
Now, substitution of —x for x in the above relation leads to 
[fix), y] - [fiy), x] + 2[B(x, y), x] - 2[B(x, y), y] = 0. (2.2.21) 
From (2.2.20) and (2.2.21), we obtain 
[fix), y] + 2[Bix, y), x] = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.22) 
Let us replace y by xy to get 
0 = [fix), xy] + 2[Bix,xy), x] 
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= [fix), xy] + 2[f{x)y, xB{x, y) + d{x)[y, x\,x\ 
= [/(x), x]y + x[f{x), y] + 2[f{x),x]y + 2f{x)[y, x\ 
+2x[B{x, y), x] + 2[d{x), x][y, x] + 2d{x)[[y, x],x]. 
Using in the above calculation (2.2.19) and (2.2.22), we arrive at 
3f{x)[y,x]+2d{x)[[y,x],x] = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.23) 
Similarly, we obtained the relation 
3[y,x]f{x) + 2[[t/,xlx]d{x) = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.24) 
Putting in (2.2.22) yx instead of y. We intend to prove that 
3f(x)d(x) - d{x)f{x) = 0, for all x e R. (2.2.25) 
For this purpose we write yz instead of y in (2.2.23). We have 
0 = 3f(x)[yz,x] + 2d{x)[[yz,x],x] 
= 3f{x)[y, x]z + 3f{x)y[z, x] + 2d{x)[[y, x],x]z + 4d{x)[y, x][z, x] + 2d(x)y[[z, x], x]. 
By (2.2.23) the above relation reduces to 
3fix)y[z, x] + id{x)[y, x][z, x] + 2d{x)y[[z, x], x] = 0. 
Putting in the above relation y = d{x), we obtain 
3f{x)dix)[z, x] + 2d{x)f{x)[z, x] + 2d{xy[[z, x^x] = 0. 
This yields 
3f{x)d{x)[z,x] ~ dix)f{x)[z,x] = 0. 
Thus we have proved 
i3f{x)dix) - d{x)f{x))[y, x] - 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.26) 
Now we are ready for the proof of (2.2.25). There is nothing to prove if x e Z{R), 
since in this case f{x) = 0. Hence we can restrict our attention to the case x ^ Z{R). 
In this case y i-» [x,y] is a nonzero inner derivation, which means that from (2.2.26) 
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and Lemma 2.2.1 it follows that {3f{x)d{x) — d{x)f{x)) = 0. Thus the relation 
(2.2.25) is proved. Similarly one can prove the relation 
3d{x)f{x) - f{x)d{x) = 0, for all x ^ R. (2.2.27) 
Starting from (2.2.24) and using (2.2.25) and (2.2.26) one can easily obtain, 
d{x)f{x) = f{x)d{x) - 0, for all x e R. (2.2.28) 
The linearization of the relation d{x)f{x) = 0, gives 0 — {d{x) + d{y)){f{x) + f{y) + 
2Bix,y)) = d{x)fix) + d{y)f{x) + d{x)f{y) + d{y)fiy) + 2dix)Bix,y) + 2diy)B{x,y) 
which reduces to 
dix)f{y) + d{y)f{y) + 2d{x)B{x, y) + 2d{y)B{x, y) = 0. (2.2.29) 
The substitution —x for x in (2.2.29), gives that 
-d{x)f{y) + d{y)f{y) + 2d{x)B{x, y) - 2d{y)B{x, y) = 0. (2.2.30) 
Combining (2.2.29) and(2.2.30), we arive at 
d{x)f{y) + 2d{x)B{x,y) = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.31) 
Substituting yx for y, we have 0 = d{yx)f{x) + 2d{x)B{yx,x) 
= d{y)xf{x) + yd(x)f{x) + 2d{x)B{y,x)x + 2d{x)yf{x) + 2d{x)[y, x]d{x) which 
leads to d{y)xf{x) + 2d{x)B{x,y)x + 2d{x)yf{x) + 2d{x)[y,x]d{x) = 0, accord-
ing to (2.2.39). The relation (2.2.31) makes us possible to write —d{y)f{x) instead 
of 2d{x)B{x,y) in the above relation. Thus we have d{y)[x,f{x)] + 2d{x)yf{x) + 
2d{x)[y, x]d(x) = 0, which yields 
d{x)yf{x) + d{x)[y, x]d{x) = 0. (2.2.32) 
Let us write in (2.2.32) xy instead of y. Then 0 — d{x)xyf{x) + d{x)[xy,x]d{x) — 
d{x)xyf{x) + d(x)x[y,x]d{x). Thus we have 
d{x)xyf{x) + d{x)x[y, x]d{x) = 0. (2.2.33) 
Left multiplication of the relation (2.2.32) by x, gives 
xd{x)yf{x) + xd{x)[y, x]d{x) = 0. (2.2.34) 
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Combining (2.2.33) and (2.2.34), we arrive at 
f{x)yf{x) + f{x)[y,x]d{x) = 0, for all x,y E R. (2.2.35) 
Our next step is to prove the relation 
^f{x)yfix) + 4/(x)[y, x]d{x) = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.36) 
For this purpose we write in (2.2.24) yz instead of y. We have 3[yz,x]f{x) + 
2[[yz,x],x]d(x), = 3[y,x]zf{x) + 3y[z,x]f{x) + 2[[y,x],x]zd{x) + 4[y,x][z,x]d{x) + 
2y[[z,x],x]d(x) which leads to 3[y,x]zf{x) + 2[[y,x],x]zd{x) + A[y,x][z,x]d{x) = 0, 
for all x,y,z e R, according to (2.2.24). Replacing y by 2d{x) in (2.2.36) and mak-
ing use of (2.2.19) we arrive at 3f{x)zf{x) + Af(x)[z,x]d{x) = 0, for all x,z e R. 
Which completes the proof of (2.2.36). From (2.2.35) and (2.2.36) immediately yield 
that f{x)yf{x) = 0 for aU x,y E R, primeness of R implies that / (x) = 0, for all 
X e R. Thus we have proved that [d{x),x] = 0, holds for all x € R. Which yields 
that d = 0 by Lemma 2.2.2, The proof of the theorem is complete. 
The above result was generalized further by Vukman [98]; for the case when 
x I-)- ld{x),x] is centralizing on R. 
Theorem 2.2.3 Let i? be a non-commutative prime ring of characteristic different 
from two and three. If there exists a derivation d : R -^ R such that the mapping 
X M- [rf(x), x] is centralizing on R, then d = 0. 
Proof Throughout the proof we shall use the same notation as in the proof of the 
Theorem 2.2.2 The assumption of the theorem can now be written as follows 
[/(x), x] = 0, for all x e R. (2.2.37) 
Using similar approach as already used to obtain (2.2.22), we get from (2.2.37) 
[/(x), y] + 2[5(x, y),x] G Z{R), for all x,y E R. (2.2.38) 
Substituting x^ for y in (2.2.38), we obtain [/(x),x2] +2[/ (x)x + x/(x),x] e Z{R), 
for all X € i?, which yields that 
[/(x), x]x + x[/(x), x] + 2[/(x), x]x + 2x[/(x), x] € Z{R), for all x e R. 
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Hence , 
Q[f{x), x]x e Z{R), for all x e R. (2.2.39) 
From (2.2.37) and (2.2.39) we conclude that Q[f{x),x][x,y] = 0, holds for all 
x^y £ R, which leads to 
[fix),x][x,y] = 0, for all x,y e R. (2.2.40) 
Since we have assumed that R is of characteristic different from two and three. We 
intend to prove that 
[f{x),x] = 0, for all x e R. (2.2.41) 
Obviously, we can restrict our attention on the case when x ^ Z{R). For any fixed 
X ^  Z{R), a mapping y M- [x, y] is a nonzero inner derivation, so (2.2.40) and Lemma 
2.2.1 imply that [f(x),x] = 0. Since all the requirements of the Theorem 2.2.2 are 
fulfilled. We conclude that d — 0 and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Vukman [99] further generalized the result by proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.4 Let i? be a non-commutative prime ring of characteristic different 
from two, three and five. Suppose that there exists a derivation d : R —> R such 
that the mapping x i-> [[d{x), x],x] is centralizing on R. In this case d = 0. 
It is still an open problem to prove the following: 
Conjecture 2.2.1 If d is a derivation of a non-commutative prime ring R such 
that for some positive integer n [d{x),x]n = [[d(a;),a;]„_i,a;] e Z(R), then d = 0. 
2.3 Structure of additive centralizing mappings 
In a paper [50] Herstein determined the structure of a nonzero derivation d of 
a ring R which has the property that for a £ R, ad{x) — d{x)a, for all z G i?. He in 
fact proved the following result: 
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Theorem 2.3.1 Let Rhea prime ring and of be a nonzero derivation of R. Suppose 
that a e Ris such that ad{x) ~ d{x)a for all x & R. Then 
(i) If R is not of characteristic two then a G Z{R). 
(a) If R is of characteristic two, then a? G Z{R). 
Moreover, if a ^ Z{R), then d is the inner derivation given by d{x) = {Xa)x — 
x(Xa), where A G C, the extended centroid of R for all x & R. 
In order to prove the above theorem, we first establish the following: 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let R be any ring and u E R. li V = {a ^ R \ a{ux — xu) = 0}, 
then V is an ideal of R. 
Proof Clearly ^ is a left ideal of R. We claim that it is also a right ideal of R. Let 
a eV, x,r ^ R, then a{u{rx) — {rx)u} = 0. But, by the Jacobi identity for com-
mutators, u{rx) — {rx)u = {ur — ru)x -f r{ux — xu). Hence [u, rx] = r[u, x] + [it, r]x. 
0 = a{u(rx) — {rx)u} = a{ur — ru)x + ar{ux — xu), i.e., ar{ux — xu) = 0. Hence 
ar &V and F is a right ideal of R. So, V is an ideal of R. 
Corollary 2.3.1 Let i? be a prime ring and suppose that Q ^ R satisfies 
a{ux - xu) = 0, for all x £ R. Then u G Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 Suppose that a ^ Z(R). Using the hypothesis, we 
have for all x,y E R, [a, d(xy)] = 0, where [u, v] denotes the commutator uv — vu. 
Since d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y) we have [o, d{x)y + xd{y)] = 0, for all x,y e R. Again 
making use of the fact that a commutes with all d{t), we obtain 
[o, x]d{y) + d{x)[a, y] = 0, for all x,y E R. (2.3.1) 
li y e R commutes with a, then [a,y] = 0. Hence (2.3.1) reduces to [a,x]d{y) = 0 
for all X E R. Because a ^ Z{R), by Corollary 2.3.1. We are forced to conclude that 
d{y) — 0, for all y E R. In other words, d vanishes on the centralizer Ci^(o) = (y G 
R/ay = ya}, of a in R. But for any x e R, d{x) G CR{a) by hypothesis, thus we 
get that (^•{x) = 0 for all x e R. However, as in the proof of the [47, Lemma 1.1.9] 
shows, if R is prime (even semiprime) of characteristic not two and dis a, derivation 
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of R such that (f = 0 then d = 0. Since d ^^ 0 and char, i? ^ 2, we conclude that 
a E Z{R). This settles the situation when the characteristic of R is not two. So, 
from this point on, we assume R is of characteristic two and that a ^ Z{R). In this 
case equation (2.3.1) becomes 
[a,x]d{y) — d{x)[a,y], for all x, y € i?. (2.3.2) 
Thus if d{y) = 0, then we obtain from equation (2.3.2) that d{x)[a,y\ = 0, for all 
X £ R. The proof of the Lemma 2.3.1 reveals that when R is prime we must have 
[a,y] = 0, i.e. y € CR{a). Combined with what we said earlier, namely that d van-
ishes on CR{a), we now know that Ci?(a) coincides with {y G i? | d{y) = 0}. 
We return to equation (2.3.2) substituting in it xw for x, where x and w are 
arbitrary elements in R. Hence [a,xw]d{y) = d{xw)[a,y]. In this last relation we 
insert the exphcit values [a, xiu] — w E R and d{xw) = d{x)w + xd{w); we end up 
with [a,x]wd(y) + x[a,w]d{y) — d{x)vj[a,y\ ^xd{w)\a,y\. However, equation (2.3.2) 
gives us equality for the last terms on both sides of this equation. Thus we obtain 
[a, x\'wd{%j) = d[x)w\a^ ?/], for all x,y,w G R. (2.3.3) 
If [a,x] 7^  0, then using a result of Martindale [47, Lemma 1.3.2]. We have that 
d{x) = X{x)[a,x] where A(x) G C. Moreover, since C;j(o) = {y € i? | d{y) = 0}, 
we must have that X{x) -^ 0 provided [a,a;] ^ 0. Also, if [a, x] = 0, then d[x) = 0, 
hence d{x) = 0 = [o,x]. Thus for all x e R, d{x) = X{x)[a,x] where X{x) G C, the 
extended centroid of R. 
We claim that [a, [a, x]] ~ 0, for all x e R. Clearly if [a, x] — 0, then [a, [a, x]] = 
0. On the other hand, if [a,x] -^ 0, then d{x) = A(x)[a,x]; where A(x) ^ 0. Since 
[a, d(x)] = 0, we have that A(x)[o, [o, x]] = 0. Because A(x) 7^  0 is invertible we end 
up with [a, [a, x]] = O,for all x G i?. Writing this out a{ax + xa) = (ax + xd)a we see 
that a^ G Z{R). Now to the final part of the theorem we just saw that if a ^ Z{R), 
then d{x) = A(x)[a,x], with A(x) G C, for all x G i?. We want to prove that A(x) 
is constant. Let x,y G R; then d{xy) = X{xy)[a,xy], that is d(x)y + xd{y) = 
A(xy)[a,x]?/+ A(xy)x[a,y]. Because d{x) = A(x)[a,x], rf(y) = X{y)[a,y] we get 
A(x)[a,x]y + X{y)x[a,y] = X{xy)[a,x]y + X{xy)x[a,y]. Now, if /i = A(x) + A(xy) 
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and V = \{y) + A(xy), we have ^[a,x]y = vx[a,y\ for all x,y e R. Since a^ e Z, 
[a, [a, x]] = 0. Commuting it with a we find that {^+v)[a, x][a, y] = 0 for all x,y E R. 
Thus if [a, 2;][a,y] 7^  0 we have (fi+v) = 0, i.e. X{x)+X{xy)+X{y)+X{xy) = 0 and so 
A(a;) = A(y). Suppose that [a, x] ^ 0 and [a,?/] 7^  0. We claim that there is aw e R 
such that both [a, 2;] [a, w] 7^  0 and [a, w][a, ?/] 7^  0. If this were so we would have by 
the above that A(x) = X{w) and X{w) — X{y), hence A(a;) = X{y). This would tell 
us that A would be constant on all elements failing to commutes with a. Knowing 
further that Caia) = {y G R \ d{y) = 0}, would then tells us that d{x) = [Xa,x] 
for all X E R, for some A G C, the extended centroid. So, to furnish, we must show 
that the existence of such a,w £ R. In fact, we shall show a little more, namely, 
that there is an element w € R such that [a, a;][a, w][a,y] ^ 0. If this were not true 
then [a,a;][o,^][a,y] = 0 for all z G R.-, that is, [a,a;]az[a, ?/] — [a,x]za[a,y]. By the 
result of Martindale stated earher, [a,x]a = iJ.[a,x], where /i G C is a field and is 
of characteristic two and /x is uniquely determined by a. Hence does not depend 
upon X. But then [a,x]{a,iJ,) = 0, for a\\ x e R such that [a,x] / 0 this relation 
is certainly true. So [a, x](a,/i) = 0, for all x E R. But then this carries over to all 
x in the central closure T of R, which itself is a prime ring. Since a ^ Z{R) and 
[a, x]{a + fj,) = 0 for all x e T, by Corollary 2.3.1 we deduce taht (a + //) = 0 and so 
a G Z{R) with this contradiction the theorem is proved. 
Bresar [26] gave, description of derivations d, g and /i of a prime ring R satis-
fying d{x) = ag{x) + h{x)b, for all x e R, where a and b are fixed elements of R, 
which in turn generalizes Theorem 2.3.1. 
Theorem 2.3.2 Let i? be a prime ring and let d, g and h be derivations of R. 
Suppose that there exist a,b G R such that 
d{x) = ag(x) + h{x)b, for all x e R. (2.3.4) 
If a ^ Z{R) and b ^ Z(R), then there exist A G C, the extended centroid of R such 
that d{x) = [Xab, x], g{x) = [Xb,x] and h{x) = [Ao,x] for all x e R. 
For the proof we require the following lemmas which are of independent interest 
also. 
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Lemma 2.3.2 Let i? be a prime ring and let d and g be derivations of R. Suppose 
that 
d{x)g{y) = 9{x)d{y), for all x,y e R. (2.3.5) 
If d 7^  0, then there exists A G C such that g{x) = Xd{x), for all x E R. 
Proof Replacing y by yz in (2.3.5), we get d{x)g{y)z + d{x)yg{z) = g{x)d{y)z + 
g{x)yd{z). According to (2.3.5) this relation reduces to 
d{x)yg{z) = g{x)yd{z), for all x,y,z € i?. (2.3.6) 
In particular, d{x)yg{z) = g{x)yd{z) for all x,y E R. If d(x) 7^  0, using the fact that 
if o, 6 € i? such that axb = bxa for all x G i?, if a 7^  0, then 6 = Aa for some A in the 
extended centroid of R, then we have g{x) = X{x)d{x) for some A(a;) e C. Thus, if 
d(a;) 7^  0 and d{z) ^ 0, then it follows from (2.3.6) that (A(x) - X{z))d(x)yd{z) = 0, 
for all y E R. Since R is prime this relation implise that (A(a:) = A(^)). Thus we 
have proved that there exists A £ C such that the relation g{x) = Xd{x) holds for 
all a; G -R with the property d{x) ^ 0. On the other hand, if d{x) = 0, from (2.3.6), 
since d 7^  0 and R is prime, that g{x) = 0 as well. Thus g{x^ = Xd{x), for all x e R. 
Lemma 2,3.3 Let R he a. prime ring and d, f ,g and h be derivations of R. 
Suppose that d{x)g{y) — h{x)f{y), for all x,y E R. If d 7^  0 and / 7^  0 then there 
exists A € C, the extended centroid of R such that g{x) — Xf{x) and h{x) = Xd{x). 
Proof Taking y = zy in (2.3.7), we obtain d(x)g{z)y + d{x)zg{y) = h{x)f{z)y + 
Hx)zf{y). Applying (2.3.7) we get 
d{x)zg{y) = h{x)zf{y), for alia;, y,z eR. (2.3.8) 
Letting z = zf{w) in (2.3.8), we have d{x)zf{w)g{y) = h{x)zf{w)f{y). By (2.3.8), 
h{x)zf{w) — d{x)zg{w) and so we have d{x)z{f(w)g{y) — g{w)f{y)) = 0. Since 
d ^ 0 and R is prime, we find that f{w)g{y) = g{w)f{y) for all y,w e R. We 
have assumed that / y^  0, hence it follows from Lemma 2.3.1 that g{y) = Xf{y) for 
all y e R, where X e C. Hence (2.3.8) becomes {Xd{x) - h{x))zf{y) = 0, for all 
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x,y,z G R. Consequently h{x) = Xd{x) for all x E R. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2 According to (2.3.4), we have 
ag{x)y + h{x)by + xag{y) + xh{y)b 
= d{x)y + xd{y) = d{xy) = ag{xy) + h{xy)h 
= ag{x)y + axg[y) + h{x)yb + xh{y)h. 
Hence [a,x\g{y) = h{x)[b,y\ for all x,y E R. By Lemma 2.3.2 there exists X e C 
such that h{x) = [Xa,x] and g{x) = [Xb,x] for all x E R. Hence (2.3.4) yields 
d{x) — [Xab, x] for all x E R. 
Following Corollary generahzes Herstein's Theorem 2.3.1. 
Corollary 2.3.2 Let i? be a prime ring and let g and h be derivations of R. For 
some a,b E R, ag{x) + h{x)b = 0 for all x E R, a ^ Z{R) and b ^ Z{R), then there 
exists X EC such that g{x) = [A6, x] and /i(x) = [Ao, x], for all x E R. Moreover, if 
g^O, then a, 6 6 Z{R). 
Proof The frst part follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.2. If ^ 7^  0 and A 7^  0 
and so ag{x) + h{x)b = 0 implies a,b E Z{R). 
Further in the mentioned paper Bresar determined the structure of an arbitrary 
additive mapping which is centralizing on a prime ring. 
Theorem 2.3.3 Let R he a prime ring. If an additive mapping F oi R is com-
muting on R, then there exist X E C, the extended cenroid of R and an additive 
mapping $,: R-^ C, such that F{x) — X{x) + iix) for all x E R. 
Proof Linearizing [x,F{x)] — 0, we get \x^F{y)\ = [F{x),y\ for all x,y E R. 
and hence [x,F{yz)] = [F{x),yz] = y[F{x),z] + [F{x),y]z = y[x,F{z)\ + [x,F{y)]z. 
Thus we have 
[x, F{yz)] = y[x, F{z)] + [x, F{y)]z, for all x,y,zE R. (2.3.9) 
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This is the key identity, as we shall see, fix y G i?. Suppose y ^ Z{R), as a special 
case of (2.3.9), we have [x, F{y^)] = y[x, F{y)] + [x, F{y)]y for all x e R. Since the 
mappings x i-^  [x,F{y'^)] and x i-^  [x,F{y)] are derivations, Theorem 2.3.2 can be 
applied and there exists X(y) G C such that [x,F(y)] = [x,X{y)y], for all x e R. 
Now, suppose y G Z(i?). Prom the linearized form of [F{x),x] = 0, we see that 
F{y) e Z as well. It is now clear that for every y ^ R there exists X{y) e C such 
that [x, F(y)] = [x, X{y)y] is fulfilled for any x ^ R. We want to show that X{y) is 
constant. Now (2.3.9) can be rewritten as [x, X{yz)yz] — y[x, X{z)z] + [x, X{y)y]z; 
i.e. 
[x, {X(yz) - X{y))y]z + y[x, (X{yz) - A(z))z] = 0, for all x,y,zG R. (2.3.10) 
Take y i Z{R) and z ^ Z{R). By (2.3.10) and Theorem 2.3.2, it follows that there 
exists n e C such that [x,{X{yz) — X{y))y] = [x,/xy] and [x,{X{yz) — X{z))z] = 
[x,iJ,z] for all X G i?. Since y ^ Z{R) and z ^ •^ (^•R) these relations impHes that 
X{yz) — X{y) = /J. and X{yz) — X{z) = fx. Consequently X{y) = X(z). Thus there 
exists X e C such that [x, F{y)] = [x, Xy] holds, for all x G i? and y ^ Z{R). Finally, 
note that the mapping ^{y) = F{y) — X{y) has the desired properties. The proof of 
the theorem is thereby complete. 
Several authors [41], [44], [66] and [85] have shown that if a prime ring R ad-
mits a nonzero derivation which is centralizing on some nonzero two sided ideals / 
of R, then R is commutative. Bell and Martindale [16] proved the same results on a 
one sided ideal / of R. Bresar [26] investigated the following result considering the 
situation when the derivations d and ^ of a ring R satisfy d(u)u — ug{u) G Z{R), for 
all w in a left ideal I of R. A more general concept than a centralizing derivation 
on R. 
Theorem 2.3.4 Let Rhea prime ring and / be a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that derivations d and g oi R are such that d{u)u — ug{u) G Z{R), for all u E I. If 
rf 7^  0, then R is commutative. 
The following lemma is essential to prove the above Theorem. 
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Lemma 2.3.4 Let Rhe a, non-commutative prime ring and / be a nonzero left 
ideal of R. If a derivation d oi R maps / into Z(R), then d = 0. 
Proof Take u,v e I then d{u), d{v) and d{vu) are contained in Z{R). Hence 0 = 
[d{vu),u] = [d{v)u + vd{u),u] = [v,u]d{u). Prom Remark L2.11 it follows that either 
d{u) = 0 or w is contained in the centre of / . In other words, / is in the union of it's 
subsets, G = {w e / I d{u) = 0} and H = {u ^ I \ u is contained in the centre of /} , 
which are additive subgroups of / . But a group can not be the union of two proper 
subgroups. Thus etiher G = I or H = I. li H = I then / is commutative which is 
impossible by Remark L2.1L Hence G = I and using Remark L2.11, we obtain the 
assertion of the Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.4 We assume that i? is a non-commutative prime ring, 
and the derivations d and g oi R such that d{u)u — ug{u) € Z{R), for all t6 in a 
nonzero left ideal / . We want to show that d = 0. 
A linearization of d{u)u — ug{u) e Z{R) gives 
d{u)v + d{v)u - ug{v) - vg{u) € Z{R). (2.3.11) 
First assume there exists 0 7^  c G Z H / . Taking y =; c in (2.3.11) we get 
c{d{u) - g{u)) + (d(c) - g{c))u G Z{R); for all uel. (2.3.12) 
Now let y = c^  in (2.3.11). Then we obtain c'^{d{u)-g{u)) + 2c{d{c)-g{c))u G Z{R). 
That is, c{c{d{u) -g{u)) + {d{c) - gic))u} + c{d{c) -g{c))u G Z{R). Noting that the 
first summand is contained in Z{R) by (2.3.12), we get c{d(c) — g{c))u G Z{R) for all 
li G / . By Remark 1.2.11, there exists w G / which is not contained in Z{R). Hence 
it follows from the last relation, Remark 1.2.11 and Remark 1.2.11 that d{c) = g{c). 
Thus (2.3.12) becomes c{d{u) — g{u)) G Z{R), for all M G / and so, by Remark 1.2.11 
{d{u) — g{u) G Z{R) for all u ^ I. In view of the Lemma 2.3.3 we are forced to 
conclude that d = g. Now apply [16, Lemma 4] thus, in case Z (11 ^ 0. We have 
d{u)u = ug{u) for all u £ I. 
Now assume Z n / = {0} then d{u)u — ug{u) G Z{R) for all u e I. So 
this commutes with any v & I and shows that vug{u) G / . A linearization gives 
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vug{w) + vwg{u) E I. Replacing w by vu we get vug{vu) G / . Choose u E I such 
that w = / « 7^  0; for w e W, we then have d{w)w — wg{'w) & Z ClI = 0 . 
Thus we have proved that in any case there exists a nonzero left ideal, which 
we denote by W, such that d{w)w — wg{w) G W^ for all w ^W. Linearizing this 
relation we obtain 
d{u)w + d{w)u — ug{w) + wg{u), for all u,w EW. (2.3.13) 
Replace w by wu in (2.3.13). The relation which we obtain can be written in the 
form {d[u)w + d{w)u — ug{w))u + w{d{u)u — ug{u)) = uwg{u), hence from (2.3.13) 
and d{u)u = ug{u), we have 
wg(u)u = uwg{u), for all u,w EW. (2.3.14) 
Replacing w by vw and applying (2.3.14), we arrive at [v,u]wg{u) = 0. Thus, 
[w,u]RWg{u) = 0, for all u E W. Since i? is prime for all u E W, we have 
either [w,u] = 0 or Wg{u) — 0. The subsets A = {u ^ W \ [w,u] = 0} and 
B = {u e W \ Wg{u) = 0} are additive subgroups of W and their union is equal 
to W. Therefore, either A = W oi B — W. li A =^W, then R is commutative by 
Remark 1.2.11 and hence B = W. In particular, ug{u) — O,for all u E W. Which 
yields 
d{u)u = 0, for all ueW. (2.3.15) 
Linearizing (2.3.15) we get 
d{u)v + d{v)u = 0, for all u,veW. (2.3.16) 
Replace v by d{u)v, to get 0 = d{u)'^v + d^{u)vu + d{u)d{v)u = dP'{u)vu. Since 
d(M)y = ~d{v)u, d'^{u)RWu = 0, for all u EW. Using primeness of i? and the fact 
that a group can not be the union of two proper subgroups, it follows that d'^{u) = 0 
for all u eW. According to (2.3.15) we have 0 = (d{d{u)u)) — d'^(u)u+d{u)'^, which 
yields that d{u)d{v) + d{v)d{u) = 0, for all u,v E W. Note that the last reltion 
imphes that d{v)d{w)d{w)v = 0 and also that d{u)d{v)d{u) = 0. In the latter case, 
replace v by wv and right multiplying by d{w)v,we conclude that {d{u)d{w)v)'^ = 0. 
This means that Wd{u)d(w) is a nil left ideal of index three, which is impossi-
ble by Remark 1.4.1, unless Wd{u)d{w) = 0. Replacing u by uv, one shows that 
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Wd{u)vd{w) = 0. Since R is prime, we have Wd{w) = 0. Next, by (2.3.16) we have 
d{u){uv) + d{uv)u = 0. Hence d{uv)u = 0 by (2.3.15) and therefore d{u)vu = 0. 
Since M^d(VF) = 0. Thus d{u)RWu = 0 for all u e W from which one concludes 
easily that d{W) = 0. But then d = 0. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 2.3.1 In the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3.4, if we assume that g =^ 0 instead 
of rf y^  0, then the result need not be true. Indeed, let R be any prime ring having 
nilpotent elements and let 0 7^  a G i? be such that a^ = 0. Let / be a left ideal 
generated by a. Define the inner derivation g by g{x) — [a,x]. Then Ug{u) = O,for 
all uel. 
Corollary 2.3.3 Let i? be a non-commutative prime ring and / be a nonzero left 
ideal of R. Suppose there exists a,b ^ R and a derivation d oi R such that the 
mapping x t-> d{x) + ax + x6 is centralizing on / . Then d is an inner derivation 
given by d(x) = [x,a\. 
Proof Observe that the relation [d{u) + au + ub, u] € Z{R) can be written as 
{d{u) - [u, a])u - u{d{u) - [b, /x]) € Z{R). 
Taking a derivation d in Corollary 2.3.3 to be zero, we get the following : 
Corollary 2.3.4 Let i? be a prime ring and / be a nonzero left ideal of R. If 
a, 6 e i? are such that the mapping x ^ ax+xb is centralizing on / . Then a G Z{R). 
2.4 n-Centralizing mappings of prime ring 
Recently Q. Deng [39] defined n-centralizing and n-commuting mappings, a 
concept more general than centralizing mappings. 
Definition 2.4.1 ( n-centralizing and n-commuting mappings ) Let n be 
a fixed positive integer. A mapping f : R -^ R is said to be n-centralizing ( resp. 
n-commuting ) if [f{x),x'^] G Z{R) (resp. [/(a;), a;"] = 0) holds for all x e R. 
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Example 2.4.1 Let R = Ri 0 i ? 2 , where i?i and R^ are nonzero rings with R2 as 
commutative. Define a mapping d : R —> R by d{x,y) — (0, y). Then it can be 
verified that d is a n-centraUzing derivation on R. 
In the mentioned paper the author proved the following : 
Theorem 2.4.1 Let i? be a prime ring either of characteristic zero or of charac-
teristic > n, T a non trivial endomorphism of R and / a nonzero left ideal. If T is 
one to one on / and n-centralizing on / , then R is commutative. 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic zero or of character-
istic > n, F : R —^ R be an additive mapping. Suppose that Fk {x,F{x)) 
denote a homogeneous polynomial generated by x and F{x) with degree A;. If 
Fn{x, F{x)) + Fn- l{x, Fix)) + + Fi(x, F{x)) = 0 (resp. F„(x,F{x)) + 
Fn-l{x,F{x)) + + Fi{x,F{x)) = 0 e Z{R)) for all x in the additive 
subgroup generated hy a e R, then Fk{a, F{a)) = 0 (resp. Fk(a, F{a)) = 0 G Z{R)) 
for k = 1,2,3 ,n. 
Proof Replacing x by a,2a, ,na, then 
1 1 1 
2" 2"-^ 2 
, n - l 
\Fn^ 
Fn-l 




_0_ n n" n 
Since R is either of characteristic zero or of characteristic > n, the coefficient deter-
minant is not zero, so that Fk(a,F{a)) = 0 ior k — 1,2,3 ,n. 
Lemma 2.4.2 Let Rhe a prime ring either of characteristic zero or of character-
istic > n and / a non zero left ideal of R. Suppose that T and d are endomorphism 
and a derivation of R respectively. If T and d are n-centralizing on / , then they are 
n-commuting on / . 
Proof If n = 1, T and d are commuting on / by [20, Lemma 2 and 4], we assume 
that n > 1. Since [x", T{x)] E Z{R), respectively xhy x + y and using Lemma 2.4.1, 
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we have 
[z'^ , r(^)] + [x^~'y + a:^-V + + ^/^"~\nx)] e z(R). 
Taking y = x^, we have [x", {T{x)Y]+n[x''+\T(x)] 6 Z{R), that is 2[x",r(x)]r(x)+ 
n[x",T(x)]x + n[x,T(x)]x"' G Z{R). Commuting it with x", we conclude that 
2[x'^ , T(x)]2 + nix"", [x, T(x)]x"] = 0, for all x e R. 
Since [x", [x,T(x)]x"] = [x'^ , [x, r(x)]]x" = 0, we obtain 2[x",r(x)]2 = 0. Hence 
[x",T'(x)] = 0 for all x e R. For a derivation d, substituting x + y for x in 
[x,d{x)] G Z{R], we obtain 
[x", %) ] [x" -V + + yx''~\d{x)] e Z{R) for all x e R. 
Replacing y by x^, we get 
2[x",rf(x)]x + n[x"+^d(x)] e Z{R), for all x G i?. (2.4.1) 
But [x2",rf(x2)] e Z(i?) implies that 4[x",rf(x)]x"+^ e ^(/?). Thus either [x'*,rf(x)] = 
0 or x"+i e Z(R), in view of (2.4.1), so that 2[x",d(x)]x e Z(/2), which implies that 
either [x",d(x)] = 0 or x e Z{R). In either case [x"',d{x)] — 0, for all x e R. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.1 In view of Lemma 2.4.2 
x"T(x) = r(x)x", for all x G 7. (2.4.2) 
. Assume that there exists a a G t/" such that a^  = 0, we show that a — 0. Replacing 
X by ra in (2.4.2), we find 
ra'^rTia) = r r (a) ra" , for all r G i?. 
Multiplying on the right by a, we have {ra)^r'^T{a)a = 0, and substituting x+y for r, 
using Lemma (2.4.1), we get (xo)"r(y)r(a)a+[(xa)"-iya+ +ya(xa)"-i]T(x)r(o)a 
0. Replacing Y by yiax)"" yields {xa)''T{y)T{a)T{{xa)'')a = 0 /o r a// x,y e R. 
Since T is one-one on / . It is also one to one on R by the [20, Lemma 1] hence 
T{a)T{{xa)'')a = 0 , which implies T{a)a = 0. Taking x = ra + a in (2.4.2), then 
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a{ra)'^ ^a^ — 0, which shows aa^ = 0. Substituting ra + a and ra + ara for x in 
(2.4.2), and using Lemma 2.4.1, we have 
a{ra)''-'^T{ra) = T{a){ra)'', for all a G / and r € R. (2.4.3) 
and 
(a - r (a) ) ( ra)"r ( ra) = 0, for all a G / and r e R. (2.4.4) 
Left multiplying by (a — r ( a ) r in (2.4.3) and applying (2.4.4). We have (a -
T{a))rT{a){raY = 0, hence T{a) = a. For any x e i?, since axa G /7 and 
(axa)^ = 0, then T{axa) = aT{xa) = axa. In particular T{ax)T{ya) = axya. On 
right multiplying by {yaY, we have T{ax)T{ya){ya)'^ = ax{ya)'^'^^ for all x,y & R. 
But T{ya){yaY = {yaYT{ya) = {ya)''-^yaT{ya) = {yaY'^yaya = {yaf^^. Hence 
T{ax) = (ya)""*"^  = ax(yo)""'"^ and primeness of R imphes that T{ax) = ax. Now 
aR — 0 and a = 0. In view of the fact that, in a prime ring, a left ideal without 
nonzero nilpotent elements contains no left zero divisor of R, I contains no left zero 
divisors of R. 
Linrearizizng (2.4.2), we find x'^T{y) + {x^~^y + x^~'^yx + + yx"'"^) = 
T{y)x^ + T{x){x^~^y + x"'~'^yx + + yx'^~^). Substitutitng x'^ for y, we have 
nx'^ixTix) - Tix)x) = 0, which shows that {xT{x) - T{x)x) = 0, [20, Theorem 2] 
R is commutative. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Let Rhe a prime ring either of characteristic zero or of charac-
teristic > n and / a nonzero left ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such 
that d is n-centralizing on / , then R is commutative. 
Proof By Lemma 2.4.2, we have 
a;"d(x) = G!(x)a;",, for all xEl. (2.4.5) 
Let 0 7^  a G / , and suppose that a^ = 0, we show that a = 0. Replacing x 
by ra in (2.4.5), we get {ra)"'d{ra) = d{ra){raY. Multiplying on right by a, 
gives {raYrd{a)a = 0, which implies that d{a)a = 0. Since d{a^) = 0, we have 
ad{a) = d{a)a. Taking x = ra -\- ara in (2.4.5), we conclude that a{raYd{ra) = 
d{a){raY+^+ad{ra){raY. Since a{raYd{ra) = ad{ra)(raY, we get d{a)(raY^^ = 0. 
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The primeness of R implies that d{a) = 0. Because {axay = 0 for all x £ R, 
ad{xa) = 0. Replacing x by xy, d{axya) = 0, i.e. axd{ya) + d{ax)ya = 0, for 
all x,y G R. Multiplying this by (ya)" gives d(ax){ya)"'^^ + axd{ya){ya)"- = 0. 
But d(ya)(ya)" = 0. Thus d{ax){ya)"''^^ = 0, which implies that d{ax) = 0 i.e. 
ad{x) = 0. In view of Lemma 2.4.2, a = 0. Hence / contains no nonzero nilpotent 
elements and consequently there are no left zero divisors of i? in / . Using a similar 
approach to that used in the proof of the Theorem 2.4.1, we have [x, d{x)] = 0 and 
by [16, Theorem 4] R is commutative. Hence Theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2.4.3 Let i? be a prime ring either of characteristic zero or of charac-
teristic > max{n + l ,2n — 2}. If i? admits an n-centralizing anti-automorphism T 
such that T^ is not the identity map on R , then R is commutative. 
Lemma 2.4.3 Let i? be a ring and T be an anti-automorphism of R. If T is 
centralizing on /?, then T^ is also centralizing on R. 
Proof Linearizing [x, T{x)] G Z{R) we get [x, T{y)] + [y, T{x)] e Z{R). Replacing 
y by T{x), then [x,T^(x)] G Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.3 First of all, we show that if 
x"T(a;) = T(x)a;", for all x e R. (2.4.6) 
then R is commutative. 
Let 0 y^ a e R, such that a^ = 0. Substituting ra + a for x in (2.4.6) and using 
Lemma 2.4.1, we have 
a{ra)''-^T(a) = T{a)a{raf-\ for all r e R. (2.4.7). 
Left multiply by T{a) results in T{a)a[raY''^T{a) — 0, which imphes either 
T{a)a = 0 or aT{a) = 0 and using (2.4.7), in fact T{a)a = aT{a) = 0. Replac-
ing X hy ra + ara in (2.4.6) 
T{a)T{r){a + T{a)){ra)'' = 0, for all r E R. (2.4.8) 
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Linearizing (2.4.8) and apply Lemma 2.4.1, we find 
T{a)T{x){a + T{a)){{xa)''-^ya + + ya(a;a)"-^) + T(a)T{y){a + T{a))xaJ' = 0. 
(2.4.9) 
Substituting {xa)'^~^y for y and using (2.4.8), we get 
T{a)T{x){a + T{a)){xa)''-^ya{xa)''~'^ = 0. 
In (2.4.9), substituting {xaY~'^y for y, we have 
T{a)T{x){a + T{a)){{xaT-^ya{xaY-^ + {xaY-'^ya{xaf-^) = 0. 
Right multipUcation by xa, yields that T{a)T{x){a + T{a)){xaY~'^ya{xaY = 0. 
Repeating this approach, we have 
T{a)T{x){a + T{a)){xafya{xaf''-^-'^ = 0, fork = 1,2, , "• 
Hence in (2.4.9), right multiply by (3;a)"~\ we obtain 
T{a)T{x){a + T{a))ya{xaf''-'^ + T{a)T{y){a + T{a)){xaf''-^ = 0. (2.4.10) 
However, hnearization of T{a)T{r){raY = (raYT{a)T(r) = 0, gives 
T{a)Tiy){xaY + T{a)T{x){{xaY-'ya + + ya(xo)"-^) = 0. (2.4.11) 
Replace y by ay and T{a)y in (2.4.11), we have 
T{a)T{y)T{a){xaY + T{a)T{x)aya{xaY-^ = 0 
and 
T{a)T{y)T{af{xaf + T{a)T{x)T{_a)ya{xaY-^ = 0. 
Right multiplying by (a;a)'^ ~^ and applying (2.4.10), we arrive at 
T{a)T{y){a-T{af){xaf^-' =Q. 
Hence T{af = a, consequently T{axa) = aT{xaf' = aa;a. On the other hand, 
linearizing (2.4.6) we have 
[x\ T{y)] = [T{x), {xf-'y + + yixY'']. (2.4.12) 
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Taking x = ra^ y = T{ra), then 
(ra)"+' - r ( ra ) ' ( ro )" = {T{a)T{r)f{ra)''-\ 
Right multiplying by ra and noticing that T{a)T{r){raY = 0, we have 
r(ra)^(ra)"+i = {raY^'^. Since T{axfT{yaf = axya, Right multiplication by 
(ya)"+i gives r(ax)^(ya)"+2 = ax(ya)"+^ Thus T^ is trivial on ai? Hence o = 0 and 
R has no zero divisors. In (2.4.12), taking y ~ x'^, we conclude that x"[a;, T{x)] = 0, 
thus xT{x) — T{x)x and R is commutative by Lemma 2.4.3. 
Now we turn to the n-Centralizing case. Prom the above, Z{R) ^ 0, taking 
Q i- t ^ Z{R), and substituting a; + ^ for x in [x",T'(x)] G Z{R), then 
n(t)"""-^[a;,r(x)] e 2'(i?), which implies [x,T(x)] € Z{R), and so i? is commuta-
tive. 
Conjecture 2.4.1 If / be a nonzero ideal of a semiprime ring R and R admits a 
nonzero derivation d such that for /c > 1; n > 1 [d{x),x^]n, G Z{R), for all x G / , 
then either d{I) = 0 or / C Z(/?). 
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CHAPTER 3 
Semiderivations in rings 
3.1 Introduction 
The present chapter is devoted to the study of semiderivations of a ring a no-
tion introduced by Bergen [20]. An additive mapping f : R -> R is said to be 
a semiderivation of a ring R if there exists a map g : R -^ R such that for all 
x,y e R, the following holds : (i) f{xy) = f{x)g{y) + xf{y) = f{x)y + g(x)f{y) and 
(ii) f{g{x)) — g(f{x)). li g — I an identity mapping of R, then all semiderivations 
associated with g are merely ordinary derivations. 
Section 3.2 opens with a result of Chang [35] which is a generalization of a 
well known Posner's theorem ( Theorem 2.2.1 ) for a prime ring admitting a semi-
derivation which states that if / is a nonzero centralizing semiderivation of a prime 
ring R and whose associated endomorphism g is surjective, then R is commutative. 
Further, Bell and Martindale [17] obtained the above result without the restriction 
that g is surjective. 
Bell and Martindale [17] obtained the structure of a semiderivation of a ring 
R which is centralizing on a nonzero ideal oi R. In fact they proved the following 
result: if a semiderivation / of a prime ring R satisfies certain conditions, then there 
exists A in the extended centroid of R such that f{x) = A(l — g){x) for all x ^ R. 
Finther Bresar [23] proved that the mappings of this form and derivations are in 
fact the only semiderivations in prime rings. This covers Section 3.3. 
The last Section deals with the study of semiderivations on Lie ideals of a prime 
ring. 
3.2 Semiderivations and commutativity of prime rings 
In 1983 Bergen [20] introduced the notion of semiderivation, a generalization of 
a derivation in rings. 
Definition 3.2.1 ( Semiderivation) An additive mapping f : R-^ Ris said to 
be a semiderivation of a ring R if there exists a map g : R -^ R such that for all 
x,y & R, the following hold : 
(z) f{xy) = f{x)g{y) + xf(y) = f{x)y + g{x)f{y) 
(^ 0 f{g{x)) = g{nx)). 
Example 3.2.1 Let R = i?i©J?2, where i?i and i?2 be any rings. Let a i : /?i -» Ri 
be an additive map and a2'. R2 -^ R2 be a left and right i?2-niodule map which is 
not a derivation. Define a mapping f : R-^ R such that / ( ( r i , r2)) = (0, a2('^2)) and 
g : R-^ R such that ^((ri, r2)) = (ai(ri), 0); ri e Ri\ r^ € i?2- It can be easily ver-
ified that / is a semiderivation on R, with associated map g which is not a derivation. 
Remark 3.2.1 (i) If 5^  = / an identity mapping of R, then all semiderivations 
associated with g are merely ordinary derivations. 
(ii) A semiderivation is a special case of (si,S2)-derivation being simultaneously a 
{g, I) derivation and a (J, g) derivation. 
(iii) If g is an endomorphism of R and / is the identity map on R, then functions of 
the form f = g — I are all semiderivations of R. 
Remark 3.2.2 ([35, Theorem 1]) It is well known that if i? is a prime ring and 
/ is a nonzero semiderivation of R, then the associated map ^ of / is an endomor-
phism on R. 
Chang [35] obtained a generalization of Posner's theorem ( Theorem 2.2.1 ) for 
a prime ring admitting a semiderivation. 
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Theorem 3.2.1 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not two. If / is a nonzero 
semiderivation of R, which is centralizing on R and whose associated endomorphism 
g is surjective, then R is commutative. 
Further Bell and Martindale [17] studied semiderivations without the restriction 
that g is surjective. In fact they established the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not two and let / be 
a nonzero semiderivation of R. If there exists a nonzero ideal I of R for which 
[/{/),/(/)] C Z{R), then R is commutative. 
For the proof of the above theorem following lemmas are needed. The first can 
be found in [17] which is a special case of a theorem of Lee and Lee [69, Theorem 
2] and rest of the lemmas are essentially obtained in [17]. 
Lemma 3.2.1 If R is prime ring of characteristic not two and / is a nonzero ideal 
of R such that [a, [b, I]] C Z{R), for a,b e R, then either a e Z(R) or 6 G Z{R). 
Corollary 3.2.1 If i? is prime ring of characteristic not two and / is a nonzero 
ideal of R such that ior a e R [a, I] C Z{R), then a e Z{R). 
Lemima 3.2.2 Let i? be a prime ring admitting a nonzero semiderivation / with 
associated endomorphism g and / be a nonzero ideal of R. Then / 7^  0 on / . 
Proof Suppose / ( / ) = 0. Then for w € / , x € R, we have 
0 = f{ux) := f{u)g{x) + uf{x) = uf{x), 
forcing f{x) — 0, by the primeness of R. 
Lemima 3.2.3 Let i? be a prime ring admitting a nonzero semiderivation / and / 
be a nonzero ideal of R. If for a e R, af{I) = 0, then a = 0. 
Proof By Lemma 3.2.2 we may pick u E I such that f{u) ^ 0. For v e I we see 
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that 
0 = af{vu) = a{f{v)g{u) + vf{u)) = avf{u) = 0, 
whence a = 0 by primeness of R. 
Lemma 3.2,4 Let Rhe a prime ring admitting a nonzero semiderivation / and / 
be a nonzero ideal of R. Then /^( /) 7^  (0). 
Proof Suppose /^(I) = (0). Then for u,v ^ I, we exploit the definition of / in 
different ways to obtain 
0 = fiuv) = f{f{u)v + g{u)f{v))f{x) (3.2.1) 
= nu)v + g{U(u))f{v) + f{g{u)f{v)) 
0 = f\uv) = f{f{u)v + g{u)f{v)) (3.2.2) 
= f{u)g{v) + f{u))f{v) + f{g{u)f{v)). 
Subtraction of (3.2.2) from (3.2.1) yields that 
(^(/(«)) - f{u))f{v) = 0, for all u.v^I. (3.2.3) 
An application of Lemma 3.2.3 to (3.2.3), implies that gf{u) = /(w), for all u e / . 
Again for M, w 6 / , we may also write 
Q = f{uv) = f{f{u)v + g{u)f{v)) 
P{u)g{v) + f{u)f{v) + mu))g{f{v)) + g{u)f{v) 
whence we have 
fiu)f{v) + f{g{u))g{f{v)) = 0, for all u.vel. (3.2.4) 
Since f{g(u)) = gif{u)) — f(u) for all M G / and characteristic of R not two, we 
conclude from (3.2.4) that f{u)f{v) = 0 for all u, v e I. Another apphcation of 
Lemma 3.2.3 asserts that f{u) = 0, for all u E I, which contradicts Lemma 3.2.2. 
Hence p{I) ^ (0). 
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Lemma 3.2.5 Let Rhea prime ring and / be a nonzero ideal of R. If / is a nonzero 
semiderivation of R with associated endomorphism g such that lr[g{R) = (0), then 
there exists A G C, the extended centroid of R such that f{x) = A(x — g{x)) for all 
xe R. 
Proof Let W be the ideal ^x^jil{x — g{x))I. One can notice that W ^ (0) 
(otherwise g would be an identity mapping in contradiction to I r\g{R) = (0)). We 
define a mapping cf) -.W -^ R according to the rule: 
^Ui{xi ~ g{xi))vi -^ ^Uif{xi)vi 
where Ui,Vi E I and Xi £ R. Of course our main problem is to prove that (j) is well 
defined. Since once we have done this it is immediate that (p is an (R, i?)-bimodule 
map of W into R. To this end we suppose that 
'^Ui{xi - g{xi))vi = 0 (3.2.5) 
And attempt to show that Yl'^ifi^i)'^i — 0- Applying / to (3.2.5) we see that 
0 = f^{uiXiVi - Uig{xi))vi) 
= X][^^-^(^^^^) + f{ui)g{xiVi) - f{uig{xi))g{vi) - Uig{xi))f{vi)] 
= ^[uif{.Xi)vi + Uig{xi)f{vi) + f{ui)g{xi)g{vi) 
-f{ui)g{xi)g{vi) - g{ui)f{g{xi))g{vi) - Uig{xi)f{vi)] 
= ^Uif{xi)vi - ^g{ui)g{f{xi))g{vi) 
= ^Uif{xi)vi - g(^Uif{xi)vi). 
Therefore, YjUif{xi)vi = g(^Uif{xi)vi) G lng{R) = 0, whence Y.'^if{^i)'"i = 0 
and (j) is well defined. By the nature of the extended centroid C it follows that there 
exists A G C such that Xw = (t){w) for all w G VK. Now, regarding i? as a subring of 
the central closure RC, we have for al\u,v ^U and x E R. 
uX{{x - g{x))v = X{u{x - g{x))v) = (p{u{x — gix))v) = uf{x)v. 
From the primeness of R we thus see that f{x) = X{x — g{x)), for all x e R. 
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Lemma 3.2.6 Let i? be a prime ring admitting a nonzero semiderivation / with 
associated endomorphism g. Suppose that 7 is a nonzero ideal of R contained in 
Ker g. Then 
(a) / ( / ) is a nonzero ideal of R. 
(b) There exists A 6 C, the extended centroid of R such that 
f{x) = X{x - g(x)), for all x e R. 
Proof For v G / and r G i?, we see immediately from 
f(vr) = f{v)r + g{v)f{r) = f{v)r 
and 
firv) = rf{v) + f{r)g{v) = rf{v) 
that / ( / ) is an ideal of R. Furthermore / ( / ) 7^  0 in view of Lemma 3.2.2 and so (a) is 
proved. The argument estabhshing (a) also shows that / is an {R, i?)-bimodule map 
of / into R. As we know this gives rise to an element A G C such that f{v) = Xv, for 
all V E I. For v E I and r G i? we then see that Xvr — f{vr) = vf{r) + f{v)g(r) = 
vf(r) — Xvg(r), in other words, v{f(r)+g{r) — Xr) = 0. Then primeness of R forces 
that / ( r ) = A(r - g(r)) for all r G -R. 
Lemma 3.2.7 Let i? be a prime ring and / be a nonzero ideal of R. If / is a 
nonzero semiderivation of R with associated endomorphism g which is one-one such 
that / ( / ) C Z{R), then R is commutative. 
Proof For u E I and r e Rwe first remark that f{[u, r]) = [/(w), r] + [g{u),f{r)] 
that is [g{u), f{r)] G Z{R). Replacing r by g{r) and making use of f{g{r)) = g{f{r)) 
we then see that gi[u,f{r)]) = [g{u),g(f(r))] G Z{R) and in particular g([u,f{r)]) 
lies in the center oig{R). Since g is one-one, it follows that [/, f{R)] C Z{R), whence 
f{R) C Z{R) by Corollary 3.2.L If f{Z{R)) = 0, then f{I) C f{Z{R)) = 0 which 
contradicts Lemma 3.2.4. Therefore, we may choose z G Z{R) such that f{Z{R)) 7^  
0. Now from f(zr) = f{z)g{r) + zf(r), we conclude that f{z)g(R) C Z(R). Since 
0 7^  f{z) e Z{R), it follows that g{R] C Z{R) and consequently R is commutative 
in view of g being one-one. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2.2 Without loss of generality we may assume that 
g (the endomorphism associated with / ) is one-one. Indeed, if Ker g ^ 0 and 
W = inKerg, then by Lemma 3.2.6 (a) f{W) is a nonzero ideal of R. Accordingly 
IfiW), f{W)] C Z{R), forces commutativity of R in view of Corollary 3.2.1. 
With g one-one we first treat the case where g(R) fl / = (0). By Lemma 3.2.5 
there exists A f^  0 £ C such that f{x) = A(x — g{x)) for all x ^ R. So that our 
hypothesis now yields that 
[[u - g{u)], V - g{v)],g{r)] = 0, for all u,v E I; r e R. (3.2.6) 
Expanding (3.2.6), we get 
[g{[u,v]),g{r)] = [[u - g{v)] + [g(u),v] - [u,v],g{r)] 6 g{R) nl = 0 
that is, 5'([[w,f],r]) = 0. Since g is one-one, we have [[u,i;],r] = 0, for u,v E J, 
r E R and this forces commutativity of R. 
Finally we analyse the situation in which g~^{I) j^ 0. We first set 
W = Ing~^{I). For u,v e I, we see from 
[f{u), / ( [ / («) , v])] = [/(«), [f{ul g{v)]] + [/(n), [/(«), fiv)]] 
that [f(u), [Piu),g(v)]] € Z{R) for all u,v e I. In particular for w eW,we have 
[fi9M),[f{9iw)),9{v)]]^Z{R) 
that is, g{[f{w),[f'^{w),v]]) G Z{R). Since g is one-one, forces [fiw),[p{w),v]] e 
Z{R) for a\\ w e W, V e I. By Lemma 3.2.1 it follows that for any w E W 
either f{w) e Z{R) or /^(it;) e Z{R). Setting A = {w e W^  | /(to) € Z{R)] 
and B = {w G M^  I /^(w) G Z{R)}, we see that yl and B are additive subgroups 
of W such that VK = A\J B, whence by a group theory argument either A — W 
ox B = W i.e. f{W) C Z{R) or p{W) C ^(i?). In the former case we know by 
Lemma 3.2.7 that R is commutative. Therefore we may assume that P{W) C Z{R). 
Prom Lemma 3.2.4 we also know that P{W) ^ 0, and so we may choose w EW 
such that a = p{W) 7^  0 G Z{R). Starting with [f{f{w)u) J{v)] G Z{R), u,vel, 
we obtain 
[f{w)g{u)J{v)] + [fiw)f{u)J{v)] G Z{R). 
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Which when further expanded yields that 
f\w)[g{u), f{v)] + [nw),f{v)]f{u) + f{w)[f{u), f{v)] G Z{R). (3.2.7) 
Commuting (3.2.7) with f{y), y G / , we find that 
f{w)Mu),fiv)]J{y)] + {f{w)J{v)][f{u)J{y)] + {f{w)J{y)]{f{u),f{v)] = 0. 
From which in turn we conclude that 
fH[[giu)J{v)]J{y)] G Z{R\ for all u,v,y e I. (3.2.8) 
Since f{w) 7^  0 (3.2.8), yields that 
[[9iu)J{v)],f{y)] € Z{R), for all u,v,y & I. (3.2.9) 
Replacement in (3.2.9) of v by g{r) and y by g{r), r eW, results in 
Mu),f{g{r))]J{g{r))]eZ{R), 
or in other words 
9{[[nJ{r)]J{r)]) e Z{R). (3.2.10) 
Since g is one-one, (3.2.10) yields that [[u, f{r)],f(r)] = 0 for all w G / and r ^W. 
By Lemma 3.2.1, we conclude that f{W) C Z{R), whence R is commutative by 
Lemma 3.2.7. 
3.3 Structure of semiderivations in prime rings 
Following Bell and Martindale [17] a semiderivation / of i? is centralizing 
( resp. commuting ) on a nonzero ideal / of i? if [f{u),u] G Z{R) 
( resp. [f{u),u\ = 0), holds for all u e I. 
Chang [35] proved that if / is a semiderivation on a prime ring R, then associ-
ated derivation g must be an endomorphism [ Remark 3.2.1 ]. 
Later Bell and Martindale [17] obtained the structure of semiderivation of R 
which is centrahzing on a nonzero ideal of R. In fact they proved the following 
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theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let R he a prime ring of chracteristic not two and / be a 
nonzero semiderivation on R. Suppose that J be a nonzero ideal of R such that / 
is centrahzing on / . Then the following holds: 
(a) If R is commutative, then either / is a derivation of R or there exists an 
element A in the field of fractions F oi R such that f{x) = X{x — g{x)) for all 
X e R. 
(6) If R is commutative, then Kerg ^ 0, g{I) C Z{R) and there exists XeC, the 
extended centroid of R such that f{x) = A(x - g{x)) for all x E R. Moreover, 
if fig{I)) 7^  0, then g{R) C Z{R) and XeF. 
Proof To prove (a) we may suppose that ^ 7^  1, since ^ = 1 simply means that / 
is a derivation. Accordingly we may choose o 6 i? such that a — g{a) 4" 0 ^'^^ set 
A - j{a){a - g{a))-^ G F. FVom 
/(xa) = /(a;)o + g{x)j{o) = /(a;)p(a) - x/(a) 
it follows that f{x){a — g{a)) — f{a){x — g{x)) that is, f{x) = A(x — g{x)) for all 
X & R and we are done. 
To prove (b) we start with the given condition 
[u, f{u)] G Z{R), for all u,v el. (3.3.1) 
Linearization of (3.3.1) produces 
[a, f{u)] + [u, /(a)] e ^(i?), for all u, a G / . (3.3.2) 
Replacement of u by [a,ti] in (3.3.2), yields 
[a,/([a,t^])] + [[a,M],/(a)]e^(i?), for all t/,u G / . (3.3.3) 
Expanding f{[a,u]) in (3.3.3), we have 
[a, [/(a), x^]] + [a, [p(a), /(«)]] + [[a, u], /(a)] G Z(i?). (3.3.4) 
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Application of the Jacobi identity to the first summand in (3.3.4), gives us 
[a, [f{a),u]] + [/(a)> hn]] + h [MJ{n)]] + [[a,u]J{a)] € Z{R). (3.3.5) 
The first summand in (3.3.5) is zero by our hypothesis, the second and fourth sum-
mands canceled, and so we are left with 
[a, [g{a), f{u)]] G Z{R), for all u,vel. (3.3.6) 
Prom 0 = /([a,a]) = [f{a),a] + [g{a), f{a)] we see that 
[g{a), f{a)] G Z{R) for all a el. (3.3.7) 
We can linearize (3.3.7) to obtain 
[g{a), fiu)] + [g{u),/(a)] G Z{R), for all u,ael. (3.3.8) 
In view of (3.3.8) we can now rewrite (3.3.6) as 
[a, [g{u), f{a)]] G Z{R), for all u,ael. (3.3.9) 
At this point we examine the case where g is one-one. We set V = g'^{I) 
= {v e R \ g{v) G / } and note that V is an ideal of R. We first assume that 
V ^ (0). In (3.3.9) we set a = g{v), v eV, thereby achieving 
9{[v,hf{v)]]) = [9iv),{9i^),gifium = [giv),[giu),fig{vm e Z{R) 
for all i; G V^  and u & U. This puts g{[v,[u,f{v)\i) in the center of g{R) and 
hence [v, [u,f{v)]\ C Z{R) since g is one-one. By Lemma 3.2.1 either v G Z{R) or 
f{v) G Z{R). Setting A = {xeV\xe Z{R)} a.nd B = {x e V \ f{x) G Z{R)}. 
We know that V = A\JB whence by a familiar group theory argument either V = A 
oxV = B. i.e. V G Z{R) or f{v) G Z{R). In the former case it is well known that 
R is commutative and in the latter case we may conclude that R is commutative by 
Lemma 3.2.7 This completes the argument in case V ^ (0). The situation where 
V = g~^{I) = 0 means that g{R) n / = 0. Here Lemma 3.2.5 says that there 
exists A G C such that f{x) = X{x — g{x)) for all x G i?. But now, since / is 
centralizing on U, [g{u),u] G / for all u G / . As y is one-one, an application of [16, 
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Theorem 2] forces R to be commutative. All told the situation in which g is one-
one always lead to R being commutative, contradictory to the hypothesis in part (b). 
To complete the proof of (b) we now assume that Kerg ^ (0) and set 
W = I n Kerg. By Lemma 3.2.6 f{W) is a nonzero ideal of R and there exists 
A G C such that f{x) = X{x — g{x)) for all x e R. For w G / and w eW relation 
(3.2.21) tells us that [g{u)J{w)] G Z{R) i.e. [g{U)J{W)] C Z{R). By Corollary 
3.2.1 it follows that g{U) C Z{R) and the first part of (b) has been established. 
Finally, if f{g{I)) = 0, we may choose a G / such that f{g{a)) 7^  0. In particular 
0 ^ g[a) G Z{R) and from g{ra) = g{r)g{a) G Z{R); r G i?, we observe that g{R) C 
Z{R). As a result we may write 0 7^  /(^(a)) = A(5(a)-p^(a)). Which shows simulta-
neously that 0 7^  {g{a)-g'^{a)) C Z{R). Therefore A - f{g{a)){g{a)-g^{a))'^ G F 
and the proof of theorem is complete. 
In 1990 Chuang [36] proved the following result which is a refinement of Lemma 
3.2.6. 
Theorem 3.3.2 Let / be a semiderivation of a prime ring R with associated 
(endomorphism ) mapping g : R —^ R. Then either one of the following two cases 
holds : 
(1) There exists an element A G C, the extended centroid of R such that 
/ (x) = X{x - g{x)) for all x e R. 
(2) The endomorphsim g is an identity mapping and / is an ordinary derivation. 
Proof Set f'{x) = {x - g{x)) for all x € R. Then / ' is also a semiderivation of R 
associated with the ring endomophism g. Let 
U = {Y^Uif{xi)vi I Ui,Xi,Vi G R and ^Uif'{xi)vi = 0}. 
i i 
Then U is obviously a two sided ideal of R. Let Ui,Xi,Vi G i? be such that 
Yli'^if'i^i)vi = ^iUi{xi - g{xi))vi = 0. Applying the semiderivation / to 
Y^iUi{xi — g{xi))vi — 0 and to expand the resulting expression, we computes, as 
in Lemma 3.2.8 
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0 = f{J2^ifixi)vi) 
i 
= fi ^{uiXiVi - Uig{xi)vi) j 
= ^[uifixiVi) + f{ui)g{xiVi) ~ f{uig{xi))g{vi) - Uig{xi)f{vi)] 
i 
= Yl[uif{xi)vi + Uig{xi)f{vi) + f{ui)g{xi)g{vi) 
i 
-f{ui)g{xi)g{vi) - g{ui)f{g{xi))g{vi) - Uig{xi)f{vi)] 
= Y^Uif{xi)vi -^giui)g{f{xi))g{vi) 
i i 
= ^Uif{xi)vi -g{Y^Uif{xi)vi). 
i i 
Therefore 
Y^Uif{xi)vi = g(^Uif{xi)vi). 
i i 
Whenever ^ - Uif'{xi)vi = 0. That is, f'{u) = u — g{u) = 0 for all w G f/. If the two 
sided ideal U is nonzero, then by Lemma 3.2.4, f = 0 on R and hence g{x) = x 
fov x G R. Thus g is an identity endomorphsim of R and / is merely an ordinary 
derivation of R, as desired. Now, assume that U = (0). That is, for any Ui,Xi,Vi G R, 
^- Uif{xi)vi = 0, imphes that YLi Uif{xi)vi = 0. 
Let W be the two -sided ideal {^iUif'{xi)vi \ Ui,Xi,Vi e R}. Then the mapping (p 
defined on W according to the rule 
0 : Y^Uif{xi)vi -)• Y^Uif{xi)vi, 
i i 
where Ui,Xi,Vi £ R, is well defined. But 0 is obviously an (i?, i?)-bimodule map 
of W in to R. By the definition of the extended centroid C of R, there exists an 
element A G C such that 0(a;) = Aw, for all u eW. In particular, for u, v, x e R, 
uf(x)v = 4>{uf'{x)v) = X(uf'{x)v) — u(\f'(x))v. It follows from the primeness of 
R that f{x) = Xf'{x) = X{x - g{x)) for all x £ R, as asserted. 
Bell and Martindale in Theorem 3.3.1 have shown that if a semiderivation / 
of a prime ring R satisfies certain conditions, then there exists A in the extended 
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centroid of R such that f{x) = A(l - g){x) for all x e R. 
Bresar [23] proved that the mappings of this form and derivations are in fact 
the only semiderivations in prime rings. 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let Rhe a, prime ring. If / is a semiderivation of R (with asso-
ciated function g) then either / is a derivation or f{x) = A(l — g){x) for all x e R, 
where A € C and g is an endomorphism. 
For the proof of the above theorem, we need the following lemma which has its 
independent interest also. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let i? be a prime ring. If functions F : R-^ R and G : R -^ R axe 
such that F{x)yG{z) = G(x)yF{z) for all x,y,z & R and F ^ 0, then there exists 
A G C, the extended centroid of R such that G{x) = XF(x), for all x e R. 
Proof Given x & R, for all y G i? we then have F{x)yG{x) = G{x)yF{x)\ if 
F{x) ^ 0, using a well known result of Martindale [80, Theorem 1] we have that 
G{x) = X{x)F{x) for some X{x) G C Hence, if x, z € i? are such that F{x) ^ 0 
and F{z) ^ 0, then the relation F{x)yG{z) = G(x)yF{z) can be -written in the 
form (A(z) — X{x))F{x)yF{z) = 0. Since R is prime we are forced to conclude 
that A(z) = X{x). Thus there exists A in the extended centroid of R such that 
G(x) = XF{x) is fulfilled for every x E R which satisfies F{x) ^ 0; however, if 
F{x) = 0, then we see from F{x)yG{z) — G{x)yF{z) , since F ^0 and R is prime, 
that G{x) = 0 too. Therefore G{x) = XF{x) holds for all x e R. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3 We may assume that / 7^  0. In the case ^ is a ring 
endomorphism [35, Theorem 4]. Note that (i) of Definition 3.2.1 can be written in 
the form 
(1 - g){x)fiy) = / (x)( l - g){y), for all x,y e R. 
In particular, 
(1 - g){x)f{yz) = f{x){l - g){yz), for all x,y,ze R. 
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But on the other hand, 
(1 - g)ix)f{yz) = (1 - g){x)f{y)g{z) + (1 - g){x)yf{z) 
and fix){l-g){yz) = f{x){l-g){y)g{z) + f{x)y{l-g){z). Comparing the last two 
relations and applying {l-g){x)f{y) = f{x){l-g){y), we then get {l-g){x)yf{z) = 
f{x)y{l — g){z) for all x,y,z ^ R. If g = 1, then / is a derivation; therefore we may 
assume that 1— g ^0 and so the assertion of the theorem follows immediately from 
the Lemma 3.3.1. 
3.4 Lie ideals and semideri vat ions of prime rings 
Let <T, r : i? -> /? be two mappings. For any pair of elements x,y in R, the a, r 
commutator is denoted by [x, y]<j,r = 'X'0{y) — T{y)x. 
We shall use the following relations frequently without any specific reference: 
[xy, z]a,T = x[y, z\a,T + [x, r(z)]y - x[y, a{z)\ + [x, z]^^ry 
and 
[x,yz]a,T = T{y)[x,z]a,T + [x,y]a,r(r{z). 
Definition 3.4.1 { Lie ideal ) An additive subgroup f/ of i? is said to be a Lie 
ideal of R if [U, R] C U. 
Definition 3.4.2 ( {a, r)-Lie ideal) An additive subgroup t/ of a ring R is called 
a {a, r)-right ( resp. (a, r)-left) Lie ideal of R if [U, R]„^T Q U ( resp. [/?, /7]CT,T C U), 
U is called a {o, r)-Lie ideal oiR'xiU is both a (a, T)-right Lie ideal as well as (a, r)~ 
left Lie ideal of R. 
Every Lie ideal is a (I,I)-right ( left ) Lie ideal of R. However there exist (a, r ) 
Lie ideals of /?, which are not Lie ideals of R. 
Example 3.4.1 Let i? = | f ^ Q) I a, & e Z j and [/ = | ("^  ^"j j a,6 G z | , 
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\o oj \o oj \o oj \o oj 
Then a and r are automorphism of R and i7 is a {a, r) Lie ideal of R but not a Lie 
ideal of R. 
Definition 3.4.3 ( (a, r)-Centralizer ) The {a, r)-Centralizer of a ring R de-
noted by C{R)a,T — {x e R\ xa{y) = T{y)x for all y e R}. 
In the year 1979 Herstein [50] studied the relationship between a prime ring R 
and its subset d{R) = {d{x) | x € R}; d a derivation on R. Motivated by these 
results Bergen et.al. [19] proved the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.4.1 Let Rhe a. prime ring and U he a Lie ideal of R. If R admits a 
nonzero derivation d such that d{U) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
Theorem 3.4.2 Let i? be a prime ring and U he a Lie ideal of R. If R admits a 
nonzero derivation d such that d'^{U) — 0, then U C Z{R). 
These results have been further extended to {a, r)-Lie ideals of R by Aydin and 
Soyturk [14] and later on by Soyturk [94]. Recently Ashraf et.al. [8] generalized the 
above mentioned results for semiderivations of a prime ring. 
Theorem 3.4.3 Let R be 2-torsion free prime ring and Uhea nonzero {a, r)-right 
Lie ideal of R. If associated endomorphism ^ of / is surjective and f(U) C C{R)a,T, 
then R is commutative or [/ C C{R)a,r-
We state the following lemmas whose proof can be found in [13], [13], [14] and 
[17] respectively. 
Lemma 3.4.1 Let U he a nonzero (cr, r)-right Lie ideal of R and a e i?. If 
[f/,a]<r,r e C{R)^^r, thcu a e Z{R) or U C C{R)„,r. 
Lemma 3.4.2 Let U he a nonzero {a, r)-Lie ideal of R such that U % Z{R) and 
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U g C{R)a,T, for every a,b e R. If aUb = {0}, then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Lemma 3.4.3 Let t/ be a nonzero {a, r)-left Lie ideal of R such that U C C{R)rr,T, 
then C/ C Z(/2). 
Lemma 3.4.4 Let [/ be a nonzero (cr, r)-left Lie ideal of R. If [i?, U]a,r ^ ^(-R), 
then f/ C ZiR). 
The following lemma is due to Ashraf et.al. [8], which is a generalization of 
a theorem of Herstein [50] in a prime ring of characteristic not zero admitting a 
nonzero semiderivation. 
Lemma 3.4.5 Let R be 2-torsion free prime ring admitting a nonzero semideriva-
tion / with associated endomorphism g which is surjective. If a € i? such that 
[a, f{x)] = 0, for all x e R, then a G Z{R). 
Proof By hypothesis, we have 
[a,f{x)] = 0, fora l lxei? . (3.4.1) 
Replace x by xy in (3.4.1) and use (3.4.1), to get 
f{x)[a,y] + [a,g{x)]f{y)=^0, for all x,y e i?. (3.4.2) 
Now replacing yhyy + f{y) in (3.4.2) and using (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), we obtain 
[o,gix)]f{y) = 0, for all x,y e R. (3.4.3) 
Replacing x by zx in (3.4.3) and using (3.4.3), we find that [a,g{z)]g{x)p{y) = 0, 
for all x,y e R. Hence [a,g{z)]Rf^{y) — {0}. Thus primeness of R yields that either 
[a,g(z)] = 0 or p{y) — 0. Now suppose that 
f{y)^0, for all yeR. (3.4.4) 
Replacing y by xy in (3.4.3), we have 
f{x)g\y) + f{x)d{g{y)) 4- f{x)g{f{y)) + xf{y) = 0. 
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Now applying (3.4.4) and the fact that f{g{y)) = g{f{y)), we have 2f{x)f{g{y)) = 0, 
for all x,y e R. This yields that 
f{x)f{g{y)) - 0, for all x,y e R. (3.4,5) 
Replace x by yx in (3.4.5) and use (3.4.5), to get f{y)xf{g{y)) = 0, for all x,y ^ R 
and hence either f{y) = 0 or f{g(y)) = 0. But since g is onto in both the cases we 
find that f(x) = 0, for all x £ R, a. contradiction. Hence [a, g{z)] = 0, for all z e R 
and by hypothesis g is surjective, complete the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.3 Since {/ is a {a, r)-right Lie ideal of R; [w, xj^.r € U 
for all X e R, u & U. By hypothesis, we have f{U) C C{R)C,T and hence 
f{[x,u]a,r) e C{R)a,T that is, [f{[u,x]a^r),y]a,T = 0, for all x,y e R, ueU. This can 
be rewritten as 
[{fiu),gix)]a,T,y]cT,T + [[uJ{x)]^,r,yUr = 0. 
Since g is onto, we find that [f{u),g{x)]ff^r = 0, and hence [[u, f{x)]a,r-, y](7,T = 0, for 
all x,y e R,u e U. This implies that [u,/(x)]cr,r € C(i?jo-,r that is [U, f{R)]a,T Q 
C{R)ff,T- Hence application of Lemma 3.4.1 gives that /(/?) C Z{R) orUC C{R)a,T-
If f{R) C Z(i?), then by Lemma 3.4.5 R is commutative. 
Combining Lemma 3.4.3 with the above theorem we get the following: 
Corollary 3.4.1 Let R be 2-torsion free prime ring and f/ be a nonzero {o^ r)-Lie 
ideal of R. If / is a semiderivatoin on R with associated endomorphism g which is 
surjective such that f{U) C C{R)a,r, then U C Z{R). 
Lemma 3.4.6 Let i? be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U he a nonzero (a, r)-Lie 
ideal of R. If / is a nonzero semiderivation of R with associated endomorphism g 
which is surjective and for a e R, f{U)a = (0) ( or af{U) = (0) ), then a = 0 or 
U C ZiR). _ , . 
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Proof Since U is a, {a,r)-Lie ideal of R, [x,u]a,T ^  U, for all x e R,u & U. Now 
replace x by T{U)X, to get r(w)[x, MJ^ T^ € U. Hence by our hypothesis, we find that 
/(T(u)[x,'u]CT,r)a — 0, for all X £ R,u ^ U. This yields that 
/(r(w))[x,M]^,ra = 0, for all a; e i?, M e t/. (3.4.6) 
Replacing x by xf{v), where v e U in (3.4.6) and using the hypothesis, we obtain 
f{r{u))x[f(v),u]ff^rO' = 0, for all a; G i?, u,v & U. Thus primeness of R forces that 
either f{T{u)) = 0 or [/(i>),tx]j^ _ra = 0. This implies that for each u ^ U either 
f{u) = 0 or [f{v),u]^,ra = 0. We define H = {u e U \ f{u) := 0},K = {u e 
U I [f{v), WJCT.TQ = 0, for all u € C/}. Clearly H and K are additive subgroups of U 
and U = H Li K. Hence by using Brauer's trick K = U or H = U. Since /([/) f^  0, 
H ^U and hence K — U that is, [/(f), wlcr.ra = 0, for all u,v &U. Now, in view of 
our hypothesis we get f{v)a{u)a = 0 and hence a'~^{f{v))Ua~^(a) = 0. Hence ap-
plication of Lemma 3.4.3 and Lemma 3.4.2 yields that a"^(/(v)) = 0 or a'^ia) = 0. 
This implies that f{U) = 0 or a = 0. But since f{U) ^ 0, we get the required result. 
Using similar arguments with necessary variations, we get the required result 
in case if af(U) = 0. 
Lemma 3.4.7 Let i? be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U he a nonzero {a, r)-Lie 
ideal of R. If / is a nonzero semiderivation of R with associated endomorphism g 
which is bijective and f{U) = 0, then f{U) C Z{R). 
Proof Using the similar arguments as used in the begining of the proof of 
Lemma 3.4.6, we find that T{u)[x,u](^^r £ U, for all x G i?, M G U. By hypoth-
esis, we have p(T(u)[x,u]^^r) = 0, iov all x e R , u e U. This implies that 
f{r{u))g\[x,uUr) + f{T{uMg{[x,uUr)) + f{r{uMf{[x,uUr)) + 
T{u)p{lx,u]ff^r) = 0. Since P{U) = 0 and f{g{u)) = g{f{u)), the above relation 
reduces to 2f{T{u))f{g{[x,u\a^r)) = 0. This yields that 
f{T{u))f{g{[x,u]a^r)) = 0, for all xeR,ue U. (3.4.7) 
It is easy to show that f{U) -(- C/ is a (cr, r)-Lie ideal of R. In fact for any 
u,v & U,x G R, we have 
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[f{u) + V,x]^^r = [f{u),x]„,r + [v,x]a,r 
- fi[u, 9{x))Ur) + [V, xUr " h M U r £ fiU) + U. 
This implies that f{U) + t/ is a (a, T)-right Lie ideal of R. Similarly we can show 
that f{U) + f/ is a o", r-left Lie ideal of R, and hence a a, r-Lie ideal of R. Further 
more if f{U) = 0, then / ( / ( [ / ) + t/) C f{U) C f{U) + U and p{f{U) + C/) = 0. 
Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume that if t/ is a a, r-Lie ideal of 
R such that p{U) = 0, then f{U) C U. 
Now replace u by u + f{v) in (3,4.7), to get f{T{u))f{g{[x, /(y)]o-,r)) = 0, for all 
X e R, u,v e U, and hence f(u)r~^{f(g{[x,f{v)]a,T))) — 0, for all x e R,u,v ^ U. 
Now application of Lemma 3.4.6 yields that U C Z{R) or r"-^(/(^([2;, /(^')](r,T))) = 0. 
lir-\f{g{[x, mUr))) = 0, then {g{f([x, f{v)Ur)) = 0, for al\xeR,ue U. Since 
5 is one-one, the last equation gives that f{[x,f{v)]a^r) = 0, for all x e -R, v e U. 
Thus if [/ C Z{R), then /([ / ) C Z{R). On the other hand if f{[x,f{v)l,r) = 0, 
then in view of our hypothesis the above relation reduces to 
[f(x), f{v)UT = 0, for all X G i?, u e U. (3.4.8) 
Replacing x by xf{u) in (3.4.8), we get f{x)[fiu), f{v)Ur + [f{x), r(/(i;))]/(w) = 0, 
and in view of equation (3.4.8), we have [f{x),T{f{v))]f{u) = 0, for all x € i?, 
u,v £U. Again application of Lemma 3.4.6 yields that U C Z{R) or [f{x), r{f{v))] = 
0. If f{x),r{f{v))] = 0, then by using Lemma 3.4.5, we get r( / (u)) e Z{R), for all 
V GU. This imphes that f{v) e Z{R), for all u G t/ that is f{U) C Z(i?). On the 
other hand if f/ C Z(i?), then again f{U) C Z{R). 
Theorem 3.4.4 Let Rhea. 2-torsion free prime ring and 6'' be a nonzero {a, r)-Lie 
ideal of R. If / is a nonzero semiderivation of R with associated endomorphism g 
which is bijective and p{U) = (0), then U C Z{R). 
Proof Since f/ is a ((7,r)-Lie ideal of R, [x,u]a,T G U, for all x e R ,u e U. Now, 
replace x by xa{u), to get [x,u]o^rT{'*^) ^ f^ ) for all x G i? ,u G U. Hence by our 
hypothesis we find that p{[x,u]a^r<^{u)) = 0. This yields that p{[x,u]„^r)g'^{(^{u)) + 
f{[xMa,r)f{9{(T{u)))+f{[xM<r,r)9{f{o{u)))^xMc,rPHu))=Q. S i n C C / 2 ( / 7 ) = 0 
and f{g{u)) = g{f{u)), the above relation reduces to 
/([x, u]^,r)g{f{(T{u))) = 0, for all X G i?, u G U. (3.4.9) 
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Replacing uhy u + v in (3.4.9) and using (3.4.9), we get 
f{[x, vUr)gif{(r{u))) + fi[x, uUr)9ifi^{v))) = 0, for all xeR,u,vEU. 
Multiplying from right by g{f{(7{u))) in the last equation, we get 
f{{x,vl,r)g{f{cT{u)Y) + f{[x,uUr)g{f{(r{v))f{a{u))) = 0, for allxeRu,veU. 
Now application of Lemma 3.4.7 and (3.4.9) yields that 
K[x, vl,r)giKa{u)f) = 0, for all x € i?, x^ G U. (3.4.10) 
. Replacing x by T{V) in (3.4.10) and using (3.4.10), we get 
f{T{v)[x,vUr)g{fi(r{u)y) = 0, for all x € i?, u € U. (3.4.11) 
Linearize (3.4.11) on v and use (3.4.11), to obtain 
fiT{v)[x, coUMfHu))') + f{r{u)[x, vlMfH^)?) = 0 (3.4.12) 
for ell X e R ,u,v,u e U. Multiplying (3.4.12) from left by f{r(v)) and applying 
Lemma 3.4.7 and (3.4.11), we find 
f(T{v)f[x,uj]a,r)gifi(7{u)f) = 0, for all xeR, u,v,ujeU (3.4.13) 
Replace x by yf{[x,u]a,T) in (3.4.13), to get 
firiv)f{y[f{[x,co^Ur),a{u)] + [y,ujUrf{[x,u^Ur)}9if{a{u))') = 0. 
Now in view of (3.4.10), we find that f{T{v))^R[fi[x, a;i]a,r), a{u;)]g{f{a{u)f) = {0}, 
for all X e R,u, v, u,Ui eU and hence primeness of R yields that either /(r(t'))^ = 0 
or f{[x,u,Ur)(T{u)]g{f{a{u)f) = 0. If f{r{v)f = 0 for all veU, then r{f{v)Y = 0 
and hence / ( t / )^ = 0. Thus for al\u,veUO = f{u-Yvf = f{uf+2f{u)f{v)+f{vf. 
Hence f{u)f{v) = 0, for all u,v e U, and f{U) = (0) by Lemma 3.4.6. Corollary 
3.4.1, yields that U C Z{R). On the other hand, if f{[x,oJi]„,r),(Tiuj)]g{f{a{u))^) = 
0, then application of (3.4.10) gives that f{[x, uji])a{u)g{f{a{u))^) = 0, for all x E R, 
u,u!,u;i e U, and hence (r~^{f{[x,uJi]a,T))Ug{f{a(u))^) = 0. Thus by Lemma 3.4.2, 
we find that a~\fi[x,ivil,r)) = 0 or g{f{u)^) = 0. If ^(/(w)^) = 0, then f{u)^ = 0, 
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for all u £ U i.e. / ( t / )^ = 0. Now using the similar argument as above we get the 
required result. On the other hand if a''^{f{[x,ui]cr,T)) — 0, then 
/([a;,cui]^,^) = 0, for all x e R, UieU. (3.4.14) 
Replace x by xa{ui) in (3.4.14) and use (3.4.14), to get 
[x, u}i]a,rf{(yM) = 0, for all x £ R, uji e U. (3.4.15) 
Replacing x by xy in (3.4.15) and using (3.4.15), we obtain [x,T{uji)]yf{a{uJi)) = 0, 
for all a;, y G R , ui E U. Hence for each Ui E U primeness of R forces that ei-
ther f{a{u)i)) = 0 or [X,T{U}I)] — 0, for all x £ R. Thus we find that for each 
ui eU either /(wi) = 0 or wi G Z{R). Now set H = {ui e U \ f{ui) = 0} and 
K = {ui G f/ I Ui e Z{R)}. We see that H and K are additive subgroups of U 
such that U = HUK, whence by a group theory argument either H = U ov K = U. 
By assumption U ^ Z{R) and hence U = H. This imphes that f{U) = 0 and by 
Corollary 3.4.1 U C Z{R), a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.5 Let i? be a 2-torsion free prime ring and Uhea, nonzero [a, T)-Lie 
ideal of i?. If / is a nonzero semiderivation of R with associated endomorphism g 
which is bijective and f(U) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
Proof By our hypothesis, we have /([a;,'u]a,r) € Z{R), for all x £ R, u e U. 
Hence replacing x by xf{v) and using the fact that f{U) C Z{R), we arrive at 
g{[x,u]ff^r)f{'v) e Z{R), for all x e R, u,v e U. Since f{U) C Z{R) implies that 
f{U) C Z(i?). Since R is prime, we find that either f{v) = 0 or ^([x, u]^,^) G Z(ii:). 
If /^(v) = 0, for all V eU, then by using Theorem 3.4.4 we get the required result. 
On the other hand, if P([3:,W]<T,T) G Z{R), then {[x,u]tj^r) G Z{R), for all x e R^ 
u eU and by Lemma 3.4.4 we get the required result. 
Theorem 3.4.6 Let i? be a 2-torsion free and 3-torsion free prime ring. Suppose 
that U is a, nonzero {a, r)-Lie ideal of R. If / is a nonzero semiderivation of R with 
associated endomorphism g which is bijective and f{U) C U; P{U) C Z{R), then 
U C Z{R). 
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Proof Since t/ is a (cr, r)-Lie ideal of R, {[x,u]a,T) & U, for ell x E R, u e U. 
Thus by our hypothesis, we find that P{[x, MJ^.T) G Z(R), for a\l x e R, u e U. This 
yields that 
[f{x),9\u)Ur + 2[f{x),gif{u))Ur + [^ , f{u)Ur 6 Z(i?), foi all ^ G i?, u G U. 
(3.4.16) 
Replacing a: by xp{v) in (3.4.16) and using (3.4.16) together with the fact that 
/2 ( [ / )CZ( i? ) ,wege t 
2[9{f{x)),9'{u)krf{v) + 2g{fix))[f{vla{g'iu))] 
+[9\xl9Hu)Uf\v) + g\x)[f\vlaigiu))] 
+2[g{x),g{fiu))Urf{v) + 2g{x)[f{vla{g{f{um e Z{R). 
Since P{v),p{v) and /"^(f) are in Z{R), the above relation reduces to 
2[g{f{x)),g\u)l,rfiv) + b ' (x) ,5 ' (^) ] . , r r (^) + 2[g{x),g{f{u))l,rf{v) e Z{R). 
This implies that 2fi[g{x),g{u)]^^r)f{v) + b^(a;),^^(M)]a,r/''(w) e Z{R) and hence 
2 f (%(/([x,u], , , )) +^2([x,u],,0/ '(t;) e Z{R). (3.4.17) 
Replacing a; by xp{uj) in (3.4.17) and using the fact that P{U) C Z{R), we get 
{2/3(t;)g(/([a:,«].,.))V([^, uU)f\v)}g\nu))+2f\v)g{[x, u],,r)g{f\^)) ^ Z{Rl 
(3.4.18) 
for all X e i? and u, u, a; G 17. Since /^(CJ) is central, we find that 
g^fioj)) G Z(/?), for all ojeU. (3.4.19) 
Combining (3.4.17) and (3.4.19) with (3.4.18), we get f{v)gi[x, u]^,r)Pi^)) ^ Z{R), 
for all X e R, u,v,uj e U. Since R is prime and P{U) C Z(R), the above relation 
yields that either p{v) = 0 or g{[x,u]„^r)f{^)) e Z{R). If 
^([a;,M]^,^)/^(a;)) G 2'(/?), then [2;,u]^,^/^(a;)) G Z{R). Again we have either 
P{LO) = 0 or [a;,w]<,,r G Z(i2). If [x^u^r e ^(i?), for a\\ x £ R and M G ^, 
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then by Lemma 3.4.4, we find that U C Z{R). Now, suppose that f{U) = 0. Using 
the arguments as given in the proof of Lemma 3.4.6, we obtain T{U)[X, u]fj^r € U, for 
all X e i?, M e t/ and hence p{r{u)[x,u]^^r) — 0. This yields that 
f{T{u))g\\xA..r) + f{r{u))j{g\\xMo.r)) 
^!\r{u))g{j{g{\xMoM^^AT{n))j\g{\xAo,r)) 
+f(r(M))5(5(/([x,«].,.))) + /(r(«))/(5(/([a^,«].,r))) 
+Kriu))g{n\xMa.r))^r{u)f{\xMo,r) = 0. 
Since fiJJ) = 0 and /(^(w)) = g^fiv)), it follows that 
V\r{u))g\f{{xMo,r)) + ^!{T{u))g{f\\xAo,r)) = 0, for all x e R, u e U. 
This implies that f{T{u))g'^{f{[x,u]^,r)) + f{r{u))g{P{[x,u]a,T)) = 0. Now, replac-
ing u by f{u) in the above equation and using the fact that f^{U) = 0, we have 
f\TiuMP{[x, f{u)Ur)) = 0, for all X G i?, ^ G U, i.e. /2(t/)r-V(/ '([:r, /(«)].,.)) = 
0. Since P{U) C Z{R) and i? is prime, we have either f^{u) = 0 or 
r~^9{f{[xJ{u)]a,T)) = 0. This implies that for each u e U either f{U) = 0 or 
fi[x, fiu)Ur)) = 0. Now \etH={ueU\ f{u) = 0},K = {ueU\ fi[x, fiu)l,r 
0, for all X ^ R}. Then H and i^T are additive subgroups of U such that U = HUK, 
whence by a group theory argument either U — H ox U = K. li U = H, then we 
find that P{U) = 0. Hence using Theorem 3.4.2, we get the required result. On the 
other hand ii U = K, then 
f([x, fiu)Ur)) = 0, for allx^R, ue U. (3.4.20) 
Replacing x by xa{f{u)) in (3.4.20), we get p{[x, f{u)]a,T)<y{f{u)) = 0, for all x e R, 
u EU. i.e. 
f{[x, f{u)UrMf{u)) + gifiix, f{u)Ur))f{a{f{u))) 
+f{9{[x, nu)Ur))fKu)) + g'{[x, f{u)l,r)f{<T{u)) = 0. 
Now applying (3.4.20) and using the fact that PiU) = 0, we have 
g{f{[x,f{u)Ur))fi(^iu)) = 0, and hence a~'g{fi[x,fiu)Ur))f{u) = 0, for all 
X E R, u e U. Since P{U) C Z{R) and R is prime, we find that for each u € U 
either p{u) = 0 or a ^{g{f{[x, /(w)]^^,-))) = 0. Hence arguing in the similar manner 
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as above, we have either p{u) = 0 for all u € U or gif{[x,f{u)]tr,r)) = 0, for all 
u £ U, X e R. li P{u) = 0, for all u £ U, then again by Theorem 3.4.4 we get 
U C Z{R). On the other hand, H 9{f([x,f{u)]a,r)) = 0, then 
f([x, fiu)]^,r) = 0, for allxeR, w € U. (3.4.21) 
Now, replace x by xa{f{u)) in (3.4.21) and use (3.4.21), to get 
[x, f{u)]a,r)(T{f{u))) = 0, for all X G i?, ue U. (3.4.22) 
Again replacing x by xy in (3.4.22) and using (3.4.22), we find that for all 
[x, T(/(u))]ya(/^(w)) = 0, for all x,y £ R, u £ U. Now primeness of prime im-
plies that either a{f(u)) = 0 or [x,r(/(u))] = 0. If a{p{u)) = 0, then p{u) = 0, 
for all u E U. Hence again by Theorem 3.4.4, we get the required result. On the 
other hand, if [x,r(/(w))] = 0, then [r"'^(x),/(u)] = 0, for all x e R, u e U. Thus 
[y, f{u)] = 0, for ally £ R,u & U, implies that f{U) C Z{R). Hence using Theorem 
3.4.5, we get the required result. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Jordan derivations in rings 
4.1 Introduction 
It is customary to define the Jordan ring out of the given ring R by replacing 
ordinary multiplication by Jordan multiphcation x o y = xy -\- yx. I.N. Herstein 
[45] introduced the notion of a Jordan derivation in rings as follows: A mapping 
d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan derivation of a ring R if for all x,y € R 
(i) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) and (ii) d(a^) = d{a)a + ad{a). 
By a Jordan derivation of an associative ring R, we shall mean a derivation of 
the Jordan ring obtained from i?, that is, For all a,b E R d{aob) = d{a)ob+aod{b). 
It is to remark that every derivation is a Jordan derivation but not conversely. 
Section 4.2 starts with a result of Herstein [45] which states that every Jordan 
derivation of a prime ring of characteristic not two is a derivation of R. Bresar [21] 
extended the result for semiprime rings. Further Bresar and Vukman [33] proved 
the mentioned result for (6, </i)-derivations of a ring. 
In 1998 Havala [43] initiated the algebraic study of a generalized derivation and 
extended some results concerning derivations to generalized derivations. 
Recently inspired by the definition of a {6, ^)-derivation, Ashraf, Asma and 
Shakir [9] defined generalized (^, 0)-derivation of a ring. An additive mapping 
F : R —>• R is said to be a generalized {6, ^)-derivation ( resp. generalized Jor-
dan {9, (?!))-derivation) of R if there exists a [6,0)-derivation d : R —> R such that 
F{xy) = F{x)d{y) + (l>ix)d{y) ( resp. F{x^) = F{x)9{x) + <p{x)d{x) ) holds for 
all x,y E R. In the mentioned paper the above authors proved that a generalized 
Jordan {0,0)-derivation on a Lie ideal [/ of a prime ring of characteristic not two is 
a generalized {9,0)-derivation on U. This covers Section 4.3. 
Finally, a result due to Lanski [68] has been presented which is a generaliza-
tion of a result of Bresar ( Theorem 4.2.4 ) and results obtained by Ashraf et.al. 
(Theorem 4.3.2 ). 
4.2 Jordan (^, 0)-derivations in rings 
Given any associative ring R we can induce on R, using its operations, a new 
structure the Jordan structure by defining the new product a o b = ab + ba. Now if 
d : R —> Ris a. derivation on R, then for all a, 6 e R, 
d{a ob) = d{ab) + d{ba) 
= d{a)b + ad(b) + d{b)a + bd{a) 
— d{a) ob + aod{b). 
Hence, in particular, d{a oa) — d{a) oa + ao d{a) holds for all a & R. Further 
more, if the ring R is not of characteristic two, then it leads to the conclusion that 
d{a^) = d{a)a + ad{a) holds for all a € R. It can also be seen that if R satisfies the 
property d{a'^) = d{a)a + ad{a) for all a e R, then by linearizing on a we find that R 
satisfies d{aob) = d{a)ob + aod{b) for all a,b E R. Motivated by this observation it 
was I.N. Herstein [45] who induced the notion of Jordan derivation in ring as follows: 
Definition 4.2.1 ( Jordan Derivation ) Let R be any ring. A mapping 
d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan derivation if for all a:;,y G R the following 
hold: 
(0 d{a + b) = d{a) + d{b) 
(a) d(a^) = ad{a) + d{a)a. 
Remark 4.2.1 Every derivation is a Jordan derivation but not conversely. 
Example 4.2.1 Let R be any ring and let a & R such that xax — 0 but xay ^ 0, 
for some x,y & R, x ^ y. Define a map d : R —^ R such that d(x) = oa;, for all 
X E R. It cab be verified that d is a Jordan derivation but not a derivation. 
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Example 4.2.2 Let R = F[x,y] for F a field of characteristic two. Note that 
any square in R is contained in 5 = F[x'^, y^]. liV = xS -{- yS + xyS, then as an 
F-vector space R = S ®V. Any g £ R has a unique representation g = s + v iox 
s E S and v &V. Define d : R —>• R such that d{s + v) = v, then d is additive by 
definition and d{g'^) = 0 and d{g)g + gd{g) — gg + gg = 2gg — 0, for all 5' € i? which 
shows that d is a Jordan derivation but not a derivation. 
However, the converse part of this problem was first investigated by I.N. Her-
stein [45] who proved that every Jordan derivation on a ring with characteristic not 
two is a derivation. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not two and let c :^ i? —> R 
be a Jordan derivation. Then d is a derivation. 
For developing the proof of the theorem following lemmas are required: 
Lemma 4.2.1 Let i? be a ring with characteristic different from two and let 
d : R —> i? be a Jordan derivation. Then d(ab + ba) = d{a)b + ad{b) + d{b)a + bd{a) 
for all a,b & R. 
Proof Since d(a^) = ad{a) + d{a)a, Unearizing this by replacing o by a + 6, we 
obtain the required result. 
Lemma 4.2.2 Let i? be a ring with characteristic different from two and let 
d : R —^ /? be a Jordan derivation. Then d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a), for all 
a,be R. 
Proof Let W = d{a{ab + ba) + {ab + ba)a). Then using Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
W = d{a){ab + ba) + ad{ab + ba) + d{ab + ba)a + {ab + ba)d{a) 
= d(a)ab + 2d{a)ba + ad{a)b + a^d{b) + 2abd{a) + 2ad{b)a 
+bad{a) + d(b)a^ + bd{a)a, for all a,b e R. 
On the other hand, W = d{{aH + ba^) + 2aba} 
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= d{a)ab + ad{a)b + a^d{b) + d{b)a? + bad{a) + bd{a)a + 2d{aba). 
Now comparing the two expressions so obtained for W, we arrive at 
2d{aba) = 2{d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a)). 
Since characteristic of R is not two, we get the required result. 
Lemma 4.2.3 Let i? be a ring with characteristic different from two and let 
d : R —y R he a Jordan derivation. Then for all a,b,c E R, d{abc + cba) = 
d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + d{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a). 
Proof Linearizing the result of Lemma 4.2.2 by replacing a by a + c, we arrive at 
d{abc + cba) — d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c)a + d{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a). 
For any Jordan derivation d we shall write a'' for d{ab) — d{a)b — ad{b). From 
Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.2, we see that 
fe" = -fl^ holds for all a,b e R. (4.2.1) 
It is easy to see that for all a,b,c E R, we have 
a''+^ = a'' + a'. (4.2.2) 
Lemma 4.2.4 Let /? be a ring with characteristic different from two and let 
d : R —^ i? be a Jordan derivation. In this case for all a, 6, r e J? we have 
a''r(ab - ba) + {ab - ba)ra'' = 0. (4.2.3) 
Proof Let W for abrba + barab. Then by Lemma (4.2.2) we obtain 
d{W) = d{a{brb)a + b{ara)b) 
= d{a)brba + ad{brb)a + abrbd{a) + d{b)arab + bd{ara)b + barad{b) 
— d(a)brba + ad{b)rba + abd(r)ba + abrd(b)a + abrbd{a) + d(b)arab 
+bd{a)rab + bad{r)ab + bard{a)b + barad{b). 
On the other hand using Lemma 4.2.3, we obtain 
d{W) = d{{ab)r{ba) + {ba)r{ab)) 
= d{ab)rba + abd{r)ba + abrd{ba) + d{ba)rab + bad{r)ab + bard{ab). 
By comparing and using (4.2.1), we get (4.2.3). 
Lemma 4.2.5 Let i? be a ring with characterstic different from two. Suppose 
that a,b e R are such that arb + bra = 0, for all r G jR . Then either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof By assumption arb + bra = 0. Replace r by sat with s,t e R, to get 
asatb + bsata = 0. But bsa = ~asb and atb = —bta, substituting these we get 
—asatb — asbta = 0, that is, 2aRbRa — (0). Since R is prime of characteristic not 2 
this immediately gives o = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 Let a and b be fixed elements of R. If ab ^ ba then 
from Lemma 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.2.5 one obtains immediately that a'' = 0. If a 
and b both are in Z{R), then a*" = 0 follows from Lemma 4.2.1. It remains to 
prove that a** = 0 is also in the case when a ^ Z{R). There exists c E R such 
that ac 7^  ca. Since ac ^ ca and a{b + c) y^  (6 + c)a, we have a*^  = 0 and a'''^'^ = 0. 
Using (4.2.2), we have 0 = a^'^'^ = a''+a^ = a*". The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Bresar [21] obtained a generalization of Theorem 4.2.1 in case of semiprime 
rings. 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let i? be a semiprime ring with characteristic not two. If 
d : R —> i? is a Jordan derivation of R, then d is a derivation. 
The notion of derivation ( resp. Jordan derivation ) was further generalized by 
Bresar and Vukman [33] in terms of {9,0)-derivation (resp. Jordan (9,0)-derivation) 
as follows: 
Definition 4.2.2 ( (^ , <;!))-derivation ) Let R and T be rings. Suppose that 
9, (p, are homomorphisms of T into R and X is an i?-bimodule. An additive map-
ping d : T —> X is said to be a {9, <^)-derivation ( resp. Jordan {9, (/))-derivation) if 
d{ab) = d{a)4){b)+9{a)d{b) (resp. d{a^) = d{a)(f){a) + 9{a)d{a)) holds for all a,beT. 
Definition 4.2.3 ( Jordan {9,0)-derivation ) An additive mapping d : R —> R 
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is called a Jordan {9,0)-derivation if there exist automorphisms 6,(f): R —> R such 
that d{a^) = d{a)^{a) + 0{a)d{a), holds for all a ^ R. 
Further Bresar and Vukman [33] extended Herstein's result for Jordan {6, (p)-
derivations. 
Theorem 4.2.3 Let T be any ring and i? be a non-commutative ring. Let 9 and 
(p be homomorphisms of T into R. Let X be a 2-torsion free i?-bimodule. Suppose 
that either </> is onto and xRa = (0) with x E X, a E R implies that x = 0 or a — 0, 
or that 9 is onto and aRx = (0) with x E X , a E R implies that x = 0 or a = 0. In 
this case every Jordan (9, (/))-derivation d : T —> X is a {9,0)-derivation. 
In the following theorem the above authors considered R to be commutative. 
Theorem 4.2.4 Let i? be a commutative prime ring (i.e. a commutative integral 
domain) of characteristic not two. If 9 and (/> are any endomorphisms of R, then every 
Jordan {9, (/))-derivation d oi Ris a, {9,0)-derivation. Moreover, if ^ / 0, then there 
exists an element A in the field of fractions F of i?, such that d{a) = A((^(a) — 9{a)) 
for all a E R. 
We begin with some preliminary results. We introduce the abbreviation 
a'' = d{ab) - d{a)4){h) - 9{a)d{h). 
Lemma 4.2.6 Let T and R be rings and 9 and (j) be homomorphisms of T into R. 
Let X be a 2-torsion free /?-bimodule. li d:T —> X is a Jordan {9,0)-derivation, 
then d satisfies the following relations: 
(z) d{ah + ha) = d{a)(l){h) + d(6)0(a) + 9{a)d{h) + 9{h)d{a) 
{ii) d{aba) = d{a)(t>{b)(j){a) + 9{a)d{b)(P{a) + 9{a)9(b)d(a) 
(in) d{abc + cba) = d(a)0(6)</)(c) + d(c)(^(6)(/)(a) + e{a)d{b)(f){c) 
+ 9{c)d{b)(i>{a) + 9{a)9{b)d{c) + 9{c)9{b)d{a) 
(iv) a''[(f>{a),(p{b)] = 0 and [9{a),9{b)]a''= 0 
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(v) aV(c)[<?^(o),0(6)] + [eia),e{b)]e{c)a'' = 0. 
Proof Linearizing ^(a^) = d{a)(f){a) + 0{a)d{a), we obtain (i). Using the same 
approach as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2, we get (ii). A linearization of (ii) gives 
(iii). Adapting the proof of [13, Lemma 3.6], we obtain a''[(p{a),(p{b)] = 0. In a 
similar fashion, by computing d{{ab)ab + ba{ab)) = d{{ahf) + d{ba%) in two ways, 
we get [9{a),9{b)]9{c)a^ = 0. Finally, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.4 we compute 
d{{ab)c{ba) + {ba)c{ab)) — d{a{bcb)a + d{b{aca)b) in two ways and get (v). 
Lemma 4.2.7 Let G and H be additive groups and let R be not of characteristic 
two. Let f : G X G —> H and g : G x G —>• R be biadditive mappings. Suppose 
that for each pair a,b ^ G either /(a,b) = 0 ox g{a,b^ = 0. In this case either 
/ = 0 or g(a,bf = 0, for all a.beG. 
Proof Given a e G let Ua = {b e G \ f{ab) = 0} and Va = {beG\ g{abf = 0}. 
By assumption, G is the union of Ua and Va- We intend to show that either Ua = G 
OT Va = G. Suppose there exist b,c e G such that b ^ Ua and c ^ I4. Then, of 
course, b EVa and c G Ua- Clearly Ua is a subgroup of G. Since b ^Ua and c G Ua, 
it follows that b + c ^ Ua and b - c ^ Ua- But b + c eVa and 6 - c G Ki, that is, 
g{a, b + c)^ = 0 and g{a, b — c^ = 0. Since g is biadditive, we have 
g(a, bf + g{a, b)g{a, c) + g{a, c)g(a, b) + g{a, cf = 0, 
g{a, bf - g{a, b)g{a, c) - g{a, c)g{a, b) + g{a, cf = 0. 
Recall that 6 G V^  and therefore g{a, bf = 0. Combining the above relations we get 
2g(a, cf — 0. Since R is not of characteristic two, g(a, cf = 0. This contradicts the 
assumption that c ^Va- Thus we have proved that for each a e G either Ua = G or 
Va = G. 
Now let U = {a e G \ f(a, b) = 0, for all 6 G G} and 1/ = {a G G | 
g{a, bf = 0, for all b e G}. By the discussion given above, G is the union of U 
and V. Using the analogous arguments as above one proves that either U = G or 
V — G. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Remark 4.2.1 If a ring R and a nonzero i?-bimodule X are such that xRa = 0 
with X & X, a e R implies that a; = 0 or a = 0, then R is prime. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3 We shall consider the case when (f) is onto and xRa = 0, 
X ^ X, a & R, implies that a; = 0 or a = 0. The other case, when 0 is onto and 
aRx = 0,x E X, a E R, implies that x = 0 or a = 0, can be discussed similarly. 
Multiply the relation Lemma 4.2.6(v) from the right by [0(a), 0(6)]. According 
to Lemma 4.2.6(iv), we get o^0(c) x [0(a),0(6)]^ = 0 for all a,b,c G T. Since 0 is 
onto, for each pair a,b ET either a** = 0 or [0(a),0(6)] = 0. By Remark 4.2.1 we 
may assume that R is of characteristic two . Note that the mapping (a, 6) ^ a^ 
and (a, 6) ^-^ [0(a), 0(6)] satisfy the requirements of Lemma 4.2.7. Hence either 
a* = 0 for all a,b & T or [0(a),0(6)]^ = 0 for all a,b eT. Suppose that d is not a 
(^, 0)-derivation (that is, a* 7^  0 for some a,6 G T). In this case [0(a), 0(6)]^ = 0, 
for all a,b E T. Since 0 is onto, this relation can be written as [r,s]^ = 0 for all 
r,s €: R. By Remark 4.2.1 we may assume that R is prime. But then it follows 
from [93, Lemma] that R is commutative, which contradicts the assumption. Thus 
the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.4 Replace a by a^ in Lemma 4.2.6(i) to obtain 
2d{a%) = d(a)0(a)0(6) + ^(a)d(a)0(6) + d(6)0(a2) 
+e{afd{b) + e{b)d{a)cf){a) + e{b)e{a)d{a). 
On the other hand, according to Lemma 4.2.6(ii), we have 
2^(0^6) + 2d(a)0(6)0(a) + 2^(a)d(6)0(a) + 2e{a)e{b)d{b). 
Comparing the two expressions so obtained for d{a%), we get 
{d(a)0(6) + 9{a)d{b) - d{a)e{b) ~ 0(a)d(6)}(^(a) - 0(a)) = 0. 
Since Ris a, domain, it follows that for each a E R either 9{a) = 0(a) or d{a)(f){b) + 
6{a)d{b) = d{a)9{b) + 4>{a)d{b) for b € R. In other words, R is the union of its 
subsets A = {a e R\ 9(a) = 0(a)} and S = {a € -R | d(a)0(6) + 9(a)d{b) = 
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d{a)9{b) + (j){a)d{b) for all b e R}. Clearly each of A and B are additive subgroups 
of R. But a group can not be the union of two proper subgroups, hence A = R oi 
B = R. 
Suppose that A — R. Then (j) — 6 and from Lemma 4.2.6(i) it follows that d is 
a {6, ^)-derivation. 
Suppose that B = R. Then d{a)^{b) + e{a)d(b) = d(a)e{b) + (f){a)d(b) for all 
a,b e R. Using Lemma 4.2.6(i) it is now easy to see that d is a (^, (;/I))-derivation. 
The last relation can be written in the form d(a)(0(6) - 9{b)) = (0(a) - 6{a))d{b) 
for all a,b G R. Suppose that 4>{b) ^ 9{b) for some b ^ R and set 
A = (0(6) - e{b))-ld{b) € F. Then we have d{a) = A(0(a) - e{a)) for all a e R. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
4.3 Generalized Jordan {6, ^)-derivations in rings 
In the year 1991 Bresar [24] introduced the notion of generalized derivation in 
rings as follows: 
Definition 4.3.1 ( Generalized derivation ) An additive mapping F : R —> R 
is said to be a generalized derivation ( resp. generalized Jordan derivation ) of a 
ring R if there exists a derivation d : R —> R such that F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) 
( resp. F(x^) = F{x)x + xd{x) ) holds for all x,y ^ R. 
It can be observed easily that the concept of a generalized derivation includes 
both the concepts of derivation and a generalized inner derivation. Moreover, a 
generalized derivation with d = 0 covers the concept of a left multipliers that is an 
additive mapping satisfying F{xy) = F{x)y, for all x,y & R. 
Very recently inspired by the definition of {9,0)-derivation Ashraf et.al. [9] in-
troduced the concept of a generalized {9,0)-derivation in rings as follows : 
Definition 4.3.2 ( Generalized (9, (?i>)-derivation ) Let (9,0 be endomorphisms 
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of a ring R. An additive mapping F : R —> R is said to be a generalized (i9, (p)-
derivation ( resp. generalized Jordan {9,0)-derivation ) on a ring R if there exists 
a {6,0)-derivation d : R —> R such that F{xy) = F{x)6{y) + (t){x)d{y) ( resp. 
Fix"^) = F{x)e{x) + (l){x)d{x) ) holds for all x,y e R. 
Example 4.3.1 Consider the matrix ring 
Take elements n and min Z. Consider the matrix ^-bimodule 
^ = {(o y )\-'y^^} 
Let 9 and 0 be two endomorphisms of A defined by 
< ( S O ) = ^ ( o o ) - < ( o O ) = ( o ° ) 
Choose tu = f „ ] ^ M. Then the Z-module homomorphism / : A —>• M, 
defined by 
ff fx y ^ ^ /O y + mz \ 
^[[O z ) ) [O nz ) • 
is a generahzed [9, (;6)-derivation but not a {9,0)-derivation on A. 
In the mentioned paper Ashraf et.al. [9] investigated the following result. 
Theorem 4.3.1 Let R be prime ring of characteristic not two and C/ be a non-
commutative Lie ideal of R such that u^ e U. Suppose that 9,0 are endomorphisms 
of R such that 9 is one-one, onto and d is a [9,0)-derivation of i?. If F : i? —> R is 
a generalized Jordan {9, <^)-derivation on U, then F is a generalized {9,0)-derivation 
onC7. 
The following lemmas are required for developing the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 4.3.1 ([19, Lemma 4]) Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not two 
and C/ be a Lie ideal of R such that U % Z{R) and aUh = (0). Then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
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Lemma 4.3.2 Let R he a. prime ring of characteristic not two and C/ be a Lie 
ideal of R such that u^ e U, for all ueU. Suppose that 6, cf) are endomorphisms of 
R and d is a {9,0)-derivation of i?. li F : R —> R is an aditive mapping satisfying 
F(M^) = F{u)6{u) + <p{u)d{u), for all ueU, then the following hold : 
(i) F{uv + vu) = F{u)e{v) + (f){u)d{v) + F{v)e{u) + (p{v)d{u) for all u,veU. 
(ii) F{uvu) — F{u)9{uv) + (f){uv)d{u) + (j){u)d{v)${u), for all u,v eU. 
{in) F{uvw + wvu) = F{u)6{vw) + F{w)9{vu) + (j){uv)d{w) + (j){wv)d{u) 
+ (f){u)d{v)9{w) + (p{w)d{v)9{u), for all u,v,w E U. 
(iv) u''[9{u),9{v)] - 0, for all U,VEU. 
(v) u''9{w)[9{u),9{v)] = 0, for all u,v,w e U. 
Proof (i) For any u,v ^U 
F{uv + vu) = F{{u + t;)2) - F{u^) - F{v'^) 
= F{u)9{v) -f <t){u)d{v) + F{v)d{u) + (j){v)d{u). 
(ii) For any u,v EU,UV + VU = {u^- v)^ — u^ — v^, for any u,v &U. Replacing v by 
uv + vu in (i), we get F{u(uv + vu) + {uv + vu)u) — F{u)9{uv + vu) + (j){u)d{uv + 
vu) + F{uv + vu)9{u) + 4>{uv + vu)d{u). Since d : R —^ /? is a {9,0)-derivation, 
d{uv + vu) = d(u)9{v) + (j){u)d{v) + d{v)9{u) + (j){v)d{u), for all u,v eU. 
And hence 
F{u{uv + vu) + (uv + vu)u) = F{u)e{uv + vu) + 2F{u)9{vu) + F{v)9{u'^) 
-^2(j){u)d{v)9{u) + (j){u)d{u)9{v) + 4i{v)d{u)9{u) 
+(/){u^)d(v) + 24>{uv)d{u)), for all u,v eU. (4.3.1) 
Also, 
F{u{uv + •yw) + (nu + vu)u) = F(w^t' + vu^) 4- 2F{uvu) 
= F(u)^(wi;) + (i>{u)d{u)9{v) + F{v)9{u^) + 0(t;)rf(w)^(u) 
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+(l){uv)d{u) + <l>{u'^)d{v) + 2F{uvu), for all u,veU. (4.3.2) 
Comparing (4.3.1), (4.3.2) and using the fact that characteristic of R not two, we 
obtain the required result. 
(iii) Replace u hy u + w in (ii), to get 
F{u+w)v{u+w)) = F{u+w)9{uv+vw) + (i){uv+wv)d{u+w) +0{u+w)d{v)0{u+w) 
= F{uvu) + F{wvw) + F{u)e{vu) + F{w)Q{vu) 
+(f){uv)d{w) + (l){wv)d{u) + (j){u)d{v)6{w) 
+((>{w)d{v)e(u), for all u.veU. (4.3.3) 
On the other hand, we have 
F{u + w)v{u + w)) = F{uvu) + F{wvw) + F{uvw + wvu), for all u,v eU. (4.3.4) 
comparing (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), we get (iii). 
(iv) For any u,v ^ U, uv + vu and uv — vu both are in U and hence 2uv G U, for 
all u,v GU. Since char i? 7^  2, our hypothesis yields that 
F((ww)^) = F{uv)6{uv) + (l){uv)d{uv), for all u,v eU. 
Replacing w by 2uv in (iii), and using the fact that char R^2, -we get 
F{uv{uv) + uv{vu)) = F{u)9{vuv) + F{uv)B{vu) + 4>iuv)d{uv) + (j){uv'^)d{u) 
^4){u)d{v)9{uv) + (/){uv)d{v)9{u), for all u,veU. (4.3.5) 
On the other hand, we have 
F{uv{uv) + uv{vu)) = F{{uvY) + F{uv^u) 
= F{uv)9{uv) + (l){uv)d{uv) = F{u)9{v'^u) + ^{uv'^)d{u) 
+(p{u)d{v)e{vu) + (f){uv)d{v)9(u), for all u,v eU. (4.3.6) 
Comparing (4.3.5) and (4.3.6), we get the required result, 
(v) From (iii), we have 
F{{uv)w{uv) + {vu)w{uv)) = F{uv)9{wvu) + F{vu)6{wuv) + 4){uvw)d{v)9{u) 
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+((){uvwv)d{u) + (f){vuw)d{u)9{v) + 4){yuwu)d{v) 
+(f){uv)d{w)0{vu) + (j){vu)d{'w)9{uv), for all u,v,w e W. (4.3.7) 
On the other hand, we have 
F({uv)w{uv) + {vu)w{uv)) — F{u{vwv)u) + F{v{uwu)v) 
= F(u)9{vwvu) + (j){uv'wv)d{y) + (j)(u)d{vwv)9{u) 
+F{v)9{uwuv) + (p{vuwu)d{v) + (l){v)d{uwu)9{v), for all u,v,w 6 U. (4.3.8) 
Further, since 2uw e U, for all u,w E U, we find that Auwu e U, for all u,w e U 
and hence 
d{Auwu) = 4d{u(wu)) = 4:{d(u)9{wu) + (f){u)d(w)9(u) + 4>(uw)d{u)} 
for all u,v eU. Since, R is 2-torsion free,we have 
d{uwu) — d{u)9{wu) + (f)(u)d(w)9(u) + (f)(uw)d{u), for all u,w ^U. 
Hence, the relation (4.3.8) reduces to 
F{(uv)w{uv) + {vu)w{uv)) = F(u)9(vwvu) + <j){uvwv)d{u) + (l){u)d{v)9{wvu) 
+(l){uvw)d{v)9{u) + (t){uv)d{w)6{vu) + F{v)9(uwuv) 
+4){vuwu)d{v) + (j){v)d{u)9{wuv) + <;/!)(t'uiu)rf(u)^(f) 
-\-4){vu)d{w)9{uv), for all u,t>,iy G f/. (4.3.9) 
Notice that in view of (i), x^ = —y ,^ and hence combining (4.3.7) and (4.3.9), we 
get the required result. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 By Lemma 4.3.2(v), we have 
u''9{w)[9{u),9{v)] = 0, for all u,v,w^ U. 
This yields that 
e"\u'')U\u,v] = (0), for all u,veU. 
and hence by Lemma 4.3.1, we find that for each pair u,v e U either 6~^{u") = 0 
or [it,v] = 0. This implies that •u'' = 0 or [u,v] — 0, for all u,v eU. Now, for each 
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u e U, we put Ui = {v eU \ u'' = 0} andU2 = {v e U \ [u,v] = 0}. clearly, 
both Ui and U2 are additive subgroups of U whose union is U. By Braur's trick, we 
have either U = Ui or U = U2- By using similar procedure we can see that either 
[/ = {M e t/ I U ^Ui} OTU = {ueU \ f/ = t/2} that is, either u" = 0, for all 
u,V e t/ or [w,v] = 0, for all u,v G U. If u" 7^  0, then [w,u] = 0, for all u,u G t/, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.3.1 Let R be non-commutative prime ring of characteristic not two 
and let F : R —)• Rhe a, generalized Jordan derivation of R. Then F is a general-
ized derivation on R. 
If [/ is a commutative Lie ideal of R, then the above result is true for 6 = cp. 
Theorem 4.3.2 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not two and U he a 
nonzero commutative Lie ideal of R such that u^ G U, for all u ^ U. Suppose that 0 
is an automorphism of R and d is a {9,0)-derivation of i?. li F : R —>• R is a, gen-
eralized Jordan {0, ^)-derivation on U, then F is a generalized (6, ^ )-derivation on U. 
Proof Since U is a, commutative Lie ideal of R, that is, [u,v] = 0, for all u,v eU, 
using the same arguments as used in the proof of [17, Lemma 1.3], we find that 
U C Z. Now, by Lemma 4.3.2(iii), we have 
F(uvw + wvu) = F{u)6{vw) -\- F(w)9{vu) + 6{uv)d{w) -f 6{wv)d{u) 
+eiu)d{v)e{w) + e{w)d{v)9{u), for all u,v,w & U. (4.3.10) 
Since v? ^ U for all u e C/, we find that uv + vu ^ U for all u,v e U. This 
yields that 2uv e U, for all u,v e U. As the ideal U is commutative, in view of 
Lemma 4.3.2(i), we have 
2F{uvw + wvu) = F{{2uv)w -|- w{2uv)) 
= F{2uv)9(w) + 29(uv)d{w) + 2F{w)9{uv) + 9{w)d{2uv) 
= 2{F{uv)9{vo) + 9{u)9{v)d{w) + F{w)e{u)e{v) 
+9{w)d{u)9(v) + 9{w)9{u)d{v)}, for all u,v,w e U. 
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this shows that 
F{uvw + wvu) = F{uv)e{w) + e{u)e{v)d{w) + F{w)0(u)e{v) 
+e{w)d{u)9{v) + e{w)e{u)d{v), for all u,v,w e U. (4.3.11) 
Combining (4.3.10) and (4.3.11) and using the fact that uv = vu, we obtain 
u^eiw) = 0, for all u,v,w e U. (4.3.12) 
since 9 is an antomorphism and w is central, we find that 9{w) is central. But the 
central element in a prime ring are not zero divisors and thus the equation (4.3.12) 
implies that u" = 0, for all u,v EU. Hence we get the required result. 
The following example demonstrates that R to be prime is essential in the hy-
pothesis of the Theorem 4.3.2. 
Example 4.3.2 Let 5 be a ring such that the square of each element in S is zero, 
but product of some elements in S is nonzero. Next, let 
Define a map F : R —> R such that V^*^ ' ^ 
K o 0 = (o 0 ) • ^ • — - ^ ' ' ^ 
Then with d = 0 and U — 0, it can be easily seen that F(r^) = F{r)r = F(r)s = 0 
for all r,s E R, but F{rs) ^ 0 for some r,s E R. 
Theorem 4.3.3 Let Rhe a. prime ring of characteristic not two and [/ be a Lie 
ideal of R such that w^  G f/, for all w G [/. Suppose that 9,(j) are endomorphism of 
R such that 9 is one-one , onto and d is a {9,0)-derivation of R. Suppose further 
that U has a commutator which is not a zero divisor. If F : i? —^ /? is a generalized 
Jordan {9, (/))-derivation on f/, then F is a generalized {9, ^)-derivation on U. 
Proof Since F : R —> R is a generalized Jordan (9, ^ )-derivation, there exists a 
(^, 0)-derivation d : R —> R such that F(u^) == F(u)9(u) + (i){u)d{u), holds for all 
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ueU. Thus for any u,v eU iiu" = F{uv) - F{u)d{v) - (f){u)d{v), then by Lemma 
4.3.5(4), we have u"[d{u),(f>{v)] — 0, for all u,v ^ U. Since 9 is an automorphism of 
R, we find that 
e-\u'')[u, v] = 0, for all u,veU. (4.3.13) 
Let a, 6 be fixed element of U such that c[a,b] = 0 or [a,b]c = 0. This implies that 
c = 0. Hence in view of the above equation, we get 9~^{a^) = 0 that is, 
a^ = 0. (4.3.14) 
Replacing uhyu + a'm (4.3.13), we get 
r^(M^)[a, v] + e-\a'')[u, v] = 0, for all u,veU. (4.3.15) 
Again replace f by 6 in (4.3.15) , to get 6~^(u'')[a, b] = 0. Since [a, b] is not a divisor 
of zero, we have 
e-^v!') = 0, for all ueU. (4.3.16) 
Further replace i; by u + 6 in (4.3.15) and use (4.3.14), (4.3.15) and (4.3.16), to get 
e-\u'')[a,b] + e-\a'')[u,b] = 0, for all u,veU. (4.3.17) 
In particular, with u = a in (4.3.17) and using the fact that char i? ^ 2, we have 
e-\a'')[a,b] = 0, and hence e'^a") = 0. that is, 
a" = 0, for all v e U. (4.3.18) 
Combining (4.3.17) and (4.3.18), we find that e-l{u'')[a,b] = 0. This implies that 
9~^{u") = 0 that is, u" = 0, for all u,v ^U. Hence F is a generalized {9, (;z!))-derivation 
onU. 
Corollary 4.3.2 Let i? be a ring of characteristic not two and let F : R —^ R be 
a generalized Jordan derivation. If R has a commutator which is not a zero divisor, 
then F is a generalized derivation on R. 
Conjecture 4.3.1 Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not two and [/ be a 
Lie ideal of R. Suppose that 9, (f) are endomorphisms of R such that 9 is one-one. 
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onto and d is a {9, (?!))-derivation oi R. U F : R —)• i? is a generalized Jordan 
(6, (/))-derivation on U, then F is a generalized {9, (/))-derivation on U. 
4.4 Generalized (0,0)-derivations and n*^ power maps in rings 
Lanski [68] generalized the results of Bresar et.al. Theorem 4.2.4 and Ashraf 
et.al. Theorem 4.3.2 in setting of a semiprime ring. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Let Rhea, commutative semiprime ring of characteristic not two. 
If d is a Jordan {9, </))-derivation of R, then d is a {9,0)-derivation of R. 
Proof The assumption on d and commutativity of R show that 
d(x^) = d(x){(f){x) + 9{x)) for any x e R. It follows from the additivity of d that 
2d{xy) = d{2xy) = d{{x + yf) - d{x'^) - d{y'^), for all x,y e R. (4.4.1) 
Expanding this by using d{x'^) — d{x){(f){x)+9{x)), canceling terms, and simplifying, 
yields the expression 
di2xy) = d{x)i(P{y) + 9{y)) + d{y){(l>{x) + 9{x)). (4.4.2) 
In (4.4.2) replace xy with xy^, also represented as {xy)y and equate the result of 
using these two representations: 
d{x){4>{y') + 9{y')) + d{y'){<j>{x) + 9{x) 
= d{xy){4>{y) + 9{y)) + d{y){4>{xy) + 9{xy)). 
Substituing d{y'^) = d{y){(l){y) + 9{y)) into the last equahty gives 
d{x){<i>{y') + 9{y'')) + d{y){<l>{y) + 9{y)){(t>{x) + 9{x)) 
= d{xy){(j>{y) + 9{y)) + d{y){(i>{xy) + 9{xy)). 
Since (j) and 9 are homomorphisms, we can simplify this to 
d{xy){cj>{y) + 9{y)) = d{x){c}>{y^) + 9{y'')) + d{y){<P{y)9{x) + ct>{x)9{y)). 
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Next multiply by 2 and use (4.3.2), obtaining d{x){(t){y) + e{y)f + d{y){(j){x) + 
e{x)){(i>{y) + d{y)) = 2d{x){4>{y^) + e{y^)) + 2d(y)(0(y)^(x) + 0(x)^(y)), and this 
reduces to 
d{y){<P{x) - e{x)){<j>{y) - e{y)) = d{x){<f>{y) - 9{y)f 
or equivalently, to 
id{y)icl>{x) - eix)) - d{x){cf>{y) - ^(2/)))(<^(y) - ^(y)) = 0. 
If we set V{x) = ()){x) - 0{x), then for all x,y E R, {d{y)V{x) - d{x)V{y))V{y) = 0. 
Interchange x and y results in {d{y)V{x) - d{x)V{y))V{x) = 0 so {d{y)V{x) -
d{x)V{y)Y = 0 follows from the commutativity of R. Now R commutative and 
semiprime means that R contains no non zero nilpotent element, forcing d{y)V{x) -
d{x)V{y) = 0. Therefore, d{x)(t){y) + d{y)e{x) = d(x)e(y) + d{y)(j){x). Using this 
equahty in (4.4.2) shows that 2d{xy) = 2{(j){x)d{y) + d{x)9{y)) and the 2-torsion 
free assumption yields d{xy) — {(j)(x)d(y) + d{x)6{y)). d is a (^, ^)-derivation of R, 
as required. 
Remark 4.4.1 The assumption R to be of characteristic not two in the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4.4.1 and even in the results proved by Bresar et.al. Theorem 4.2.4 and 
Ashraf et.al. Theorem 4.3.2 is not superfluous. 
Example 4.4.1 Let K = F\Z] for F a field with characteristic two and R = 
K{x, y}, the free K — algebra in non -commutative indeterminates x and y. Clearly, 
{m \ m is a monomial in x and y} is a i('-module basis for R, where 1 = mo is 
the empty monomial, so r E R has a unique representation as r = /j + ^ f^m 
with fi,fm E K. Thus r^ = /i^ + X) fm'^'^ + Z) fufvuv, where one of « = 1 or 
y = 1 is allowed. In r^ the coefficient of xy must be 2fifxy + fxfy = fxfy and 
similarly the coefficient of yx is fyf^ ~ fxfy Using our representation for r define 
d : R —¥ R by d{r) = {fxy + fyx)z. Then d is additive and by our computation 
above d(r^) = 0. For (p = 9 — IjiOV(j) = 6 the automorphism of R defined by 
interchanging x and y, or induced any endomorphism of R. Then since d{R) C K, 
we have 6{r)d(r) + d{r)4>{r) = 2d{r)9{r) ~ 0. consequently, d is a Jordan ((9,0)-
derivation of i?. Now d{xy) — z but 9{x)d(y)+d(x)(p(y) = 0. Since d(x) = d{y) = 0, 
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so d is not a {9, (/>)-derivatioii. 
In order to generalize the result of Ashraf et.al. Theorem 4.4.3 the author 
avoided the assumption of commutators to be zero divisors and considered R to be 
an arbitrary semiprime ring of characteristic not two. 
Theorem 4.4.2 Let i? be a semiprime ring of characteristic not two and d be 
a Jordan {9,0)-derivation of R with ^ or 0 an automorphism of R. Then d is a 
{9, (^)-derivation of R. 
Before proving the theorem it is convenient to set some notation. For R a 
semiprime ring, let W = {[R,R]) be the ideal of R generated by all commutators 
[a, b] = ab — ba and let A = ann{W) be the two sided annihilator of W in R. A is 
also the annihilator of {[a, b] \ a,b E R} and is the maximal central ideal of R by 
Lanski [67]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.2 We proceed to prove the theorem assuming that 4> 
is an automorphism. The argument when 6 is an automorphism is similar, using 
the symmetry of 9 and (f) in the Definition 4.2.3. In view of Theorem 4.4.1 we may 
throughout that R is not commutative. Then [R, Rl^Oa-ndW = {[R, R]) ^ 0. By 
assumption d{x'^) = d{x)(t){x)-\-9{x)d{x). Since xoy = xy + yx = (x + y^ — x"^ — y"^. 
It follows from the additivity of d,9 and (f) that 
d{x oy) = d{x)4>{y) + d{y)(l>{x) + e{x)d{y) + 9{y)d{x), for all x,y E R. (4.4.3) 
Note that 2xyx = xo[xoy)-x^ oy so applying d and expanding using (4.4.3) and 
the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we have 
d{xyx) = d{x)(i){yx) + 9{x)d{y)(f>{x) + 9{xy)d{x), for all x,y e R. (4.4.4) 
A linearization on x yields 
d{xyz + zyx) = d{x)(j){yz) + 9(x)d(y)(f)(z) + 9{xy)d{z) + d{z)(t){yx) 
+9(z)d{y)(l)(x) + 9(zy)d(x), for all x,y e R. (4.4.5) 
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Now using (4.4.4),(4.4.5) and d{x • y (xy) + (xy) • y • x) = d{{xyf + xy'^x), we get 
{d{x)4>{y) + e{x)d{y)-d{xy))(l>{[x,y\) - 0. liH{x,y) = d{xy)-d{x)(l>{y)-e{x)d{y), 
then we have 
H{x, y)4>{[x, y\) = 0, for all x,y ^ R. (4.4.6) 
Clearly, d is a {0,0)-derivation of R when H(x, y) = 0 for all x,y e. R. Thus 
we need to show that H{R,R) = 0. We do this in stages, first proving that 
H{R,R) C A = ann{W), then using this to show in turn that H{A,ann{A)) = 0, 
H{A,A) = 0, H{A,R) = 0 and finally that H{R,R) = 0. By (4.4.3), we show 
that H{x,y) = —H{y,x). Note that both H{x,y) and (t){[x,y\) are linear in each 
argument. The hnearization of (4.4.6) on x gives 
H{x, y)(P{[z, y\) + H{z, y)(t>{\x, y]) = 0, for all rr, y, z G R. (4.4.7) 
And then hnearizing (4.4.7) On y yields that 
H{x, y)(j>{\z, t]) + H{x, t)ci){[z, y]) + H{z, y)0([x, t]) + H[z, t)(j){[x, y]). (4.4.8) 
Now assume that x,y E R with xy = 0. Clearly xyx = 0 and from (4.4.4) we 
have 
0 = d{xyx) = d{x)(/)(yx) + 9{x)d{y)(j){x) 
= -d{xy)4){x) + d{x)(l){y)4>{x) + d{x)d{y)(l)(x) 
or equivalently H{x,y)(l){x) — 0. Replacing y by yry for any r G /?, we get 
0 = H(x, yry)4)(x) = {d{xyry) - d{x)(f){yry) - 9(x)d{yry))(f){x) = H{x, y)4)(r)(l>{yx). 
Again using (4.4.4), we have xy = 0 and 9 , 0 are are homomorphisms. Since 0 
is an automorphism and r G i? is arbitrary, we may assume that H{x, y)R(j){yx) = 0. 
Since R is semiprime, intersection of all prime ideals is zero. If R is 2-torsion 
free then the intersection of prime ideals not containing 2R is zero. Let P be any 
prime ideal of R. Clearly H{x, y)R^{yx) C P and we get that either H{x, y) E P 
or (j){yx) e P for any y e r — ann{x), the right annihilator of x in R. Therefore 
r — ann{x) is the union of the additive subgroups {y G r — ann{x) \ H(x, y) G P] 
and {y G r — ann(x) \ (f>{yx) G P}. Since a group cannot be the union of two 
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proper subgroups, it follows that either H{x,y) G P or 0(r — ann{x)x) C P. But 
(f){r - ann{x)) is a right ideal of R, then (/)(r - ann{x))(p{x) = 0(r - ann{x)x) C P 
implies that either 0(x) G P or 0(t/) e P . If xy = 0 then for any prime ideal P of 
P we must have that either H{x, y) e P Or 4){x) e P, or (j){y) € P. 
Still assuming x,y and P are as above, by (4.4.7) H{x,y)(t){[z,y\) + 
H{z,y)(t){[x,y]) G P for any z G P. If / /(x,y) ^ P, then (j){x) G P , or 0(j/) G P 
yields iy(x,y)(?!»([z,y]) G P Replacing z by zr for any r G P and using that ^(P) = 
P, we have H(x,y)R[R,(j){y)] C P . U H{x,y) ^ P then [P,0(y)] C P. Since (4.4.7) 
holds for any x,y,z ^ R and we have seen by (4.4.3) that H{x,y) = —H{y,x) so in-
terchanging X and y in (4.4.7), we get H(x, y) ^ P , which imphes that [P, (/)(x)] C P 
when xy = 0. If P is a prime ideal of P and xy = 0 then i/(x, y) G P or both 
[P ,0(x) ] , [P ,0(y) ]CP 
Since H{x,y) G P or both [P, 0(J :)] , [P,0(y)] C P and xy = 0, yields that 
H{x,y)(j){\z,t]) G P . Since t,z & P are arbitrary, we have H{x,y)[(f){R),^{R)] C P. 
As 0 is an automorphism now shows that H{x,y)[R,R] C P. Since P is arbitrary 
and P is semiprime ring, H{x,y)[R,R] = 0 implies that H(x,y) G 4^ = ann{W) 
whenever xy = 0 in P . 
If xy = 0, then for any r ^ R, d{ryx) = d{ryx + xyr) and applying (4.4.5), we 
get 
d{ryx) = d(r)(j){yx) + e{r)d{y)(j){x) + 0{ry)d{x) + d{x)(p{ry) + e{x)d{y)(j){r) 
= rf(r)0(yx) + ^(r)(rf(y)0(x) + d{y)d{x)) + (d(^)(/>(y) + e{x)d{y))cj>{r). 
But d(x)0(y) + ^(x)d(y) = d{xy) - H{x,y) = -H{x,y) G A, so 
d(ryx) - d(r)(f){yx) - 6{r){d{yx) - H{y,x)) G A, since >1 is an ideal of P. Using 
H{y, x) = -H(x, y) e A results in H{r, yx) = d{ryx) - d{r)(f){yx) - 6{r)d{yx) G A 
when xy = 0, then H{yx, r) G A. 
Suppose that in R, ab = 0 and cd = 0. From (4.4.7) we have H{x, y)(f)([ba, y]) + 
H{ba,y)(j){[x,y]) = 0 for any x,y e R. We have just seen that H{ba,y)(/)([x,y]) = 0, 
using that 0 is a homomorphism and H{x,y)(l){[ba,y]) = 0. Linearization of y gives 
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that H{x, z)(l){[ba, y]) + H{x, y)(j){[ha, z\) = 0, for any x,y,z e R. Replacing z by dc 
and using if(x, dc) G ^ 4, we have 
H{x,y)(t){[ba,dc]) = 0. (4.4.9) 
By (4.4.6) H{z,y)0([z, y]) = 0, for any y,zERso for any s,t e R, sH{z, y)0([2,y]) = 
0 = tH{x,y)(l){[x,y]) for arbitrary x E R. Since (p is an automorphism, 
sH{z,y)^{[z,y]) = 0 is equivalent to (j)-\s)(l)-\H{z,y))[z,y] = 0. By (4.4.9), we 
may use [z,y](t)~^{s)(j)''^{H{z,y)) in place of ba. We can replace dc for 
[x, y]ct>-'{t)(l>-\H{x, y)) and get ff (x, y^lz, y])sH{z, y), 0([x, y])t/f (x, y)] = 0. Mul-
tipying by (f){[z,y])u for any u E R and using that iy(2,y)0([z,y]) = 0, we have 
H{x, y)4>{[z, y])sH(z, y)cf>{[x, y])tH{x, yM[z, y])u; = 0. 
From (4.4.7) H{z,y)4>{[x,y]) = -H{x,y)(l){[z,y]) and substituting this in the last 
equation, we see that H{x,y)(f){[z,y])R) = 0. Since R is semiprime, we have 
H{x, y)(j)([z, y]) = 0. Replacing z for rz for any r G R shows that H(x, y)i?0([z, y]) = 
0, for any x,y,z E R. Multilplying by rH{x, y)(l){[z, t]) on the right and using (4.4.8), 
we have H{x,y)(l){[z,t])rH{x,y)(l)([z,t]) = 0 and other three terms are zero. Since 
R is semiprime, yields that H{x,y)(j){[z,t]) = 0 or equivalently H{x,y)[R,R] — 0. 
As (p is an automorphism, H{R, R) C A. 
We have that H{x,y) G A = ann{W) for all x,y G R. Using (4.4.4) and 
definition oi H, we get 
d{xyx) — d{x)(j){yx) + 9(x)d(y)(p{x) + 6{xy)d{x) 
and 
d{xyx) = e{xy)d{x) + {e{x)d{y) + d{x)^{y) + H{x, y))(t){x) + H{xy, x). 
Comparing these expressions for all x, y G i?, we have 
H{x,xy) = H{x,y)(l){x). (4.4.10) 
Now linearizing (4.4.10), substitute using x,z e A and y G ann{A), 
H{x, zy) + H{z, xy) = H{x, y)(f){z) + H{z, y)0(x). (4.4.11) 
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Since A.ann{A) = 0, we get H{x,y)(p{z) + H{z,y)4>{x) = 0. li z ^ x, then 
2H{x, y)(t){x) = 0 forces H{x, y)(f){x) = 0, so right multiphcation by 0(z) and using 
H(z,y) € yl is central in R, yields that 
H{x,y)(j){zf = 0. Therefore {H{x,y)(j){x)f = 0. Since A E Z{R) and Z{R) con-
tains no nonzero nilpotent elements, H{x,y)(j){z) = 0. But 0 is an automorphism 
imphes that (f){W) = W and 0(ann(H^)) = ann{W), then we get 0(yl) = A. Hence 
if (x, y) C A n ann(A) = 0; or 
H{ann{A),A)^Q. (4.4.12) 
Let S = {P C i? I P is a prime idea/, 2R<lP,A(l P}. Note that for each P e B, 
we have ly C ann{A) C P . Since A.ann{A) = 0, it follows that R/P is a commu-
tative domain. Prom (4.4.12) \i x EW Q ann{A) and y G A, then H{x,y) = 0 and 
of course xy = 0, so 9{x)d{y) + d{x)(j){y) = (i(xy) = 0. But ^ is a homomorphism 
implies that e{x) eW Q P, then d(W^)(^(^) C P . But <?i(^ ) = A and ^ ^ P so 
d{W) C P . 
Recall that A C 2'(P) and let us compute with central elements. For z e Z{R) 
and any r E R, we have 2z^r = z'^r + rz^ = 2zrz. Using (4.4.3) and (4.4.4) with 
these elements shows the equivalence of the expressions 
d{z\ + rz'') = d{z'^)4){r) + e{z'^)d{r) + d{r)(f){z'^) + e{r)d{z'^) 
and 
2d{zrz) = 2d{z)(t){rz) -f 20iz)d{r)(f){z) + 2e(zr)d(z). 
By assumption d is a Jordan (6, (j!))-derivation and equating the last two expressions, 
we find that {e{z)d{z)+d{z)(j){z))(P{r)+e{z)d{z)d{r)+d{r)(f){z)(l){z)+e{r){e{z)d{z) + 
d{z)(t){z)) = 2d{z)(j){Tz) + 2e{z)d{r)(j){z) + 2e{zr)d{z). Observe that zr = rz and 6 
and (f) are homomorphism, gives that H{r, z) G Z{R) and 6{z)d{r) -\- d{z)(f){r) = 
d{zr) — H{z,r). we get 
H{r,z){e{z)-(l){z)) = 0. (4.4.13) 
Since R/P is a comutative domain, either H(r, z) e P or 9{z) — ^(2) G P for all 
r e R. These are additively closed conditions on Z{R). Since a subgroup is not the 
union of two proper subgroups, we must have H(R, Z(R)) C P or 9{z) - (j){z) e P 
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for all z G Z{R). Assume that this condition holds and take u,v E Z{R). Then 
0 = d{uv) = e{u)d{v) + d{u)(t){v) + H{u,v) - d{v)d{u) - d{v)(l){u) - H{v,u) = 
(e{u) - 4>{u))d{v) + {(/){v) - e{v))d{u) + 2H{u, v) because (j){Z{R)) = Z{R). Conse-
quently 2H{u,v) C P so H{Z{R),Z{R)) C P . Now all the prime ideals of R not 
containing 2R have zero intersection and all of these primes that are not in B must 
contain A, so contain H{Z{R), Z{R)) and it follows that H(Z{R), Z(R)) = 0. If we 
assume that H{Z{R),R) C P , then we arrive at the same conclusion, it is always 
true that H{Z{R), Z{R)) = 0. 
We know that A C Z{R) and then H{A, A) = 0. For any x,z E A and r G P, 
it follows from A an ideal of R that (4.4.11) reduces to 
H{x,r)(i){z)-\-H{z,r)(j){x). (4.4.14) 
In particular, when x = z, 2H{x,r)(/)(x) = 0 implies that H{x,r)(j)[x) = 0. Us-
ing H{x,r) C Z{R) and multiplying (4.4.14) on the right by (f)(x) yields that 
H{z, r)(j){xY = 0. This means that if (z, r)(j){x) G A C Z(R) with square zero, gives 
that H{z,r)(f)(x) = 0. Hence we have H{A,R)(I)(A) = 0 and because (f)(A) = A, 
which gives that H{A,R) C An ann{A) = 0. By (4.4.11) for z G Z, we get 
H{R, R) = 0, i.e. d is a (6,0)-derivation of R. This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.4.2 The assumption that ^ or 0 is an automorphism is essential not 
only in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4.2 but also in Theorem 4.3.2. 
Example 4.4.2 Let F{x, y} be the free algebra over a field F and let B = (x, y), 
its ideal of all elements with zero constant term. For b E B we write b = fix-\- f2y + 
g{x, y) for unique /i G P and g{x, y) G P ^ Thus 6^  = flx"^ + f^y"^ -h fif2{xy + yx) + 
h{x,y) with h{x,y) G B^. SettingT == {cix^ + C2y'^ + cz{xy+yx)^g{x,y) \ g{x,y) G 
P^} there is a unique representation b — cix -f C2y + c^xy + t for each b E B and 
some t ET. Note that all 6^  G T. For any nonzero semiprime ring Aset R = A®B. 
Then P is a semiprime ring. Define (j),d : R —> R by 0((a, 6)) = (a,0) and 
d{{a, cix + C2y + csxy + t)) = (0,cix + C2y -f- Csxy). Clearly d is additive and 0 is a 
homomorphism but not an automorphism and (j){R)d{R) = 0 = d{R)(f){R). It shows 
that d is a Jordan {9,0)-derivation for ^ = 0 or for 0((a, b)) = {h{a), 0) for any endo-
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morphism h of A. However, d is not a (9, (/))-derivation since (0, xy) = d{{0, x)(0, y)), 
whereas ^((0, x))d{(0, y)) + d{{0, a:))0((O, y)) - 0. 
Following is an example of a prime ring having a Jordan {9, (/))-derivation d, 
with neither 9 nor 0 an automorphism, so that d is not a (9,0)-derivation. 
Example 4.4.3 Let B,T C F{x, y} be as in Example 4.4.2 and let R be the ring 
of 2 X 2 matrices over B with off-diagonal elements in / = (y) n B^, the ideal of 
F{x, y} generated by elements all of whose monomials are in B^ and contain y. We 
write sybolically as R= i j . 
Clearly, i? is a prime ring since M^il) is. Now define 9,(j),d : R —> R by 
<(::))=((r':)). <(::))=(L(:o) 
and d\ { 1 I = ( « I, when u = c-^x -\- C2V + c^xy + t with t e T, as 
in Example 4.4.2. 
It is easy to check that 9 and (j) are homomorphism not automorphism and that 
d is additive with d{r'^) = 0 , for all r e R, since the upper left entry of r^ lies 
in T. As in Example 4.4.2, 9{R)d{R) = 0 = d{R)(l){R). Therefore d is a Jordan 
(^, (;ii>)-derivation of R but not a (^, 0)-derivation since d[ \ n, r. ) ( n n ) ) ^ 
/ O 0 \ 
\xy 0 ; 
In the following example i? is a domain with 1 having a Jordan {9,0)-derivation 
d, with neither 9 nor 0 an automorphism , so that d is not a (9, (/))-derivation. 
Example 4.4.4 Let R = F{x,y} and define 9,(1): R—^ Rhy 4>{f{x,y)) = /(0,0) 
and 9 — (}). Thus both maps send each element of R to its constant term and are 
homomorphism of R. Define d : R —> R to be F-Hnear, sending all monomi-
als in x and y, including the empty monomial 1, to 0, except for d{xy) = x and 
d{yx) = -X. Note that d{xy) = x, whereas 9{x)d{y) + d{x)(j){y) = 0, so d cannot 
be a ((9, (?!))-derivation. To see that d is a Jordan {9,0)-derivation, write a e R as 
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a = co + CiX + c^y + c^xy + c^yx + /?, where (3 contains only monomials of degree at 
least three, x"^ and y^. It follows that a^ = ciC2{xy + yx) + 2cQCzxy + 2coC4ya; + 7, 
where 7 has no monomial equal to xy or yx. By definition 6{pt)d{a) + (i(a)(/)(a) = 
co(c3 — 04)0; + (c3 — C4)xco = 2co(c3 — C/^)x = (1(0^), which shows that d is a Jordan 
{9,0)-derivation. 
It is straight forward to show that if d is a derivation of a ring R and n > 1 is 
any integer. Then 
n - l 
(i(x") = Y^x^d{x)x'"^-\ for any x e R, (4.4.15) 
, J=o 
where x^r = r = rx°. 
Following Lanski [68] this property of an additive map is called the n*^  power 
property. A natural question arises whether an additive map on R satisfying n^'^ 
power property be a derivation of R. For n = 2, the n*'* power property (4.4.15) 
makes d a Jordan derivation and hence d is a derivation in a prime ring of charac-
teristic not two by Herstein Theorem 4.2.1 and by a result of Cusack [37, Theorem] 
in case of a semiprime rings. 
Rem2irk 4.4.3 if G is a generahzed {9,0)-derivation of a ring R, then for any 
X G i? and any integer n > 1, it follows by induction, first that 
n - l 
rf(a;") = d{x)9ix''-') + ^(j){x^)d{x)9ix''-^-^) 
and then that 
n - l 
G(x") = Gix)9{x''~') + ^0 (x^Xx)^ (a ; " - J -^ ) , 
where 9{x^)r = r = r9{x^), for all x E R. 
Finally Lanski [68] proved the following result which is in fact a generalization 
of almost all the results discussed in this section. 
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Theorem 4.4.3 For n > 2 let i? be an n!-torsion free semiprime ring with identity 
1 and let G,d: R —> R be additive mappings. Suppose that 0 be an endomorphism 
of R with ^(1) = 1 and let 0 be an automorphism of R. Further suppose that for 
all X G R, 
n - l 
G'(x") = G(a;)0(x"-^) + ^ e(x^)d{x)(f){x''-^-^), (4.4.16) 
where 9{x^) = 1 = </)(x°). Then d is a (^, 0)-derivation of R and G is a generalized 
{6,0)-derivation of R with respect to d. Further, if d is assumed to be a {6, </>)-
derivation of R, then one need assume only that (/> is a unital endomorphism of R. 
Proof For n = 2 in (4.4.16), we have G{x'^) = G{x)(l){x) + 9{x)d{x). If we take 
X = 1 in (4.4.16), we get G(l) = G(1)0(1) + (n - l)e{l)d{\)^{l). Since 6 and 0 
are unital homomorphisms yields that 0 = (n — l)d{l). As R is n.'-torsion free then 
d{\) — 0. Repacing x with x + z.l for any integer z and note that {k.\ \ 1 < A; < n!} 
contains n! different elements in the center of R. By additivity of G and d and using 
d{l) — 0, we get 
G{{x + z.\Y) = (G(x) + zG{\))(l){{x + ziy-^) 
n-\ 
+ ^ e{{x + z.l)^)d(x),^((x + 2.1)"-^-^). (4.4.17) 
Expanding (4.4.17) and using additivity of 9 and </!), collect the terms containing z^ 
n 
to get ^ z''Pk{x) = 0. Note that PQ{X) is the given relation in the theorem and is 
fc=0 
n 
zero. When 1 < z < n, the torsion assumption on R leads to ^^ z'^ ~^Pfc(a;) = 0. 
fc=i 
Since i? is n!-torsion free and z can vary from 1 to n, a Vandermonde determinant 
arguement shows that each Pi{x) = 0. In particular, since Pn-\{x) = 0, we get 
n - l 
nG{x) = G{x)(t>{l) + (n - l)G(l)0(a;) + Y, 0{l)d{x)(i){l). (4.4.18) 
Our assumption on (9 and <j) yields that (n - l)G{x) = (n - l)(G(l)0(x) + d{x)), 
since i? is n!-torsion free then we have 
G{x) = G{l)(t){x) + d{x) (4.4.19) 
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Prom Pi{x) = 0 and 0(1) = 1 we get 
nG(x"-^) = (n - l)G(a;)0(x"-2) + G(l)(/)(x"-i) 
n - l 
+ Y,{je{x^-')d{x)(l>(x^-'~^) + (n - 1 - i)^(x^)d(x)0(a:"-2-J)) 
And the terms in the summation in this expression combine to yield 
nG(x"-^) = (n - l)G(x)(/)(x"-2) + G(l)(/.(x"-') + d(x)(^(x''-2) 
n-2 
+n^0(x^)d(x)(/>(x"-2-^) 
Cosequently, using (4.4.19) 
n-2 
nG(x"- ') = (n - l)G(x)0(x"-2) + G(x)0(x"-2) + nJ2 0{x^)d{x)(j){x''-^-^) 
n-2 
= nG(x)0(x"-2) + n 5 ] ^(a;Od(a;)0(x"-2-^) 
Since R is n-torsion free, we get 
ra-2 
G(x^-^) = G(x)0(a;"-2) + n^^(x^)d(x)</)(x"-2-^) 
But jR is (n — 1)'.-torsion free so when n > 2, by induction, we obtain that 
G{x^) = G{x)c/){x) + e{x)d{x). (4.4.20) 
FVom (4.4.19), we have G{x^) = G{l)(j>{x^) + d{x^). Using (4.4.20) we get 
d{x^) = G{x)(j)ix) + e{x)d{x) - G(l)0(x)0(x). But G{x) - G(l)0(x) = d{x) by 
(4.4.19), so d(a;^) = d(x)0(x) + 9{x)d{x) and d is a Jordan (^, 0)-derivation. By 
Theorem (4.4.2), d is a (^, 0)-derivation, where (f) is an automorphism. If d is a 
(^, 0)-derivation, then cj) may be any unital endomorphism of R. Using (4.4.19), 
we obtain G{xy) = G{l)(j){x)(j){y) + d{xy). We can write G{xy) - G{l)(j){x)(j){y) + 
d(x)4){y) + e{x)d{y) = (G(l)0(x) + d{x)(j){y) + 9{x)d{y). Another apphcation of 
(4.4.17) yields that G(xy) = G{x)(t){y) + e{x)d{y). Thus G is a generalized [O^cj))-
derivation of R, for the {0,0)-derivation d of R. This completes the proof. 
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In order to generalize a well known result of Posner ( Lemma 2.2.2 ) and to 
get a partial extension of Bresar's result ( Theorem 2.3.4 ) Nurcan [5] obtained the 
following result: 
Theorem 4.4.4 Let Rhe a semiprime ring. Let d and g be derivations of R such 
that atleast one is nonzero. If d{x)x = xg{x) for all x G -R, then R has a nonzero 
central ideal. 
We proved the above result for generalized derivation of a semiprime ring as 
follows: 
Theorem 4.4.5 Let R he a. semiprime ring. Let F and G be the generalized 
derivations with associated derivation d of R. If G is nonzero and F{x)x = xG{x) 
for all X G i?, then R has a nonzero central ideal. 
Proof Assume that C is a nonzero generalized derivation. A linearization of 
F{x)x = xG{x) gives 
{F{x + y)}{x + y) = (x + y){G{x + y)). (4.4.21) 
This impUes that 
F{x)y + F{y)x = xG{y) + yG{x) (4.4.22) 
Replacing xhy xy, we have 
F{xy)y + F{y)xy = xyG{y) + yG{xy). 
F(x)y^ + xd(y)y + F(y)xy = xyG{y) + yGix)y + yxd{y) (4.4.23) 
Right multipHcation of (4.4.22) by y, yields that 
F(x)y2 + F{y)xy = xG{y)y + yG{x)y. (4.4.24) 
Combining (4.4.23) and (4.4.24), we get 
xd{y)y = xyG{y) + yxd{y) - xG{y)y, for all x,y e R, 
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or 
xd{y)y - yxd{y) = xyG{y) - xG{y)y. 
[xd{y),y] = x[y,Giy)], (4.4.25) 
that is, 
x[d{y), y] + [x, y]d(y) = x[y, G{y)]. (4.4.26) 
Replacing x hy rx, we have 
rx[d{y),y] + [r,y]xd{y) + r[x,y]d{y) =rx[y,G{y)]. (4.4.27) 
Left multiplying (4.4.26) by r, to get 
rx[d{y), y] + r[x,y]d{y) = rx[y, G(y)], for all r,x,y e R. (4.4.28) 
Using (4.4.27) and (4.4.28), we find that 
[r, y]xd{y) = 0, for all r, x, y G R. 
In particular, [r,y]xyd{y) = 0, for all x,y,r e R. Also [r,y]xd{y)y = 0, for 
all x,y,r G R. Combining these two results, we get [r,y]x[d{y),y] = 0, for all 
x,y,r e R. Replacing r by d{y), we obtain [d(y), y]x[d{y), y] = 0, for all y e R or 
[diy)^y]R[diy),y] = O- By semiprimeness of R, we get [d{y),y] = 0, for all y ^ R. 
Hence by Lemma 2.2.2, the proof is complete. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Derivations in rings with involution 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the study of rings with involution admitting a deriva-
tion. Section 5.2 contains a result of Aydin [11] which is a generalization of a result 
of Lee [73] which states as follows: if i? is a prime ring with involution of characteris-
tic not two admitting a nonzero derivation d and S is the set of symmetric elements 
of R { X G R such that x* — x, where * is an involution ) contained in Z{R) such 
that [d(S), S]ff^r = (0), then S has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Section 5.3 is devoted to the study of *-derivations of a ring with involu-
tion defined by Bresar and Vukman [31]. An additive mapping d : R —> R is 
said to be a *-derivation ( resp. Jordan *-derivation ) of an involution ring R if 
d{xy) — d{x)y* + xd{y) ( resp. d(x^) = d{x)x* + xd{x) ) holds for all x,y e R. In 
the mentioned paper inspired by the well known theorem of Posner ( Theorem 2.2.1) 
Bresar and Vukman [31] obtained the following result: Let i? be a non-commutative 
prime ring with involution of characteristic not two. Then R is normal if and only 
if there exists a nonzero commuting Jordan *-derivation d : R —> R. 
In Section 5.4 *-generalized derivations of a ring with involution have been 
studied a concept very recently defined by Daif et.al. [38]. 
5.2 (cr, r)-derivations of rings with involution 
Following Herstein [51] we define a ring with involution as follows: 
Definition 5.2.1 ( Involution ring ) An additive mapping x ^-^ x* satisfying 
(x*)* = X and (xy)* = y*x*, for all x,y e Ris called an involution on a ring R. The 
ring equipped with an involution is called a *-ring or an involution ring. 
Example 5.2.1 The most natural example of an involution ring is the real 
( or complex ) matrix ring with the usual involution that is the transposition 
( conjugate ). 
Definition 5.2.2 ( Symmetric element ) An element x in a *-ring is said to 
be symmetric ( resp. skew-symmetric ) if x* = x ( resp. x* = —x ). 
The set of all symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of R are denoted by S 
and S' respectively. 
Remark 5.2.1 If R is an involution ring of characteristic not two, then every 
element x & R can be uniquely represented in the form 2x = h + k, where h £ S 
and k G S'. 
Definition 5.2.3 ( Normal element ) An element x in an involution ring R is 
said to be normal if xx* = x*x. If all the elements of R are normal, then R is called 
a normal ring. 
Example 5.2.2 The ring of real quaternians is normal . 
In the year 1982 Herstein [51] established that if a prime *-ring of characteristic 
not two admits a derivation d such that d{S) C Z{R), then S C Z{R). Lin [76] 
showed that if ad{S) = (0), for a G 5, then a = 0 or 5 C Z{R). On the other hand, 
Lee [73] proved that in the above mentioned ring Rif S ^ Z{R), o G 5 a nilpotent 
element of R such that [d{S),a] = (0), then a = 0. Further Aydin [11] generalized 
these results estabhshing the following theorem for (a, r)-derivation of a prime ring 
R with involution. 
Theorem 5.2.1 Let i? be a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two 
admitting a nonzero derivation d. Suppose that the set of symmetric elements of 
R such that S C Z{R) and [d{S),S]^^r = (0). Then S has no nonzero nilpotent 
elements. 
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The following lemmas are necessary to prove the theorem of which first three 
can essentially be found in [12], [59] and [76] respectively. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Let i? be a prime involution ring with characteristic not two. If 
a,b e Ca,T, the {a, r)-centralizer of R, then a G Z{R) or b = 0. 
Lemma 5.2.2 Let / be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R. Let d he a {O;T)-
derivation of R and a G i? 
(i) If ad{I) = (0) ( or d(I)a=(0) ), then a = 0 or rf = 0. 
(a) If [d{I),a]^,r = (0), then a G Z{R). 
Lemma 5.2.3 Let i? be a prime ring with involution. If a G 5 and b E R are such 
that aSb = (0) ( or bSa = (0) ), then either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Lemma 5.2.4 Let i? be a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two 
admitting a nonzero (cr, T)-derivation d. If d{S) = (0), then S C Z{R). 
Proof For all x e R, x + x* e S. 0 = d{x + x*) = d{x) + d{x*), gives us 
d{x) = -d{x*), for all x e R. (5.2.1) 
Replacing xhy sx, s & S in (5.2.1), we obtain d(sx) = —d({sx)*) = ~d(x*s). On the 
other hand, d{sx) = d{s)a{x) + T{s)d{x) — T(s)d(x) and —d(x*s) = —d(x*)a(s) — 
T{x*)a(s) = —d{x*)a(s). Using (5.2.1), we get —d{x*s) = —d{x*)a{s) — d{x)a{s) 
and so we have T{s)d{x) = d{sx) = —d{x*s) = d{x)a(s). Therefore [d{x),s]^^r = 0, 
for all X G -R and s ^ S. Using Lemma 5.2.2(ii), we have S C Z{R). 
Lemma 5.2.5 Let i? be a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two 
admitting a nonzero (cr, r)-derivation d. If d{S) C Ca,T, the (a, T)-centralizer of R, 
then S C Z{R). 
Proof Assume that d{S) ^ (0). Since for all s e S, s'^ e S, d{s'^) G C^.^. 
d(s^) = d(s)a{s) + T{s)d{s) = 2r(s)d(s) G Ca,T- Using characteristic of R not two, 
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we get T{s)d{s) e Ca,T- Since d{s) G CC^T, applying Lemma 5.2.1, we have 
d(s) = 0 or T{s)eZ{R). (5.2.2) 
If d{s) ^ 0, then s G Z{R). On the other hand, since d{S) ^ 0, there exists an 
element t G S such that d{t) ^ 0 and from (5.2.2), t G Z{R). Since d{s) = 0, 
d{s + i) = ^(*) 7^  0- Therefore s + 1 G ^ ( JR) , i.e., s G 2'(i?). Hence in either case in 
(5.2.2), we have s G Z{R). Therefore, S C Z{R). 
Lemma 5.2.6 Let i? be a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two. 
If (T, T are automorphisms of R such that for a G 5, 6 G R, T{a)T{S)b = (0) ( or 
ba(S)a{a) = (0) ), then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof Since r is an automorphism of R, there exists an element c E R such that 
T{C) = b. 0 = T{a)T{S)b = T(aSc), hence we get aSc = 0. Applying Lemma 5.2.3, 
we get a — 0 ox c = 0., i.e., a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Similarly, if ba{S)a{a) = (0), for a G 5, then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Lemma 5.2.7 Let i? be a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two 
admitting a nonzero (a, T)-derivation d. If T{a)d{S) — (0), for a E S, then a = 0 or 
S C Z{R). 
Proof For all s E S, as + sa e S. By hypothesis 0 = T{a)d{as + sa) = 
T{a)d{a)a{s) + T{a)T{a)d{s) + T{a)d{s)a{a) + T(a)r{s)d{a) = T{a)T{s)d{a), for all 
s E S. Applying Lemma 5.2.6, we get o — 0 or d{a) = 0. Hence d{a) = 0 is ob-
tained. On the other hand, for aWx E R, x + x* E S. Therefore 0 = T{a)d{x + x*) = 
T{a)d{x) + T(a)d(x*), this gives us 
T{a)d{x) - -T{a)d{x*), for all x E R. (5.2.3) 
For all s G 5 and x E R, sx + x*s E S. Using hypothesis, we have 0 = 
T{a)d{sx + x*s) E S. Applying d and using (5.2.3), we get 
r{a)T{s)d{x) - T{a)d{x)a{s) + T{a)T{x*)d{s) = 0, for all s G 5 , x G R. (5.2.4) 
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Replacing x by ax in (5.4.4), we have 0 = r(o)r(s)c?(ax) - T{a)d{ax)cF{s) 
+ T{a)r{{ax)*)d{s) = T{0)7{s)d{a)a{x) + T{a)T{s)T{a)d{x) - T{a)d{a)a{x)a{s) -
T{a)T{s)d{x)a{s) + r(a)r(x*)r(a)d(s). Since a G 5, rf(a) = 0 and T{a)d{s) = 0, we 
get 
T{a)T{s)T{a)d{x) - T{a)T{s)d{x)a{s) = 0, for all a; £ i?, s G 5. (5.2.5) 
Now substituting a; for xa and using d(a) = 0, we get 
T{a)T{s)T{a)d{x)(j{a) - T(a)r(a)cf(x)o-(a)a(s) = 0, for all x e iJ, s e 6". (5.2.6) 
Multiplying (5.2.5) by a{a) from the right, we have 
T{a)T{s)T{a)d{x)a{a) - T{a)T{a)d{x)a{s)a{a) = 0, for all x G i?, s G 5. (5.2.7) 
Subtracting (5.2.7) from (5.2.6), we get 
T{a^)d{x)a{\a, s]) = 0, for all x G i?, se S. (5.2.8) 
Replacing x by tx, t G 5 in (5.2.8), we have 
r(a^)T{S)a([a, s]) = (0), for all x G i?, s G S. 
Applying Lemma 5.2.6, we conclude that 
a^  = 0 or d{R)a{[a, s]) = (0), for all s e S. 
If a^ = 0, then from (5.2.5), we have T{asa)d{R) = (0) for all s e S. Applying 
Lemma 5.2.2(i) and Lemma 5.2.3, we get a = 0. If d{R)a([a, s]) = (0) for all s e S, 
then by Lemma 5.2.2(i) [a, S] = (0). If we define Ia(x) = [a, x] an inner derivation 
determined by a, then Ia(S) = (0). By Lemma 5.2.4, we get S C Z{R) or /„ - 0, 
i.e., S C Z{R) or a G Z{R). If a G Z{R), since /? is prime ring and T{a)d{s) = 0, 
we conclude that a = 0 or d{S) = (0). Therefore by Lemma 5.2.4, we have a = 0 or 
S C Z(R). 
Lemma 5.2.8 Let Rhe a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two. If 
a, T are automorphisms of R such that r(a)r(s)6 + ba{s)a{a) = 0, ior a e S, b E R 
and all s ^ S, then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
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Proof Assume that a 7^  0. Since a e S, for all s e S, sas G S. Therefore 
T{a)T{sas)b = -ba{sas)a{a) = -ba{s)a{a)a{a) = T{a)T{s)ba{s)a{a) = T{as)ba{sa). 
On the other hand, T{a)T{sas)b = r{a)T{s)T{a)T{s)b = -T{as)ba{sa). Since the left 
hand side of these equations are equal, we conclude that 2T{as)ba{sa) = 0. Since 
characteristic of R is not two, we have 
r(as)ba{sa) = 0, for all s e S. (5.2.9) 
Linearizing on s and using (5.2.9), we obtain 
T{as)ba{ta) + T{at)ba{sa) = 0, for all s,t e S. (5.2.10) 
Multiplying (5.2.10) by a{ta) from the right, we get 
T{as)ba{ta)a{ta) + T{at)ba{sa)a{ta) = 0, for all s,t E S. (5.2.11) 
Using T{a)T{s)b = —ba{s)a{a) and (5.2.9), we get T{as)ba{ta)a{ta) 
— —T{as)T{a)T{t)b<j(ta) = 0. Thus from (5.2.11), we have T{at)ba{sa)a{ta) = 0 
for all s, t e S. Since r is an automorphism of i?, there exists an element c oi R 
such that T{C) = b. Therefore, we get 
T{atc)a{S)a{ata) = 0, for all s,t e S. 
Applying Lemma 5.2.6, we have ate = 0 or ata — 0 for all t G S. Thus 
5 = {s G -S I asc = 0} U {s G 5 I asa = 0}, that is the union of two additive 
subgroups of R. Hence, we have either aSc = (0) or aSa = (0). By Lemma 5.2.3, we 
conclude that either a = 0 or c = 0. Since a 7^  0, we have c = 0 or equivalently b = 0. 
Lemma 5.2.9 Let i? be a prime ring with involution of characteristic not two 
admitting a nonzero (a, r)-derivation d. If 5 ^ Z{R), a e S and a^  = 0 are such 
that [d{S), a]^^r = (0), then a = 0. 
Proof Assume that a^O. By hypothesis, for all s e S, d(s)a{a) = T{a)d{s). For 
all s,s^ G S, expanding [d{s^),a]„^r = 0 and using d{s)a{a) = T{a)d(s), we have 
d{s)a{[s, a]) + T{[S, a])d{s) = 0, for all s G 5. (5.2.12) 
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Replacing s by s + a, in (5.2.12) and using (5.2.12), we find 
d{a)a([s, a]) + T([S, a])d{a) = 0, for all s e 5 
or equivalently 
d{a)a{s,a) — d{a)a{as) + T{sa)d{a) — r(as)o?(a) = 0, for all s E S. (5.2.13) 
But a e S and a^  = 0, so 0 = d(a^) = d(a)a(a) + T{a)d(a) — 2d{a)a{a). Since R 
is not of characteristic two, we have d{a)a{a) — T{a)d{a) — 0. Using this, (5.2.13) 
implies that 
d{a)a{s, a) = T{as)d(a) = 0, for all s G S. (5.2.14) 
For all s,t G S, sat + tas G S, using the hypothesis, we have 
0 = [d{sat + tas),a](^^r = [d{sat), a]a,T + [d{tas), a]„^r = [d{s)a{at) + r{s)d{a)a{t) + 
T{s)T{a)d{t), a]a,T + [d(t)a{as) + T{t)d(a)a{s) + r(i)r(a)rf(s), a](r,T = d{s)a{at)a(a) + 
T{s)d{a)a{t)a{a) + T(s)T(a)d{t)a{a) - T(a)d(s)a{at) - T{a)T{s)d{a)a{t) 
- T{a)r{s)T{a)d(t) + d{t)a{as)a{a) + T{t)d{a)a{s)a{a) + T(t)T{a)d{s)a{a) 
— T{a)d{t)a{as) — T(a)T(t)d{a)a{s) — T{a)T(t)T{a)d{s). Now, multiplying the last 
equation from the left by T{a) and using T{a)d{s) = d{s)a{a) and a^ = 0, we get 
T{as)d{a)a{ta) + r{at)d{a)a{sa) = 0, for all s,t e S. (5.2.15) 
By (5.2.14) and (5.2.15), we get 
T{a)T{s)T{at)d{a) + T{at)d{a)a{s)a{a) = 0, for all s,t E S. 
Applying Lemma 5.2.8, we have a = 0 or r(a)r(5')(i(a) = 0 and using Lemma 5.2.6, 
d(a) = 0. 
On the other hand, for all s,t ^ S, [[a, s], t] G S. Since d([[a, s],t]) = [d{[a, s]), t]a,T 
[d{t),[a,s]]a,r = [[d{a),s]a,r - \d{s),a\a,rA<y,T - [rf(t),[a,s]]a,r = -[rf(i),[a,s]]<,,T, we 
have 0 = [rf([[a, s],t]),a]CT,r — —[M(0) [o, s]]o-,r,o]<T,T- By hypothesis and using the 
identity [[3;,y]CT,r,-2]<T,T = [a^ , [y,-^ JJa.r + [[2;,-z]CT,T,y]CT,T, the last equation reduces to 
0 = {d{t), [[a, s], a]]o.,^  + [[c?(^ ), a\„^r, [a, s^„^r = \d{t), {asa - so? - a^s + asa)]a,T- Ex-
panding the last equation and using a? — Q and d{t)a{a) = T(a)d{t), we obtain 
T{as)d{t)a{a) = T{a)d{t)a{sa) = 0, for all s,t e S. (5.2.16) 
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In particular, 
T(as)d{s)a{a) = T{a)d{s)a{sa) = 0, for all s,t e S. (5.2.17) 
On the other hand, since a? = 0, we have 0 = d{s'^)a(a^) = d{s'^)a{a)a{a) — 
T{a)d{s'^)a(a) = T(a)d{s)a{s)a{a) + T{a)T{s)d{s)a{a) or equivalently 
r{as)d(s)a{a) = -T{a)d(s)a{sa), for all s e S. (5.4.18) 
Considering (5.2.17) and (5.2.18), we get 2r(as)d(s)a(a) = 0. Since characteristic 
of R not two, we have 
T{as)d{s)a{a) = 0, for all s e S. (5.2.19) 
Multiplying (5.2.16) by T{at) from the left, t e S, and using (5.2.19) and 
d{t)a{a) = T{t)d{t), we get 
T{ata)T{S)d{t)a{a) = (0), for all t G S. 
Lemma 5.2.6 implies that for all t G 5, ata = 0 or d{t)cr{a) = 0. Thus 
5 = {s € 5 I asa = 0} U {s G 5 | d{s)a{a) = 0}, that is the union of two ad-
ditive subgroups of R and hence we have either aSa = (0) or d{S)a{a) = (0). Since 
a 7^  0, we have d{S)a{a) = (0). Therefore for all s G 5, 0 = d{s)a{a) = T{a)d{s). 
Since T{a)d{S) = (0), by Lemma 5.2.7, we get o = 0. This is a contradiction to our 
assumption and hence, a = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1 Assume that 6 G 5 is a nilpotent. Therefore there exists 
an integer n such that 6""^ y^ 0 and 6" = 0. Since be S, a = 6""^ G S and a^  = 0. 
By hypothesis, [d(S), a\a,T = (0). Applying Lemma 5.2.6, we get 0 = a = 6""^ which 
is a contradiction. Therefore S has no nilpotent element. 
5.3 * - Derivations of rings with involution 
Bresar and Vukman [31] defined *-derivation of an involution ring as follows: 
Definition 5.3.1 ( *-derivation ) An additive mapping d : R —> R is 
said to be a *-derivation ( resp. Jordan *-derivation ) of an involution ring R if 
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d(xy) = d(x)y* + xd(y) ( resp. d(x^) = d(x)x* + xd(x) ) holds for all x,y e R. 
Remark 5.3.1 The mapping x i-> ax* — xa, where a is a fixed element in i? is a 
Jordan *-derivation and such a Jordan *-derivation is known as inner. 
The study of Jordan ^-derivations has been motivated by the problems of the 
representability of quadratic forms by bilinear maps. 
In spirit of the well known theorem of Posner Theorem 2.2.1. Bresar and 
Vukman [31] established the following result: 
Theorem 5.3.1 Let i? be a non-commutative prime ring with involution of char-
acteristic different from two. Then R is normal if and only if there exists a nonzero 
commuting Jordan *-derivation d : R —> R. 
For the proof of the theorem we state the following well known result due to 
Herstein [47]. 
Lemm.a 5.3.1 Let R he a. prime ring. If either a[x,b] = 0 for sll x e R or 
[x, b]a = 0 for all x e R, then a = 0 or 6 G Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1 If R is normal, then mapping a; t-)- x — x* is a nonzero 
commuting Jordan *-derivation. 
We assume that Risa prime ring with involution of characteristic different from 
two, which is not normal and d : R —>• i? is a Jordan *-derivation and [d(x),x] = 0 
for all X £ R. We want to show that d = 0. A linearization of [d(a;), x] = 0, gives 
[d(x),y] = [x,d{y)], for all x,y e R. (5.3.1) 
Replacing ?/ by ?/^  in (5.3.1), we get 
[d{x),y'^] = [x,d{y)y* + yd{y)] = [x,d{y)]y* + d{y)[x,y*] + [x,y]d{y)+y[x,d{y)]. 
But on the other hand, [d{x),y^] = [d{x),y]y + y[d(x),y] = [x,d{y)]y + y[x,d{y). 
Hence 
[^,d{y)](y - y*) = diy)[x,y*] + [x,y]d{y), for all x,y e R. (5.3.2) 
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In particular, if y = x, then we have d{x)[x,x*] = 0. Replacing xhy h-Vk, where 
hE S and k e S' one obtains that 
d{h)[h, k] + d{k)[h, k] = 0, for all /i G 5, ke S'. (5.3.3) 
Replacing h by —h in (5.3.3) and comparing the relation so obtained with (5.3.3), 
we get 
d{h)[h, k] = 0, for all ^ G -S, kE S'. (5.3.4) 
d{k)[h, k] - 0, for allheS, fee 5'. (5.3.5) 
We now show that d{h) = 0 for all h E S. We claim that 
d{h)[h, [h,x]] = 0, for all h E S, xe R. (5.3.6) 
Indeed ii x E S, then [h,x] G S' and so (5.3.6) follows from (5.3.4). Similarly, if 
X G S{R), then (5.3.6) is true as d{h) commutes with h and (5.3.4) holds. Since 
every x E R can be represented as2x~h + k, hES and A; G 5', it follows that 
(5.3.6) holds for all x E R. Note that (5.3.2) yields that 
d{h)[x, h] + [x, h]d{h) = 0, for all /i G 5, xE R. (5.3.7) 
Replacing x by [y,h]x in (5.3.7), we get 
d{h)[y, h][x, h] + d{h)[[y, h], h]x + [y, h][x, h]d{h) + [[y, h], h]xd{h) = 0. 
According to (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) this relation becomes d{h)[y, h][x, h]+[[y, h], h]xd{h) = 
0. If we multiply this by d{h) from the left, then (5.3.6) yields that d{hY[y, h\[x, h\ = 
0 for all x,y E R, h E S. By Lemma 5.3.1, we have d(/i)^ = 0 for every h E S which 
is not contained in Z{R). Now, take hi E SnZ{R). Replacing h by h + hi in (5.3.4), 
it follows that d(hi)[h,k] = 0, where h E S and k E S' are arbitrary. From (5.3.1) 
we see that d{hi) lies in Z{R). Since the center of a prime ring does not contain 
any nonzero zero divisors, we have either d{hi) = 0 or [/i, fc] = 0 for all /i G 5 and 
k E S'. But we have assumed that R is not normal so we are forced to conclude 
that d(hi) = 0. Thus we have proved that 
d{hf = 0 for all h E S, d{h) = 0, for all h E S n Z{R). (5.3.8) 
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Hence we obtain from (5.3.7) 
d{h)[x, h]d{h) = 0, for all heS, xe R. (5.3.9) 
Taking x = kx where k e S', x e R, then we get d{h)[k, h]xd{h) + d{h)k[x, h]d{h) = 
0. According to (5.3.4) and (5.3.7) this becomes d{h)kd{h)[x,h] = 0. By Lemma 
5.3.1 it follows that d{h)kd{h) — 0, for all fc e S" and h E S which are not contained 
in Z{R). By (5.3.8) this is certainly true for h € Z(R). Thus d(h) = 0 for all h G S 
will be proved by showing that d{h)hid{h) ~ 0, for all h, hi e S. Since R is prime, it 
suffices to show that d{h)hid{h)xd{h) — 0, for all h,hi e S, x ^ R. Since dljif = 0, 
we have d{h)hid{h)xd{h) = d{h)[hi,d{h)]xd{h). Applying (5.3.1), we obtain 
d{h)hid{h)xd{h) = d{h)[d{hi),h]xd{h) 
d{h)[d(hi)x, h]d{h) + d(h)dihi)[h, x]d{h). 
The first term on the right side is zero by (5.3.9). Since d{h)'^ = 0 for all h E S, it 
follows that d{h)d{hi) = —d{hi)d{h) and using (5.3.9), we see that the second term 
is zero as well. Hence d{h)hid{h) = 0 for all h ^ S. Next we show that d{k) = 0, 
for all keS'. 
Prom (5.3.1) it follows that [h,d(x)] = 0, for all x e R. li h e S, k E S', 
then hk — kh E S and therefore 0 = [hk — kh,d{x)] = h[k,d{x)] — \k,d{x)\h since 
\Kd{x)] = 0. Thus h[k,d{x)] = lk,d{x)]h, for all h E S, x E R, k E S'. Since 
every y E R can be represented as2y = hi-{-k where h,hi E S, k E S' and since 
[hi,d{x)] = 0, we have h[y,d{x)] = [y,d{x)]h, for all x,y E R, h E S. Since the 
mapping y H-)- [y, d{x)] is a derivation the result of [50] can be applied. Since R 
is not normal there exists h E S which is not contained in Z(R) and so we are 
forced to conclude that d{x) lies in Z{R) for every x E R. Hence (5.3.5) yields 
that for each k E S', either d(k) = 0 or [h,k] = 0 for every h E S. In other 
words, S' is the union of its additive subgroups G = {k E S' \ d{k) = 0 and 
H = {k E S' \ [h, k] = 0, for all h E S}. But a group can not be the union of two 
proper subgroups, hence G = S' or H = S'. Since R is not normal, we conclude 
that G = S'. That is, d{k) = 0 for all k E S'. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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Theorem 5.3.2 Let R he a. non-commutative prime ring with involution. If 
d : R —>• i? is a *-derivation, then d = 0. 
Proof Suppose d satisfies d(xy) = d{x)y* + xd{y). Then d{xyz) = d{x{yz)) = 
d{x){yz)* + xd{yz) = d{x)z*y* + xd{y)z* + xyd{z). On the other hand, d{xyz) = 
d{{xy)z) = d{xy)z* + xyd{z) — d{x)y*z* + xd{y)z* + xyd{z). By comparing, we ob-
tain d{x)[z*, y*] = 0 for all x,y,z e R. Using Lemma 5.3.1, we get d= 0. Similarly 
one shows that d = 0 in case d satisfies d{xy) ~ d{y)x* + yd{x). 
Bresar and Vukman in the mentioned paper also proved that a Jordan *-
derivation under some conditions is of the form d{x) = ax* — xa, for some a E R. 
Theorem 5.3.3 Let R be an involution ring having a unit 1, containing the 
element 1/2 and containing an invertible skew-symmetric element A which lies in 
Z{R). li d : R —v i? is a Jordan ^-derivation, then there exists a ^ R such that 
d{x) = ax* — xa, for all x e R. 
Lemma 5.3.2 Let i? be a ring with involution of characteristic not two. If 
d : R —> Ris a, Jordan *-derivation of R, then for all x,y,z E R following hold: 
d(xyx) = d{x)y*x* -f- xd(y)x* + xyd(x), (5.3.10) 
d(xyx + zyx) = d{x)y*z* + xd(y)z* + xyd(z) + d(z)y*x* + zd{y)x* + zyd(x). (5.3.11) 
Proof As in the proof of [46, Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.5], we obtain (5.3.10) by 
computing d{x{xy + yx) + {xy + yx)x) in two ways. Linearizing (5.3.10), we get 
(5.3.11). 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.3 Using (5.3.10), we obtain d{X) = d{\\-^\) = d{\) -
X^d{\-^) -f- d{\). Thus rf(A-i) = X-'^d{X). According to (5.3.11), we have 
2d{x) = d[\x\-^ + \-^xX) = d{X)x*{X-y + Xd{x){X-^)* 
+Xxd{X-') + d{X-')x*X* + X-^d{x)X* + X-'xd{X) 
-X-^d{X)x* - d{x) + xA-M(A) - X~^d{X)x* - d{x) + xX-^d{X). 
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Thus Ad{x) = x{2X-^d{X)) - {2X'^d{X))x* and theorem is proved . 
Theorem 5.3.4 Let i? be a non-commutative prime ring with involution . If 
d : R —> Ris a, *-derivation, then d{c) — 0 for all c G Z{R) Ci S . 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3.3 Let 7? be a non-commutative prime ring with involution. If a G i? 
is such that ax* — xa for all x G i?, then a = 0. 
Proof Since ax* = xa for all a; G .R, we have zya = zay* — az*y* = a{yz)* = yza. 
Thus [z, y]a = 0 for all y,z E. R and by Lemma 5.3.1, a = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.4 Take c G Z{R) H S. According to (5.3.11), we have 
d{xcy + ycx) = d{x)cy* -t- xd{c)y* + xcd{y) -f d{y)cx* + yd{c)x* + ycd{x). 
On the other hand, since c G Z{R), we have 
d{xcy + ycx) = d{cxy + yxc) = d{c)x*y* + cd{x)y* 
+cxd{y) + d{y)x*c + yd{x)c + yxd{c). 
Comparing the expression thus obtained for d{xcy+ycx), we get {d{c)x* —xd{c))y* = 
y{d{c)x* - xd(c)), for all x,y e R. Using Lemma 5.3.3 twice we obtain the assertion 
of the theorem. 
Corollary 5.3.1 Let Rhe a non-commutative prime real algebra with involution 
having unit element 1. li d : R —> Ris a, Jordan *-derivation, then d is linear . 
Proof Take x E R and a real number t. Using a linearized form of Jordan 
^-derivation ( i.e. the relation which we obtained replacing x by x + y m d(x^) = 
d{x)x*+xd(x)), we get 2d{tx) = di{tl)x+x{tl)) = d{tl)x*+td{x)+d(x)t+xd{tl) = 
2td{x), since d{tl) = 0 by Theorem 5.3.4. 
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Bresar [22] defined Jordan triple derivation as follows: 
Definition 5.3.2 ( Jordan triple derivation ) An additive mapping d : R —> R 
is said to be a Jordan triple derivation of a ring R if for all pair of elements x,y E R, 
the following holds: 
d{xyx) = d{x)yx + xd{y)x + xyd(x). (5.3.12) 
Of course any derivation is a Jordan triple derivation. Moreover, one can easily 
prove that any Jordan derivation on a ring of characteristic not two is a Jordan 
triple derivation ( see [30] for the details ). 
Bresar [22] proved the following result: 
Theorem 5.3.5 Let i? be a semiprime ring of characteristic not two and let 
d : R —^ Rhe a. Jordan triple derivation. In this case d is a derivation. 
Definition 5.3.3 ( Jordan *-triple derivation ) Let i? be a ring with involution. 
An additive mapping d : R —> R is said to be Jordan* triple derivation on R if 
d{xyx) = d{x)y*x* + xd{y)x* + xyd{x), holds for all x,y E R. (5.3.13) 
RemEirk 5.3.2 A Jordan *-derivation on a ring with involution of characteristic 
not two is a Jordan* triple derivation but not conversely. 
In the year 2006 Vukman [101] obtained the following result: 
Theorem 5.3.6 Let i? be a semiprime involution ring of characteristic not six 
and let d : R —> R be an additive mapping satisfying the relation (5.3.13). In this 
case cf is a Jordan *-derivation. 
For the proof we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.3.4 Let i? be a semiprime involution ring of characteristic not two. 
Suppose that the relation ax*b* + bxa = 0, holds for all x e R and some a,b e R. 
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In this case ab — ba = 0 is fulfilled. In case R is prime, then either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof We have the relation 
ax*b* + bxa = 0, for all x e R. (5.3.14) 
Putting in the above relation ybx for x and applying (5.3.14), we obtain 
0 =: a{ybx)*b* + bybxa = {ax*b*)y*b* + bybxa 
= —bx{ay*b*) + bybxa = bxbya + bybxa. 
We have proved that 
bxbya + bybxa = 0, for all x,y € R. (5.3.15) 
In particular for y = x, the above relation reduces to 
bxbxa = 0, for all x € R, 
since we have assumed that R is not of characteristic two. Applying (5.3.14), we 
obtain from the above relation 
bxax*b* = 0, for all x e R. (5.3.16) 
Now substituting in (5.3.15) xay for y and applying (5.3.14) and (5.3.15), we obtain 
0 = bx{bxa)ya + bxaybxa = —{bxax*b*)ya + bxaybxa = bxaybxa. 
We have proved that {bxa)y{bxa) = 0, holds for all x,y £ R. It follows that 
bxa = 0, for all x e R. (5.3.17) 
Prom (5.3.17), we obtains {ab)x{ab) = 0, for all x e R which gives that ab = 0. 
Similarly, we obtain ba = 0. In case R is prime, it follows from (5.3.17) that either 
a — 0 or b = 0. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.6 We have 
d{xyx) = d{x)y*x* + xd{y)x* + xyd{x), for all x,y e R. (5.3.18) 
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The substitution xyx for y in the above relation gives 
d{x^yx^) = d{x)x*y*x*^ + xd{xyx)x* + x'^yxd(x) = d{x)x*y*x*'^ 
+xd{x)y*x*'^ + x^d{y)x*'^ + x^yd{x)x* + x^yxd{x), for all x,y e R. 
Therefore, we have 
d{x'^yx'^) = d{x)x*y*x*^+xd{x)y*x*'^+x^d{y)x*'^+x^yd{x)x*+x'^yxd{x), for allx,y G R. 
(5.3.19) 
On the other hand, the substitution x^ for x in (5.3.17), gives 
d{xV) = d{x^)y*x^ + x^d{y)x*^ + x^yd{x^), for all x,y e R. (5.3.20) 
Subtracting (5.3.19) from (5.3.20), we obtain 
A{x)y*x*^ + x^yA{x) = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.3.21) 
Where A{x) stands for rf(x^) — d{x)x* — xd{x). From (5.3.21), it follows according 
to Lemma 5.3.6 that 
A(x)x^ = 0, for all x e R. (5.3.22) 
and 
x'^A{x) = 0, for all x e R. (5.3.23) 
The substitution x + y iov x in (5.3.22), gives 
A{x)y^ + A{y)x^ + B{x, y)x'^ + 5(x, y)y'^ + A{x){xy + yx) 
-{-A{y){xy + yx) + B{x, y){xy + yx) = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.3.24) 
Where B{x,y) stands for d{xy + yx) — d{x)y* — d{y)x* — xd{y) — yd{x). Putting - x 
for X in the above relation and comparing the relation so obtained with (5.3.24), we 
obtain since we assumed that characteristic of R not two, 
B{x,y)x'^+B{x,y)y'^+A{x){xy^yx)-^A{y){xy+yx) = 0, for allx,y G R. (5.3.25) 
The substitution 2x for x in (5.4.14), we get 
4B(x,y)x^ + B{x, y)y^ + AA{x){xy + yx) + A(|/)(xy + yx) = 0, for all x,y e R. 
(5.3.26) 
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Subtracting (5.3.25) from (5.3.26), we obtain 3A{x){xy + yx) + 3B{x,y)x'^ = 0, for 
x,y G R. Since characteristic of R not three, we get 
A(x)(xy + yx) + B{x, y)x'^ = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.3.27) 
Multiplying (5.3.27) by A{x)x and using (5.3.23), we get 
A{x)xyA{x)x + A{x)yxA{x)x = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.3.28) 
Substituting yx for y in (5.3.28) and multiplying (5.3.28) by x from the left, we 
obtain {xA{x)x)y{xA{x)x) — 0, for all x,y € R. Hence we get xA{x)x = 0, for 
x e R. Then (5.3.28) reduces to {A(x)x)y{A{x)x) = 0, for all x,y e R, which gives 
Aix)x = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.3,29) 
Now (5.3.27) reduces to A{x)yx + B{x,y)x'^ = 0, for all x,y e R. Right multiplica-
tion of this by A{x) and left multiplication by x gives {xA(x))y{xA{x)) = 0, for all 
x,y G R, which gives 
xA{x) = 0, for all x e R. (5.3.30) 
Rrom (5.3.29), we get 
A(x)y + B{x, y)x = 0, for all x,y G R. 
Right mulipUcation of the above relation by A{x) and using (5.3.29), we get 
A(x)yA(x) = 0, for all x,y G R, which gives A{x) = 0 for all x e R. In other 
words, d{x'^) = d{x)x* + xd{x), for all x E R, which implies that d is a. Jordan*-
derivation. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 5.3.4 If R has an identity element, then proof of the Theorem 5.3.6 can 
be immediately obtained without assuming that R is semiprime. 
5.4 * - Generalized derivations of a ring with involution 
Very recently motivated by the definition of *-derivation and Jordan *-derivation 
Daif et.al. [38] defined *-generalized derivation and a Jordan *-generahzed deriva-
tion in a ring with involution. 
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Definition 5.4.1 ( *-Generalized derivation ) Let Rhe a. ring with involution. 
An additive mapping G : R —> R is said to be a *-generaIized derivation (resp. 
Jordan ^-generalized derivation ) if there exists a *-derivation d : R —> R such that 
G{xy) = G{x)y* + xd{y) ( resp. Gix"^) = G{x)x* + xd{x) ) holds for all x,y e R. 
Definition 5.4.2 ( Jordan *-generalized triple derivation ) Let i? be a 
ring with involution. An additive mapping G : R —>• R is said to be a Jordan 
*-generalized triple derivation of R if G{xyx) = G{x)y*x* + xd{y)x* + xyd{x), holds 
for all x,y E R. 
In the mentioned paper Daif et.al. [38] obtained the following result: 
Theorem 5.4.1 Let i? be a semiprime involution ring of characteristic not six and 
let G : R —> R be an additive mapping satisfying the relation 
G{xyx) = G{x)y*x*+xd{y)x*+xyd{x), for all x,y G R and some Jordan *-derivation 
d of R. Then G is a Jordan *-generalized derivation. 
Proof We have the assumption 
G{xyx) = G{x)y*x* + xd{y)x* + xyd(x), for all x,y e R. (5.4.1) 
Replacing y by xyx in (5.4.1), we get 
G{x'^yx^) = G{x)x*y*x*'^ + xd{xyx)x* + x'^yxd{x), for all x,y e R. (5.4.2) 
Using (5.4.1) in (5.4.2), we obtain 
G{xV) = G{x)x*y*x*^ + xd{x)y*x*^ + x^d{y)x*^ 
+x^yd{x)x* + x^yxd{x), for all x,y E R. (5.4.3) 
On the other hand, replacing x by x^ in (5.4.1), we get 
Gix'^yx^) = G{x'^)y*x*^ + x'^d{y)x*^ + x'^ydix'^), for all x,y e R. (5.4.4) 
Since d is a Jordan ^-derivation, (5.4.4) can be written as 
G{xV) = G{x'^)y*x*^+x'^d{y)x*^+x'^yd{x)x*+x'^yxd{x), for a\\x,y e R. (5.4.5) 
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Subtracting (5.4.3) from (5.4.4), we obtain 
A{x)y*x*^ = 0, for all x,y e R, (5.4.6) 
where A(x) stands for G{x'^) - G{x)x* - xd{x). We intend to prove that 
A{x) = 0, for all x e R. (5.4.7) 
Replacing y by y* in (5.4.6), we obtain 
A{x)yx*^ = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.4.8) 
Right multiphcation by A{x) and left multiplication by x*^ in (5.4.8), we have 
x*"^A{x)yx*'^A{x) = 0, for all x,y E R. Since R is semiprime, we obtain 
x*^A{x) = 0, for all x e R. (5.4.9) 
Replacing y by x*^yA{x) in (5.4.8) and by the semiprimeness of R, we get 
A{x)x*^ = 0, for all x e R. (5.4.10) 
A linearization of (5.4.10) gives 
A{x)y*^ + A{y)x*^ + B{x, y)x*^ + B{x, y)y*^ + A{x){xy + yx)* 
+A{y)(xy + yx)* + B{x,y){xy + yx)* = 0, for all x,y e R, (5.4.11) 
where B(x, y) stands for G(xy + yx) - d{x)y* - d(y)x* — xd{y) - yd(x). Putting -x 
for x in the above relation and comparing the relation so obtained with the relation 
(5.4.11), we obtain 
B{x, y)x*^ + B{x, y)y*^ + A{x){xy + yx)* + A{y){xy + yx)* = 0, for all x,y E R. 
(5.4.12) 
The substitution 2x for x in (5.4.12) gives 
4B{x, y)x*^ + B(x, y)y*^ + 4A(x)(xy + yx)* + A{y)(xy + yx)* = 0, for all x,y e R. 
(5.4.13) 
Subtracting (5.4.12) from (5.4.13), we obtain SB{x,y)x*^ + 3A(x){xy + yx)* = 0, 
for all X, y G jR which gives 
B{x, y)x*^ + A(x)(xy + yx)* = 0, for all x e R. (5.4.14) 
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Right multiplication of (5.4.14) by A{x)x* and using (5.4.9), we get 
A{x)y*x*A(x)x* + A{x)x*y*A{x)x* = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.4.15) 
Substituting yx for y in (5.4.15) and multiplying (5.4.15) from the left by x*, we 
obtain x*A{x)x*y*x*A{x)x* = 0, for all x,y e R. Replacing y by y* so by the 
semiprimeness of R, we obtain x*A{x)x* = 0, for all x E R. Hence (5.4.15) reduces 
to {A{x)x*)y*(A{x)x*) = 0, for all x,y E R, which gives 
A{x)x* = 0, for all x e R. (5.4.16) 
Therefore (5.4.14) reduces to B{x,y)x*^ + A(x)y*x* = 0, for all x,y e R. Right 
multiplication of this by A{x) and left multipUcation by x* and replacing y by y* 
gives {x*A{x))y{x*A{x)) — 0, for all x,y e R, which gives 
x*A{x) = 0, for all x e R. (5.4,17) 
Linearization of (5.4.16) gives 
A(x)y* + A{y)x* + B(x, y)x* + B{x, y)y* = 0, for all x,y e R. (5.4.18) 
Putting —x for x in (5.4.18) and comparing the relation so obtained with (5.4.18), 
we get 
A(x)y* + B{x, y)x* = 0, for all x,y E R. (5.4.19) 
Right multiplication of (5.4.19) by A{x) and using (5.4.17), we get A{x)y*A{x) — 0 
for all x,y E R, which yields that A{x) = 0, for all x E R. In other words 
G(x^) = G{x)x* + xd{x), for all re G i? which means that G is a Jordan *-generalized 
derivation. This completes the proof. 
It is clear that if we take the *-derivation d to be the zero *-derivation in the 
above theorem, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.4.1 Let R he a, semiprime involution ring of characteristic not six 
and let r : i? —> R be an additive mapping. If T{xyx) = T(x)y*x* for all pairs 
x,y E R, then T is left Jordan *-centralizer. 
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